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Going all the way: Gay Tide hits the Supreme Court

Deja vu: As the Truxx raid makes it to film, the cops strike again

Body impolitic? Tory tampering at the Ontario Arts Council
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"The idea

ofgay people
getting together

at all was
an eye opener
ofan idea.^^
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Radical Beginnings: First in a three-part series on the

birth and betrayal of the early gay movement in the USA

HREWEED
Heather Bishop joins

a festival-full oif performers

in celebration of the new
feminist journal

Blasphemy?!
That was the charge, but the

goal was to silence a newspaper.

Andrew Hodges reports on the

battle of Britain's Gay News
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WIWWOULD ITMEAN TOYOU
If these three men went to jail?

If The Body Politic were closed down?
If gay people lost a major voice?

The three men above are Gerald Hannon, Ed Jackson and Ken Popert. If they look a

little apprehensive, it's for a good reason: on January 2, they and Pink Triangle Press

go on trial in Toronto, charged with possession of obscene material (Loving Man, a gay

sex guide) and use of the mails for the distribution of material which is "obscene, im-

moral, indecent or scurrilous" (that means sending you The Body Politic).

If convicted, these three men could go to jail. If convicted. Pink Triangle Press could

be heavily fmed, putting the future of The Body Politic in jeopardy.

We know what that means to us: That one of the few means of communication con-

trolled by gay people might cease to exist. That one of the few ways we have of defining

ourselves to each other as lesbians and gay men in an overwhelmingly straight world

could be taken from us by the police and the courts. That we could be left more frag-

mented, more isolated from each other, and more intimidated than before.

We don't want that to happen. But a handful of people with limited resources ceui't

stop it. Building a strong defence takes a lot of human energy and a lot of money. Both

of these must come from the community at large — from people like you.

We know this means something to you; many of you have helped, many have made
the donations which have kept the legal case going this far. Now, it's coming down to

the wire: it is estimated that an additional $10,000 will be required to cover the costs of

the coming trial, less than two months away.

We urge your continued support. Get in touch to see how you can help. Tell your

friends about the case. Make a donation. It all counts. Do it while you still can.

c/o Cornish, King, Sachs

and Waldman,
Barristers and Solicitors

1 1 1 Richmond Street West

Suite 320

Toronto, ON M5H 3N6

THE
BODY POLITIC
FREE THE PRESS

FUND

Cheques payable to:

Lynn King in Trust for

The Body Politic

Free the Press Fund

Information: (416) 863-6320
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"The liberation of homosexuals
can only be the work

of honnosexuals themselves."
— Kurt Hiller, 1921 —
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before Stonewall: 19
Joe McCarthy's witch-hunting heyday, when Americans were obsessed with Reds under beds

and "perverts" in them, seems an unlikely time for a radical homosexual movement to have taken

root in the USA, But one did — at least briefly. In the first of three articles on the history

of the early movement, John D'Emilio looks at the men who took the risks and started

the Mattachine Society.

Lions vs Christians: 31

Gay News is the world's biggest newspaper for homosexuals.

It has no friend in Britain's Bryant, Mary Whitehouse, who
slapped the paper with charges of blasphemy after it published

GJ"! poetic probings into the Cruci-

fixion. Andrew Hodges looks

at being on the side of the lions.

"'"^"'"-'"e.ecen,

Two cheers

for Fireweed: 25
A festival of women's culture

to help launch Toronto's new feminist journal

seemed like a great idea: lots of poetry and music, children,

men, women — and lesbians?

Gay Tide takes it to the top: 8
The legal battle to get a gay classified ad into the pages of the

Vancouver Sun has dragged on for four years. Now, in its first

gay rights decision, the Supreme Court of Canada is about to have

the last word.

Mash notes that

might have been: 28

High school billets doux, says John

Nichols, were strictly "girl stuff."

Pity. The boys should have taken

a lesson — and if they had. .

.

Other features

Letters: 4. Editorial: 7.

Between the Lines: 18. Dykes: 32.

The New Age: 33. Ivory Tunnel: 40.

Monitor: 41. Classified ads: 42.

Community page: 45.

Out in the City: 47.

TTte cover: Heather Bishop performing at

the Fireweed Festival, photographed by

Deborah Samuel.

Feed-hand biting? 13

When the Ontario Arts Council

finally decided to give The Body

Politic a $1650 operating grant,

feathers were ruffled all the way

from the corridors of Queen's Park

to the columns of the Toronto Sun

(not so far, come to think of it).

TBP goi the money; what the Cabinet

has in mind for the Council may not

be as nice.

Instant replay: 9 & 35

Last October's police raid on

Montreal's Truxx cruising bar gen-

erated the biggest gay demonstration

Canada has ever seen. Three film-

makers have now captured the

community's reaction on video (p 35),

and none too soon: the cops have

just struck again.

Being particular

The issue this issue was advertising. Not
for the first time — regular readers may
recognize the following agonizings.

This time, a representative of Toronto
mayoralty candidate Honest Joe Martin

approached us to run a paid full-page ad
outlining his platform for the upcoming
civil elections. After looking at what
Honest Joe and his team stood for, we
refused the ad.

It was an essentially libertarian

platform: no censorship, an end to

government interference in every aspect

of life, the free sale of pornography,

casino-lypc gambling setups, and so on.

Self interest was served, of course —

Honest Joe is backing his campaign with

the profits from a now threatened body-

rub and porno empire. It is an empire

built on the exploitation of women.
Our rejection upset Honest Joe and

company. They couldn't understand

how TBP could claim to oppose ob-

scenity laws and yet take such a

"Victorian" attitude towards someone
making an honest buck serving the

public demand for porno. How could

we shriek "discrimination" when the

Toronto Star refuses our ad — and then

turn around and do exactly the same
thing? Even the Toronto Sun, they ex-

plained, had accepted Honest Joe's ad,

so where did we get off being so

particular?

We'd like to make our answers clear.

The Body Politic is opposed to sexual

repression. Certainly, the power of the

state to limit and regulate what we can

read and look at is part of that

repression. We oppose that state

power — but that docs not mean that

we defend all forms of pornography.

We find repugnant material which

degrades and exploits women. Most ad-

vertising docs it, all Harlequin romances

do it, and a lot of what most people call

pornography docs it too. As well,

women who work in body-rub parlours

arc not notably well served by their em-
ployers. Those questions don't seem to

bother Honest Joe overmuch. They both

continued on page 6
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Salads

BRUNCH:
Elegant Eggs

Fresh Baked Bread

BEGGAR
BANQU

FRI12 2 30
12 'i

NER'-
TUES SAT 6 10

BRUNCH:
SUNDAY 12 APM
ESPRESSO BAR
JAZZ

325 QUEE>fWEST AT BEVERLEY, TORONTO. 366-41A7

Commeal
muffiiis:

It's eight in the morning
and before you is a golden glow

of cornmeal, sweetened
by touch of honey, and with

a dab of butter melting
right in the middle.
Time for breakfast

from
/:the

^ natural bakery

1099 Yonge Street, Toronto.

Just south of the Summerhill Liquor Store.

Ftione 922-8661

Toomuch, too soon
In reference to your Cover note, page 3

of October 78 issue: Ahem!...Thought it

important to clarify the fact that I'm

NOT yet a psychologist. Under Ontario

law, I have several more requirements to

meet before I can be registered, which

would give me the right to call myself a

psychologist. In the meantime, I'm a

Ph.D student in psychology.

Thanks for your faith in me anyway.

Carl J Bognar
Toronto, Ontario

Animal crackers
It seems I was wrong in my inter-

fMretation of the motives of the Socialist

Workers Party. I am reliably informed

that their destructive and divisive tactics

at a time when David Thorstad was a

party member were designed not, as I

had thought, to take over the gay move-
ment, but to wreck it by syphoning off

members into SWF ranks and neutral-

izing them. I stand corrected.

David Thorstad is ingenuous in his

claim that he has not called me, or the

Libertarian Party, "fascist". In his

interview in Gay Community News
(April 8) he described me, falsely, as a

member of the LP, which he described

as "the next thing to fascism that I can

see."Now that Thorstad has been called on
this piece of silliness and forced to back

down, he has merely switched terms and
demands that I express my hostility to

"capitalism," a word which has become
a meaningless term of political abuse.

This reminds me of the Louisiana

politician who told his aide to spread the

nmiour that an opponent had sex with

pigs. "Does he?" asked theaide. "No,"
said the politico, "but let's make the

bastard deny it!"

Ian Young
Scarboro, Ontario

The French Correction

In the September issue of TBP, page 4,

there are comments by Alain Bouchard

on the cancellation of the gay study trip.

I would like to comment on these

remarks.
1° It is true that ALEPH has offered

its services, not only to the Paris office

of Franco-Quebec Office of Youth
(OFQJ) but also to the Association pour

les droits des gai(e)s du Qudbec and the

organizer of the study trip; on all sides,

no answer.
2° Mr Bouchard said that France has

a law "passed in 1968," which regards

homosexuality as a social scourge; this is

not quite true. There has been a law,

passed in 1960, the validity of which was

only 4 months, which did consider

homosexuality as a social scourge, but

this is over. As you know, there is a

taboo on homosexuedity, and this has

the consequence of under-information

on this subject; it took years in France

for the gay associations to clarify the

matter of "homosexuahty and the law."

And we don't appreciate that kind of

counter-information from Mr
Bouchard.

3° Mr Bouchard says that "there is

probably more homophobia in France

than in any other western European
coimtry." We hope you will give your
readers the following information: on
June 28th, 1978, the French Govern-
ment proposed to the Senate a vote on
the repeal of the anti-homosexual pro-

visions in the penal code; so did the

Senate; the effect of this vote is to set the

same age of consent (15) for straight and
gay sex in France. It is the same kind of

change as the one which occurred in

Sweden at the beginning of this year. I

don't ask Mr Bouchard what the age of

consent in Canada is, because I know;
but does he?

4° As soon as we heard of the

cancellation of the study trip, we wrote

to ADGQ in order to get information on
the origin of the cancellation; we got no
answer and only TBP told us that it

came from the Minister of Youth,

Soisson. ADGQ and Bouchard kept the

version of a cancellation by the French

Government considered as a whole; a

version which, considering the legal

change happening this year, we can't

admit as true.

5° We are quite willing to protest

against this cancellation at the required

level, and to alert the media; but this

requires that we get some information

on what this study trip was to be, what

its program was, about which we know
nothing as yet. Maybe there was no
program, which could explain why we
didn't get an answer to our offer of as-

sistance, but this might be a sufficient

reason for cancellation. For we don't

believe that anything undertaken by gays

is perfect, or even good, and that any-

thing decided by straights is evil.

We thank you for your help in giving

the Canadian gays a better view of what
is happening in France.

Claude Courouve
General Secretary

Centre d'infomiation sur rhomosexualite

Paris, France

Conference confreres

I am reluctant to respond to Doug Wil-

son's charges against me in last month's

issue. The proper place for discussion of

the CLGRC is in the Forum, where the

issues can be dealt with fully, rather than

in the BP letter column. Also, I am too

aware of my own share of responsibility

for the problems of the Halifax confer-

ence to feel comfortable protesting my
innocence.

However, I must reply to these serious

criticisms. I was not satisfied with the

way things went in Halifax. We did

indicate that materials received before

the June 1 deadline (as the Prairie res-

olutions were) would be translated and

printed in time for the conference. That

we failed was the result, not of delib-

erate sabotage, but of such mundane
factors as overwork, understaffing and

poor planning. Doug should certainly be

aware of the difficulties of co-ordinating

a bi-national conference. (May I use first

names here? In 1975 I walked arm-in-

arm with Doug and other Prairie dele-

gates in the streets of Ottawa. Now I

have been reduced to a "Metcalfe".)

Our task was not made easier by Saint

Mary's University's decision four weeks

before the conference to deny us the
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**It is a deliberate attempt

to throw a closet around gay culture.

Village People are traitors..."

space we had arranged for use, by the

fact that our $6000 translation grant was
not secured until the day before the con-

ference started, and by Gestetener's

knock-out punch of refusing at the elev-

enth hour to deliver the equipment they

had promised us. (Thus our failure to

print the Prairie resolutions.) Given

our over-ambitious programme and our

severe shortage of staff, it is a miracle

that we managed to stagger through the

conference at all.

Doug is skating on thin ice when he,

who was not present, characterizes my
remarks at the conference as an
"attack" on the Prairie delegates. I

hardly expect to become popular by
saying that the Prairie resolutions re-

vved serious confusions and miscon-

ceptions about the nature of the

CLGRC, were poorly worded and con-

tained an unwarranted and slanderous

attack on the Co-ordinating Office.

However, 1 beheve that these things are

true and that I was right to point them
out. My criticisms were strong, but I did

not accuse any Prairie delegates of sab-

otage, nor did I seek to ridicule them.

The Prairie resolutions, on the other

hand, openly accused the Co-ordinating

Office of deliberately subverting the

Coalition, a very serious charge

unsupported by evidence. These

resolutions were received with shock,

anger and distress by many of us who
have been active in the Coalition. My
comments were an attempt to articulate

that distress and to analyze the problem.

Solidarity cannot be built without

responsible mutual- and self-criticism.

Yet instead of entering into a dialogue,

several Prairie delegates walked out

(after arriving late for the workshop)

having only heard part of my comments.
Except for one conversation over pizza

with Wiesia Kolasynska and Dael Kegler

of Saskatoon, no dialogue occurred.

We cannot attribute absolute blame
for this nasty and destructive minor war
to any one person or group. I accept that

many of the planning problems of the

conference were the result of my own
"Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps

itself, And falls on th'other." But some
I*rairie activists must be willing to crit-

ically examine their own words and
actions. Doug owes me an apology for

launching an attack based solely on
hearsay. We cannot build a strong

movement unless we are willing to listen

to each other, especially when we have
criticisms to make. Our real enemies are

not each other, but rather the repression

we all face. Let us spend less time on
amateur theatrics and more on the real

debate and hard work needed to build

that solidarity we badly need.

Robin Metcalfe

HsOifax, Nova Scotia

I thought it was time for a prairie gay to

write who was not as frustrated and
disappointed with the |-Ialifax

conference as several seem to be. I did

not attend the Saskatoon conference,

but those members of Gay Friends of

Brandon who did attend brought back

ideas and motions, and we discussed

them. I was given certain directives as

the representative of Gay Friends of

Brandon, and I voted accordingly. As an

individual delegate I found myself

voting against several of the Prairie

proposals because after talking with

others at the conference I was con-

vinced that some wouldn't work, and
others needed serious revision.

I'm sure that one of the most frus-

trating parts of the conference was the

large amount of material which we tried

to cover in such a short time. Every

splinter group seems to feel that the

main large objectives of the Coalition

should be put aside to handle lots of

little issues which could be better han-

dled elsewhere.

At the risk of raising a few more hac-

kles I have to mention that many times I

was in agreement with ideas presented

by the Wages Due delegates, but in-

variably I ended up voting against them
because I couldn't stand the offensive

means they used to present their ideas.

Jim Mendenhali
Brandon, Manitoba

Village traitors

Jim Wilson missed the point in his re-

view of The Village People at Mosport,
{TBP, Oct.). It's not simply a matter of
The Village People saying "gay," up
there on stage to those tens of thousands

of potentially queer-bashing straights.

The element of hiding the gay sensibility

is part of a strong and insidious trend in

the world of show biz and money
machinery.

In these years when we are demanding
our liberation, and in that struggle de-

veloping a renaissance of culture for our

people to come out to, the commercial
exploiters are disguising it to gain the

commercially lucrative straight audience.

The exploitation represented by The
Village People does not hurt the indivi-

dual out gay, it hurts us all collectively.

It is a dehberate attempt to throw a

closet around the entire gay culture and
community which gave birth to such

phenomena as disco. It is crucial for the

survival of the gay nation that our cul-

ture, sensibility and community be out

to destroy the myths about gays which
confront straights who oppress us and
closeted gays who are oppressed.

I was in a tavern /disco in Kenora,

Ontario last spring, vaguely a cruising

bar despite the hordes of straights there.

Nevertheless, it would have been

extremely dangerous physically to be

obviously gay there. While these

thoughts were in my head, TheVillage

People's "San Francisco" played and

dozens of str2ughts headed for the dance

floor. How ironic, I thought. Now I

realise it was doubly ironic.

The Village People are traitors of the

worst kind. The gay record company
executives which produce them are

traitors. They should be boycotted.

Rubin Hardy
loronlo
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LIFESTYLEVACATIONS
London

Paris

Rio

When considering a Fiesta, Skylark, Wardair or Sunt light package holiday,

or a regular airline reservation, let us book it for you . We have the right

infonnation and suggestions to make your trip a big success!

Marlin Beach one week from $319,
double occupancy, hotel and airfare

San Juan Departures from December 1, $439
including airfare, transfers and hotel

KlO! For Carnival, February 16, Fourteen days

from $1309 including airfare, hotel and dinner daily

Hixoii- Tiuvi'l l.iinili.'d.

lc«r.Mlt(>iiSi Toronto. M,^iA2K7
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'Unlike the Star, TBP does not pretend

to neutrality. Claiming neutrality

when someone is oppressed

means taking the side of the oppressor."

continuedfrom page 3

US a great deal — so though we both

may oppose the censorship powers of

the state, we have little else in common
with Honest Joe_.

Then there's that comparison with the

Toronto Star. While it appears to des-

cribe a situation and ask a question, it

actually obscures the real situation and
makes it more difficult to understand.

The question arises from the assump-
tion that a formal equality exists

between the Star and The Body Politic.

They are both publications, after all,

that sell advertising.

It is, however, a merely formal equal-

ity. In the real world, the Star and TBP
are not at all the same.

The Star is a mass circulation daily,

and for many people, it is one of the few

ways of learning what is going on in the

world. The Star claims that its pages are

unbiased, neutral and open to all. Gay
people and the gay movement take the

Star at its word and demand access to

those pages. When we are refused, we
kick up as big a fuss as we can.

The Body Politic, on the other hand,

is a gay liberation monthly. Its purpose

is quite clear — the promotion of gay

liberation, and consequently, women's
liberation and feminism. If that's our

purpose, we're not going to let someone
buy a page to promote a political system

which exploits women.
Unlike the Star, TBP does not pretend

to neutrality. Claiming neutrality when
someone is oppressed means taking the

side of the oppressor. As a movement
paper, we take a stand. We try our best

to figure out what actions and positions

are in the interests of gay people, and we
act, editorialize — and accept or reject

advertising — accordingly.

If the Star made clear its political

biases and the interests it served, we'd
feel a lot better about it. If the masthead
read that it was published in the interests

of a small group of people with a stake

in maintaining the status quo, we'd feel

less offended at being kept out of its

pages.

Now that we've mentioned the status

quo, we should take a look at who
Honest Joe represents. It's easy to see

that making Toronto a porno haven

would fill Mr Martin's pockets. And a

Yonge Street casino strip would benefit

whichever racketeers could muscle in

first. Not much for gay people there.

There's his "end government inter-

ference" plank. But goverrunent

interference — in the form of human
rights legislation, if we ever get it —
would be a force acting to prevent land-

lords from evicting us and employers

from firing us simply because we're gay.

Restricting that "interference" might be

of interest to landlords and bosses, but

probably not to us. "Freedom for every-

body," in Honest Joe's books, sounds a

lot like the freedom the powerful need to

increase the power they've already got.

And we, by the by, get screwed.

We don't think those are ideas worth

promoting — even if someone wants to

buy the space to do it. Maybe that's the

difference between libertarian and liber-

ation politics.

The CoilectiveD

iSuj, Uj^l a4oAK
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^^! (The opening two bars from

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony in C Minor.)

Counterpoint's $3 25

'SD^a^a&Aib

There au^e about forty different recorded versions of Beethoven's most famous symphony
listed in the current Scttwann Record Catalogue. Which one is for you? Should you buy the

first, second or ttiird version recorded by the great German
conductor Herbert von Karajan? Or is it better to add Tosca-

nini's famous recording to your collection? And how about
BrunoWalter's? or Otto Klemperer's?orGeorgeSzeirs? Just

wtiere does one begin? Counterpoint's Basic Classical

Record Library Guide provides the answ/er. Covering 250
famous works by nearly 80 different composers, this guide
recommends at least three versions of each work (including

one budget best buy) with a brief commentary on each indiv-

idual recording. It's an invaluable guide to choosing the best

recording! And because the guide has been expertly pre-

pared (tiy Alexander Inglis, editor of the new classical record

review journal. Counterpoint), you won't waste ano/Zier dollar

on a recording you don't want and wish you'd never bought!

Send $3.25 today for your postage paid copy to: Counterpoint
Publistiing Company, Depl. BP. Box 186, Postal Station Z,

Toronto. Ontario. Canada MSN 2Z4.

General Editor Aleiaotfer Inslle
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Editorial

Cops, co-operationp and closetry

Recently, there have been a number of brutal murders of gay men in downtown
Toronto. In this issue, TBP reports the violent slaying of a gay man in Winnipeg.

Here in Ontario, the following lament makes the pages of the daily press: "The
shadowy nether world of the gay community means that Metro Toronto Police have

met with almost no co-operation in solving this, or any of the other half a dozen such

cases now collecting dust in their files."

So we don't co-operate — even in the solving of murders within our own
community.

There are two reasons for this apparent lack of interest in our own safety and wel-

fare. One is derived from the way the police generally deal with gay people. Is it any

wonder that many gay people ignore police pleas for co-operation when they recall

the so-called Ottawa male sex-ring scandal — largely a police PR gambit that ended

in the suicide of one gay man and the ruined hves of many others? When Montreal

police seem intent on making bar and bath raids an aimual event? When Vancouver
police use sophisticated cameras to do some "long distance hunting" of gay men in

park washrooms? When Toronto police have arrested us for such "criminail acts" as

postering, sunbathing and kissing in the street? It's not difficult to conclude that the

interests of the cops run counter to our own. And that's not a bad reason to distrust.

Unfortunately, there's another reason which prevents some of us from coming
forward with evidence which could conceivably help solve some of the long list of

murders of gay men. We remain silent in order to avoid public disclosure of the fact

that we are gay.

The police understand this reason, and they frequently try to persuade people to

come forward by assuring them that everything will remain confidential. It's an

assurance they can't reaUy make. If the courts require an individual to testify, that

individual must do so, and the courtroom is a public place.

We must be aware, then, that coming forward may also mean coming out. We
must be prepared to do both — there may be a sacrifice involved, but it should seem

small when you remember there is a murderer still loose in Toronto.

Some kind of co-operation, then, may be necessary. We need to understand what
kind it is, and when it should happen.

The police are not neutral. Our own experience teaches us that. It is frightening to

note the extent to which the police are evolving into an independent social force —
they have become one of the most powerful lobbies on ParUament Hill. Last year

they were pushing for a broader definition of obscenity; this year they are trying to

engineer the return of capital punishment.

Co-operation with such a group cannot mean joining them in back rooms as quasi-

informers, letting them in on where the "troublesome" cans and parks are. Co-
operation means we ensure they co-operate with us — calling them into the streets to

do their job, for instance, when a gay demonstration has to be protected from

straight thugs. The Body Politic is in no hurry to develop polite liaisons with those

forces who would have pressured individuals in the gay community to testify against

us in court.

Co-operation, when it exists, must exist on our terms and serve the interests of our

community. It is in our interests that murders of gay men be solved. It was on our

terms last Hallowe'en that the poUce co-operated in preventing thousands of hostile

straights from injuring gay people participating in Hallowe'en festivities.

The cops want co-operation in maintaining the status quo — and that includes

gay oppression. From time to time they can be made to co-operate on our terms —
and those are the ending of that oppression, and the assurance of protection for the

gay community.D
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Top court hears Gay Tide,

defers historic decision
OTTAWA — The first gay rights case

has come before the Supreme Court of

Canada. On October 5, the nine justices

of Canada's highest court heard Van-

couver's Gay Alliance Towards Equal-

ity's (GATE) case against the Vancouver

Sun. Not expected before December, the

court's decision could establish an

important legal precedent for gays

throughout the country.

It was almost exactly four years ago

that GATE tried, without success, to

place a classified ad in the Vancouver

Sun to advertise subscriptions to its

newspaper. Gay Tide. The ad, which

reads "Subs, to Gay Tide, gay lib paper

$1 .00 for six issues," was refused by the

Sun in November 1974.

GATE complained to the British

Colimibia Human Rights Commission.
Acting under a section of the BC
Human Rights Code which prohibits

discrimination "without reasonable

cause," it ruled in favoiu- ofGATE and
this decision was upheld in the BC
Supreme Court.

However, the BC Court of Appeal

overturned that decision, ruling there

was reasonable cause to discriminate

against gays because the bias against

them was "honestly entertained."

When the Supreme Court Of Canada
heard the case October 5, it marked
the first time that a gay civil rights case

had made it to this country's highest

court. That all nine justices were present

to hear the case underlined the impor-

tance the Coiut attaches to it.

Despite the dramatic setting and the

significance of the outcome, the

proceedings themselves, which lasted 3

and a half hours, were dominated by the

legalistic jargon and procedures charac-

teristic of cases heard at this level. The
Supreme Court does not usually hear

witnesses; it simply listens to legal

arguments put forward by lawyers for

both parties. The arguments often

revolve around sometimes obscure

points of law concerning the decisions of

the lower courts which have already

heard the case.

GATE lawyer Harry Kopyto, who is

also one of the lawyers representing John
Damien, argued that the Sun did not

have reasonable cause to refuse the ad,

and he pointed out that the paper regu-

larly accepts movie ads with lewd titles

depicting many forms of sexuality.

Jack Giles, lawyer for the Sun, said

the ad was refused because of its

contents, not because those who
submitted it were homosexual. He said it

was "not the person, but the idea"

to which the Sun objected. The paper,

he said, felt that "homosexuality is

offensive to public decency and that

the advertisement would offend some of

its subscribers." Giles said the Sun had a

"duty to protect the morals of the com-
munity."

Kopyto replied that the ad did not

constitute a "danger to the moral fibre

of the community. '

'

A lawyer for the BC Human Rights

Conunission, Marvin Storrow, also

argued before the court. The
Commission is concerned that if the

Supreme Court decides the discrimina-

tion in this case is reasonable because it

stems from an "honest bias," any

unpopular minority could become the

victim of discrimination.

Chief Justice Bora Laskin was hearing

his first major case since recuperating

from open heart surgery last Spring. He
is considered one of the "liberals" on
the court, along with Justices Spence

and Dickson.

Throughout the hearing. Justice

SperKe showed impatience with Storrow,

the Commission's lawyer, for not fol-

lowing the proper procedures in seeking

to intervene in the case, and with Kopyto

who, in Spence's opinion, was wasting

the court's time by repeating his argu-

ments rather than responding to points

advanced by the other side.

At one point when Kopyto was re-

plying to an intervention by Giles,

Spence cut in and said, "Repetition is

abhorrent at any time and particularly

abhorrent in a reply."

Later, when Kopyto tried to quote

from the originial BC Human Rights

Commission decision — a document
which the justices had already read —
Chief Justice Laskin interrupted him:

"Is that really necessary?" he asked.

"We've just heard from Mr. Giles. Are
you going to reply to that or are you
going to let that go by?"

In a story in Maclean 's magazine, re-

porter Julianne Labreche commented on
the "extreme impatience Laskin and the

other eight judges showed toward the

GATE lawyer's rapid-fire arguments."

(lATE's Maurice Flood (left) and lawyer

Harry Kopyto (right) ascend the steps of

( anada's Supreme Court, while gays

demonstrate outside (above).

However, Laskin did appear sym-

pathetic to the GATE cause. When Giles

tried to argue that the whole case had
nothing to do with human rights,

"except that the Commission's order

(telling the Sun it must publish the ad)

infringed on the paper's right to decide

what to publish," Laskin pointed out

that classified ads are definitely a pubUc
service. "You soUcit the public to ad-

vertise in want ads," Laskin said. "It is

a service customarily offered to the

public."

The BC Human Rights Code
prohibits discrimination in access to

public services, as well as in employment
and housing. But gays aren't covered,

since sexual orientation is not one of the

categories of prohibited discrimination.

Gays would receive some measure of

protection if the Court decides in

GATE'S favour in this case, using the

"no discrimination without reasonable

cause" provision of the Code.
While the case was being heard inside

the courthouse in Ottawa, gay people

demonstrated outside and in Vancouver

demanding their "place in the Sun."n

Police accept gay
demands for

Hallowe'en action
TORONTO — In a meeting with rep-

resentatives of the gay community,
Toronto police have said they would
prevent crowds of anti-gay heterosexuals

from gathering outside the St Charles

Tavern on Hallowe'en.

The statements were made by Sgt

Lennox in a meeting requested by police

with Rev Brent Hawkes of MCC, Brian

Mossop of GATE, George Hislop of the

Community Homophile Association of

Toronto, and a representative of Gay
Youth Toronto. However, when TBP
contacted Sgt Lennox he refused to say

anything more than "We will be there to

keep the peace."

In an annual display of hostility, hun-

dreds of heterosexuals congregate out-

side the St Charles on Hallowe'en to jeer

and pelt eggs and tomatoes at gay men
going into the popular downtown
tavern.

Last year, after pressure from the gay

community and sympathetic politicians

police arrested a number of people for

causing a disturbance and one constable

was publicly reprimanded and removed

from his post for making derogatory

comments to gays.

At the recent meetmg with the rep-

resentatives of the gay community,

police agreed to implement some of the

suggestions made by gay spokespersons

over the past year to prevent a crowd

from forming. People on the street will

be asked to keep moving, particularly on

the west side of Yonge Street which in

the past has been corridored off.

In a statement to TBP, Hawkes warn-

ed that while cooperation with police

over the past two years has worked,

"pressure must be maintained to ensure

that the police continue to cooperate

with us."

by Robin HardyD
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The Star vs the dictionary:

We know the meaning of gay,

and it does not mean homosexual."

((^

Council upholds Star

ban on word 'gay'

TORONTO — The Ontario Press

Council has upheld the Toronto Star's

ban on the use of the word "gay" in its

news and editorial pages when the mean-
ing is "homosexual."
The Press Council dismissed the com-

plaint of a gay man who was not allowed

even to refer to himself as "gay" in a

Letter to the Editor. The Council did so

saying that they found "no evidence that

the Star consciously attempted to foster

prejudicial attitudes against

homosexuals" in this ban.

The complainant, Michael Lynch, an
English professor at the University of
Toronto and a gay activist, had argued,

in a two-page brief, that contemporary
usage often distinguishes between .

"homosexual," referring to sexual

orientation, and "gay," referring to a

political and social concern for the wel-

fare of homosexuals.

The Star maintained that it would
have used another word than homo-
sexual "if the homosexual community
had coined a new word," but insisted

that to adopt "gay" as a synonym
would be to impoverish the language.

It further implied that "gay" adds a

positive connotation to "homosexual,"
and that this was a reason for their re-

jecting the usage. As David Crane,
editorial page editor, put it: "we know
the meaning of the word gay, and it does

not mean homosexual."

Lynch pointed out the number of dic-

tionaries, newspapers, and other usage

authorities which accept the term.

Authorities which now give

"homosexual" as a meaning for "gay"
include Webster's Third International

Dictionary (1976), Webster's New Coll-

egiate Dictionary (1971), Roget's Inter-

national Thesaurus (1971) and Roget's
College Thesaurus (\97S). In addition,

"the Star's own personal want ads,

where the paper is able to make money
from gay people, frequently uses the

word gay," Lynch continued.

The Press Council was established by
the Toronto Star. Of three complaints

against the Star in gay matters, two have
been dismissed.

In an open letter to Ontario gays,

Lynch called the body a sham, "design-

ed not to promote media fairness but to

manufacture the false appearance of

fairness."D

Labour board rules

on gay workers
TORONTO — In a recent decision the

Ontario Labour Relations Board has

ruled that a requirement by a gay bar

that all waiters and bartenders be homo-
sexual docs not significantly alter the

character of the establishment or affect

the representation of those gay em-
ployees by a previously certified trade

union. The ruling received nation-wide
media attention when a CP wircscrvice

story erroneously reported that waiters

had been fired because they were not

homosexual.

The dispute arose between the owners

of Katrina's Tavern, a recently opened

Toronto gay disco and restaurant, and

the International Beverage Dispensers'

and Bartenders' Union Local 280. The
union was seeking to maintain its status

as the certified bargaining agent for

employees at Katrina's which had
formerly been a straight bar called The
Forge. Forge employees had their

employment terminated when The Forge

closed in early 1978. The new owners of
Katrina's tavern argued that, as they

sought to create an "elite gay club" to

"attract a sophisticated homosexual

clientde," and since all waiters and bar-

tenders would have to be gay, the char-

acter of the tavern had significantly

changed. If the OLRB had ruled in the

owners* favour the union would no
longer represent workers at the estab-

lishment. Instead, the Board ruled for

the union, saying that it did not find

"that sexual orientation affects 'the

nature of the work requirements and
skills involved' of waiters, bartenders,

and others within the scop>e of the collec-

tive agreement..." Furthermore, the

Board noted that although the business

changed its character "to the extent that

the clientele of the establishment

changed," this did not make the char-

acter of the business "substantially dif-

ferent from the business of the pre-

decessor employer."

The Board noted that the union invol-

ved represented employees of other gay
bars in the city, and did not have a

policy of discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation. A representative of
the union testified in the hearing that the

union would not supply gay waiters

but "would send down a waiter and an
employer would have to satisfy himself

if the waiter was suitable."

A number of daily newspapers printed

retractions at the behest of Katrina's

owners after carrying an erroneous CP
wireservice story that waiters had been
fired because they were not homosexual.

In fact, at the time the tavern reopened

under the new management there were

no employees working there.

by Robin HardyD

Montreal gets new
gay media
MONTREAL — Two additions to the

Montreal gay media have been launched

during the month of October.

Montreal's first gay television pro-

gramme began for a trial run of 16 weeks

on October 3. Produced by a group
known as Production 88, the

programme has a magazine format of

news and interviews. The series is called

88 after Bill 88, the gay rights amend-
ment adopted in Quebec last winter. It is

being broadcast on National Cablevision
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. It is

hoped by the organizers that if the first

scries is successful, it might be extended
from half an hour to an hour next year.

Almost simultaneously, Quebec's first

gay magazine has hit the stands. A
glossy commercial gay publication in the

style of Blueboy and Mandate, the

magazine's first run was some 35,000. It

is to be ca^cd Attitudes.

by Ron Dayman 1 J

Montreal police storm tavern

in repeat of Truxx raid
MONTREAL — In a repeat

performance of last year's raid on the

Truxx gay bar, police swept into the

Dominion Square Tavern in downtown
Montreal on October 21 and arrested

twenty-two men. The raid took place at

5 PM and the arrested men were not re-

leased until 3 the next morning. The men
have been charged as found-ins, and

forced to undergo compulsory VD tests.

The raid of the Dominion Square
Tavern, the latest in a series of police

actions directed against the Montreal
gay community, took place one year less

a day after the raid on Truxx. In that

raid police, dressed in riot gear and
carrying machine guns, arrested and
charged 142 men as found-ins in a

common bawdy house.

Sources have informed TfiPthat

police arrested everyone in the

Dominion Square Tavern. Arrests of
one or two men have been made in the

washrooms on previous occasions.

Meanwhile, the owners of Truxx go to

trial October 25. L' Association pour les

Droits des Gai(e)s du Quebec has organ-

ized a picket around the courthouse

that morning, and plans to pack the

courtroom. The trial, which will last two
or three days, is expected to end in a

ruling on whether or not in law Truxx is

considered a common bawdy house. The
ruling will affect the charges outstanding

against the men in both the Truxx and
Dominion Square Tavern raids.

There is speculation among the Mon-
treal gay community that the raid on the

Dominion Square Tavern is cormected
to upcoming municipal elections which

have thus far been low-key amd without

issues. ADGQ has adopted the slogan

"Vote Against Drapeau" for the elec-

tions. Drapeau is the present mayor and
"boss" of Montreal.

by Robin HardyD

Prairie festival soars to success
Lesbian and gay culture gets boost in Saskatoon

^

SASKATOON — Metamorphosis, the

Prairie celebration for lesbians and gay
men, soared to a spectacular success

with four days of coffeehouses, work-
shops, a demonstration and special

Thanksgiving dinner in this city October
6 to 9. Sponsored by the Saskatchewan

Gay Coalition, the festival attracted

hundreds of lesbians and gay men from
across the three prairie provinces. The
cultural celebration was, in the words of
one person, "a total high energy week-

end, stronger than Toronto's August
Gaydays celebration .

*

'

The festivities were held at the Gay
Community Centre of Saskatoon in

downtown Saskatoon. Said one lesbian

"The GCC has built a tremendous
amount of cohesiveness among gays and
lesbians in Saskatoon. That strength re-

flected itself in the sense of unity among
diversity we all felt during the weekend."
The celebration began with a dance

Friday night, and demonstration Satur-

day morning. Fifty people attended the

demonstration, marching through

downtown Saskatoon to the City Hall

where they were addressed by keynote

speakers from Brandon, Calgary, Ed-
monton, Toronto and Winnipeg. Des-

cribed as "very spirited", the demon-
stration attracted the attention of hun-
dreds of Saturday morning shoppers.

Saturday evening activities began with

separate coffee houses for men and wo-

men at the Gay Community Centre. In

the gay men's coffeehouse, entertainers

Blackberri, a San Franciscan singer,

Michael Bordon from Regina, and

Lindsey, a blues/ folk singer from Win-

nipeg performed. Upstairs, in the les-

bian coffeehouse, about fifty women
were entertained by Ferron, a popular

lesbian folksinger from Vancouver,

Loma Boschman, a Winnipeg comic,

and a jam with women from Saskatoon.

Later in the evening, the two coffee-

houses joined for a mixed dance.

Sunday afternoon open house activi-

ties were organized at the Community
Centre with well attended workshops on
lesbian fantasy, poetry and theatre.

Tables throughout the Centre exhibited

the work and literature of various gay

organizations. Jugglers passed through

the crowd and comic Loma Boschman
played the clown for the afternoon.

Sunday night, a mixed coffeehouse

drew about 200 people and was followed

by a dance. The high point of the even-

ing came when Blackberri recited a

poem he had written about a previous

lover, who, leaving him, said their love

was unnatural. The poem described

what was really "unnatural" — the

people who say men can't love men, or

women, women.
On Monday a thanksgiving feast be-

gan about one and lasted late into the

afternoon. About 75 people attended, to

,
consume mountains of food and listen

I

to impromptu entertainment and a

speech on solidarity and building culture,

given by Walter Davis of /V'^'' Sfone-

wall.

One woman from Toronto described

Metamorphosis as the best cultural fes-

tival she had attended. "Metamorphosis
was a good name for it . There was a tre-

mendous strengthening of people, cul-

ture and community over the weekend.
We changed, metamorphosed, gained

a lot of strength from each other, and we
were able to bring this back to our own
cities."

,

by Robin HardyD
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Queer fish.

Canada Customs gets into waters

troubled by red (and lavender) herring.

Gay youth tackle strategy

at regional conference
TORONTO — Representatives of gay
youth from across Ontario met in Tor-

onto over the Thanksgiving weekend to

begin to work out a strategy for the Bi-

National Gay Youth Coalition. Over
sixty representatives from Toronto, Ot-

tawa, Guelph, Windsor and London,
and observers from Winnipeg and West
Germany took part in the three days of
meetings.

An important theme of the confer-

ence was getting gay men and lesbians

working together, with the limited par-

ticipation of lesbians seen as a major
problem to be overcome. A committee
was formed to investigate situations

where gay men and lesbians had suc-

ceeded in working together to see if these

conditions couldn't be reproduced in the

future. This ombudsperson committee
will also investigate incidents of sexism

and ageism in the gay movement and
make recommendations.
The conference had strong words for

the gay media. A resolution "abhorred"

Gerald Chan is involved in the produc-
tion of a survey on gay youth sexuality.

the indifference shown towards the gay
youth movement and issues, and called

on all Canadian gay publications, es-

pecially The Body Politic, to become
aware of the issues confronting gay
youth. They demanded that coverage

better reflect the importance of gay
youth to the movement as a whole. An-
other resolution supported The Body
Politic in its present court case and de-

plored the police raid on the paper's

offices last December.
Much of the conference was spent

•thrashing out organizational problems
— "Transforming the rhetoric of last

May's founding conference into more
concrete actions" as one delegate put it.

An interim steering committee was
formed to help build the organization's

contacts with gay youth groups across

the country. Fund-raising to overcome
the Coalition's financial difficulties is

also a priority.

A publishing committee was en-

charged with the production of a pam-
phlet on gay youth for national distri-

bution. This pamphlet would generate

disaission about gay youth issues and

give gay organizations suggestions on
how to set up youth caucuses in their

groups. The conference felt that youth
caucuses are exceptionally important

since so many young gay people find

themselves on the periphery of gay social

life because of their age.

A comprehensive survey on gay youth
sexuality, prepared by Toronto Gay
Youth member Gerald Chan, was ap-

proved and will be available to groups
across the country on request to the

TGY office at 29 Granby Street, To-
ronto. The survey will be widely distri-

buted to "develop the background
information needed to make demands
with any authority."

An issue still under debate is the po-
sition the coalition should take on the

question of age of consent laws. Many
delegates support the Canadian Lesbian

and Gay Rights Coalition position cal-

ling for the abolition«f the age of con-

sent laws. "Gay Youth is concerned with

issues affecting all youth. The present

laws are not used to protect us but to

punish young people for expressing their

sexuality. The government should have
no bearing on determining our sexuality.

If you call for equalization what do you
say to a 14-year-old lesbian?", says Tim
Guest, a Toronto Gay Youth member.
Others feel that age of consent is too
broad an issue and that gay youth
should call only for uniform laws for

gays and straights. They feel it is still too

early to judge the impact that complete
abolition would have on youth.

The conference financed itself with a

dance and a party where delegates from
across the province got to know each
other.

The next bi-national conference will

be held next summer in Ottawa from

August 4 to 6.

byTimMcCaskellD

Customs blocks

lesbian books
HALIFAX — A bookstore here has

been told that lesbian books cannot be
imported into Canada. Red Herring

Co-operative Books, an alternative book-

store specializing in socialist, feminist,

gay and minority publications, ordered a
number of books from Diana Press, a

California lesbian feminist publishing

house. On October 4, Denise Roberge, a

member of the Co-operative, went to

Canada Customs to collect the parcel

and was told by the official on duty

that the books were banned.

"He read the list of titles and looked
at me and said, 'You can't pick up the

books.' I said, 'Why?'. 'WeU, there's a
ban on certain books.' He was quite

rude. I said, 'Well, you mean to tell me
that books on lesbians aren't allowed

into the country?', and he said, 'That's

exactly what I mean to tell you.'
"

The shipment, containing nineteen

books worth about $60.00 in all, in-

cluded eight different titles; Yester-

David Crombie, Conservative candidate and winner in the October 16 by-election in

the Toronto riding of Rosedale, makes a point at an all-candidates meeting October 10

sponsored by the Toronto Gay Alliance Toward Equality. The well-attended meet-

ing was chaired by GATE President Brian Mossop (centre), and featured Indepen-

dent Don Campbell (right) as well as Ron Thomson, NOP, Communist Danny Gold-
stick and Libertarian D'Arcy Cain. Only Liberal candidate John Evans failed to

appear. All five candidates promised to support the inclusion of "sexual orientation"

as a prohibited ground of discrimination in the federal BiU of Rights. The group was
closely questioned by a panel of representatives from the gay community, and
fielded queries on age-of-consent, pornography laws and related matters.

day's Lessons. Lesbian Lives, Lesbian

Home Journal, Lavender Herring, All

Our Lives Songbook, Selene, Class and
Feminism and Lesbianism and the

Women 's Movement.
Barry Mitchell, Superintendent of In-

ternational Meiil for Revenue Canada-
Customs in Halifax, has denied any
knowledge of a ban against the books.

According to him, all incoming books
are examined to determine whether their

importation violates Customs Tariff

Item 99201-1 which prohibits the impor-

tation of "immoral, indecent, treason-

able or seditious" material. Suspect

titles are referred to Ottawa for a ruling.

If a book is banned, the importer is sup-

posed to be notified in writing of the

right to appeal the decision.

Lou Anne Meloche, a member of the

Board of Directors of Red Herring, has

stated that the Co-operative will re-order

the books from Diana Press. "If a prob-

lem arises, we'll certainly not hestitate

to take legal action to get the books."

by Robin MetcalfeD

Anti-gay cops
under investigation
WINDSOR — Two pohce officers face

possible charges under the Ontario

Police Act for smashing the rear window
of a car owned by a patron of the Ritz,

Windsor's gay bar.

On the evening of September 29,

Robert MacKenzie was leaving the gay

bar when a police officer struck his rear

window so hard with a flash light that

MacKenzie believed he had been shot at.

When he stopped his car two officers

approached him and threatened to

charge him with impaired driving.

urinating in a public place, gross

indecency, dangerous driving and
reckless driving unless he was willing to

forget about his broken car window.
Admitting he had relieved himself by the

side of the road, MacKenzie says the

other charges were unfounded as he had
driven only a few feet.

In a protest letter sent to the Police

Chief and the Windsor news media,

MacKenzie, "questioned rather strongly

whether my crime justified their very

violent methods." The story was carried

on the front page of the Windsor Star.

Windsor Police Chief John
Williamson said at least one officer will

be charged and that both aie under

internal investigation because of the

incident.

by Jim MonkD

Sentences trebled

for attacks on gays
TORONTO — The Ontario Court of

Appeal has trebled the sentences of three

youths convicted of assaulting gay men.

After being attacked by the youths, at

least three gay men had been left un-

counscious in Riverdale Park, a popular

Toronto cruising area.

Originally found guilty and sentenced

to eight months by a County Court

judge, the youths recently had their sen-

tences increased to two years less a day,

the maximum sentence that can be served

in a provincial jail. Justifying the heavier

sentences. Judge Dubin observed that it

was doubtful whether any of the attack

ed men "will be restored to his full

health either physically or mentally."

by Robin HardyD
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Golf club bans
gay speaker
BRAMPTON — The manager of the

Brampton Gold Club has cancelled a

luncheon sponsored by the Social Plan-

ning Council of Peel because members
of Gay Equality Mississauga (GEM) had

been invited to speak . The meeting, ori-

ginally scheduled for October 19, was to

feature a presentation by GEM members
Alan Hickman and Elgin Blair entitled

"Being gay in Peel; are we hidden from

the social services?
'

'

Golf Club president Andrew Dixon

said several of the club's 1000 members
complained that announcements of the

luncheon on cable television and local

radio had implied that the club was
sponsoring the luncheon and its speak-

ers. Despite reassurances from Reuel

Amdur of the Social Planning Council

that further publicity would clarify the

sponsorship issue, the club president has

refused to reconsider the cancellation.

Responding to the Golf Club's action,

Amdur stated, "This is obviously dis-

criminatory and an indication of consi-

derable immaturity."

The Planning Council has also re-

ceived criticism from prominent com-
munity leaders for using its funds (partly

provided by United Way contributions)

for sponsoring the gay talk. Despite the

difficulties, the luncheon has now been

rescheduled at a new location.

D

Operation Liberty

delayed one month
MONTREAL — The three largest un-

ion centrals in Quebec have requested

that Operation Liberty be delayed one
month. The Quebec Federation of

Labour, The Quebec Teachers Federation

and the Confederation of National

Trade Unions will use the time to involve

their membership in the events of the

Operation.

Operation Liberty was instituted by a

Montreal human rights group. La Ligue

des Droits de 1'Homme {TBP, October),

to demand the repeal of the War
Measures Act and to oppose police and
state attacks on workers, women, gays,

trade unions, students, the left, and
others. The intitiative has attracted a

broad coalition of groups in each city

where events are to take place. In Mon-
treal, I'Association pour les Droits des

Gai(e)s du Quebec (ADGQ) is actively

involved. In Toronto, The Body Politic

and its Free the Press Fund arc active

participants in the organization of a

public meeting and picket to be held in

this city in support of the Montreal

demonstration.

Originally, the events in both cities

were scheduled for the week of October
16 to 21 . The Montreal events will now
take place on Friday, November 17,

while those in Toronto will be held on
Saturday. November 18. By 1 1 AM.
booths by participating Toronto groups

will beset up at Carpenter's Hall. 1%
Gerrard Street East, for people to meet

and Icam about the activities of the

many political, ethnic, gay and
community groups involved in Opera-

tion Liberty. At 1 PM a public meeting

and rally featuring several speakers and

greetings from participating

organizations will be held, followed at

3:30 PM by a picket, probably in front of

RCMP headquarters on Jarvis Street

just south of Dundas. Those interested

are invited to watch for notices, or call

923-GAYS or TBP the week prior to the

event for final confirmation of times and
places.

Edmonton's events were held in

October as originally scheduled, to

coincide with the eighth anniversary of

the invocation of the Wju- Measures Act.

The Edmonton Lesbian and Gay Rights

Coalition was among the organizers of

events there, and Jeff Bullard of the

Coalition participated in a panel dis-

cussion on political repression and the

War Measures Act.

byPaulTrollopeD

Gays still not

welcome in US
WINDSOR - During recent months, a

number of lesbians and gay men have

been denied entry into the United States

because US immigration officials sus-

pected them of being homosexual. As a

result, Windsor Gay Unity is compil-

ing documentation on border turn-backs

to be used in support of a public call for

an end to such discrimination.

The most recent case involved Bruce

Miller, a Windsorite serving as an inter-

viewer for the show Gayly Speaking on
Detroit's public radio WDET. Miller

was refused admission to the US when,
under questioning from border officials,

he admitted that he was gay. Miller sub-

sequendy contacted the Canadian Immi-
gration officials to see if that action was
legal, and was told that not only can the

American authorities bar known or sus-

pected gays from their country but that

Canada has the same restrictions. The
local official who spoke with Miller had
no knowledge of recent changes to the

Canadian immigration act which re-

moved homosexuality from the list of

prohibited types of aliens.

In a similar case, women travelling to

the Michigan Women's Festival in late

August reported that they were refused

entrance to the State at the Samia-Port

Huron crossing. The women were asked

if they were lesbians and they all said no.

Then according to one of the travellers,

Sibyl Frei, CGRO co-ordinator, "They
searched our van and found a small

amount of gay literature. We were in-

formed that we were not to be allowed

to enter the United States because the

border guard suspected we were homo-
sexuals."

Anyone who has experienced similar

trouble entering either the United States

or Canada is requested to contact Wind-
sor Gay Unity. Plea.se get the name and
badge number of the official responsible

for the refusal. Travellers to the US arc

advised not to admit their gayness to the

immigration officials unless they arc pre-

pared to be turned back.

byJimMonkf ]

Winnipeg violence escalates,

city man dies after beating
Gays organize to counter violence

WINNIPEG — In the early morning of
September 13, a 31 year old man was
found unconscious on the bank of
the Assiniboine River near the Mani-
toba legislative buildings. He had a
broken skull, 6 fractured ribs and a

broken leg. Thirteen days later Peter

Petkaw died, never having regained

consciousness.

The area where Petkaw was attacked

is Winnipeg's outdoor gay male cruising

area. During the past two months the

Hill, as it is known locally, has been the

site for an increasing number of physical

assaults on gay men. Petkaw was not

known in the city's gay conununity and
may not have been gay himself — but

almost certainly he was killed because

his attackers thought he was.

In the weeks following the attack, the

Winnipeg police arrested John Usher,

18, and Patrick Holt, 19, both of no
fixed address, and charged them with

first degree murder. As well, four

people, aged 19 to 22, were charged as

material witnesses of the murder. The
police have maintained that there is no
known motive for the murder. But for

most gay people in Winnipeg the motive
was clear — Petkaw was the victim of

anti-gay violence that has been escalat-

ing siiKC early August. According to

Chris Vogel of Winnipeg Gays for

Equality, the dramatic increase came

shortly after the installation of traffic

gates on the legislative grounds. This

move by the Tory government to curtail

cruising received wide coverage in the

city's media {TBP, September).

On August 10, shortly after the traffic

gates were installed. Bill Dwyer, a

member of Fellows (a men's conscious-

ness-raising group) and the Quakers
(Society of Friends) was brutally

attacked by seven men. Dwyer stated

that since his beating, "I have heard of

at least six others. A fifteen-year-old

ridinga bicycle on the Osborne Bridge

was hospitalized. I read of another man
who was beaten with a chain on Assini-

boine Avenue and then there was
Petkaw."

In mid-September an ad hoc group,

including Dwyer, met to formulate a

response to the escalating violence

against gays. The group, which has met
three times since its formation, has

undertaken the organization of a "silent

vigil" to be held at the Hill on Novem-
ber 1 1, from 1 1 to 2 pm. Several letters

have been drafted and are being dis-

tributed widely. One calls for statements

from organizations such as social service

agencies condemning violence against

gays. Another is directed at the Attorney

General of Manitoba and demands
inclusion of sexual orientation in the

province's Human Rights Act.D

City cops say beach 'unbareable'

TORONTO — Metropolitan Toronto

police, with a number of unsolved mur-
ders and other serious crimes on their

hands, have been harassing gays and
those they believe to be gay with in-

creased diligence in the last couple of

months.

Toronto Island's Hanlan's Point, a

nude beach since before World War II,

has been the site of numerous arrests of

both gay and straight men for nude sun-

bathing. A number of the arrests appear

to have been instituted by the same po-

lice officer, who has gone so far as to

take a camera to the beach while on
plain<lothes duty and strike up conver-

sations with gay men with the objective

of eventually taking their photographs

while on the beach, presumably to use as

evidence in court.

The arrests at Hanlan's apparently

started around the Gaydays weekend in

Toronto (TBP, October) when a large,

festive gay picnic was held on the island

and a number of lesbians were given po-

lice summonses for topless sunbathing.

The City of Toronto has a by-law pro-

hibiting nude swimming and sunbathing,

but because of defects in its wording,

many people charged under it were being

acquitted in court. Recently, angered by

their lack of success in pro.secuting this

kind of activity, the police met with

Attorney Geiieral Roy McMurtry, ask-

ing that he consent to prosecutions un-

der the Criminal Code. They claimed

police needed this power in order to

"clean up" bars and clubs featuring top-

less or bottomless waiters, waitresses or

dancers. McMurtry agreed to consent to

any prosecutions which Metro Police

cared to institute.

Public nudity is one of the very few

sections of the Criminal Code which re-

quire the provincial Attorney General's

personal consent prior to every prosecu-

tion. The section was drafted this way in

order to avoid its use to harass skinny-

dippers and nude sunbathers. as it was

considered that the criminal law was an

inappropriate sanction for this kind of

activity. Actually, the nudity section was

enacted by Parliament to prevent public

demonstrations by Doukhobors in

Western Canada and to facilitate their

mass arrest.

Of those recently arrested for nude

sunbathing, many have pleaded guilty

and have received absolute discharges, a

Criminal Code disposition whereby the

person retains a criminal record but

technically has not been convicted of an
offence. Others have indicated (heir in-

tention to plead not guilty, and trial

dates have been set for later this fall.

by PaulTroUop^G
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Members of Ottawa's gay community picketing the Greek Embassy on September
29th to protest anti-gay laws presently before the Greek parliament. The laws label
gays as a "medical threat to society" and would impose a prison sentence on any
man moving about in a public place who appears to be trying to attract

another man. Similar demonstrations were held in Vancouver, before the Greek
Consulate there, in Washington, and in ten European capitals.

Labour council endorses gay
candidate for scliooi board
WINDSOR — WeU-known Windsor
gay activist and community leader Jim
Monk (TBP, September) is running as

an openly gay candidate for one of two
elected seats on the Windsor Board of
Education in Ward 3, the city's down-
town core area.

Monk, 26, is well known in Windsor
not only for his work with Windsor Gay
Unity during the last few years but also

for active political work while a high

school student and a five-year term on
the Windsor Press Council. He has just

completed a term on the executive of the

Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario

(CGRO) and has been a leading figure in

its activities for the last few years.

Monk has started campaigning door
to door throughout the ward, spending

three or four hours a day talking to con-
stituents about what he thinks is wrong
with the educational system. About 20
campaign workers, both gay and non-
gay, are helping put up posters, distri-

bute leaflets, and circulate a four-page

tabloid newspaper which are the main
pieces of campaign literature Monk is

using.

"I want to completely restructure so-

cial relations within the school. The pre-

sent school system uses instruction —
courses, credits and grades — as its

main means of discipline. What has to

happen is that people in school have to

leam how to take care of each other,

learn how to run the cafeteria and be res-

ponsible for the buildings they're living

in," Monk told TBP. He feels that the

present school system is giving people a

bad deal for a lot of money. "There's so

much waste in the school system. I want
people to get a much better education

for the lowest possible cost. To begin

with, the educational system is so hier-

archical. So many layers of needless bur-

eaucracy — that's what I think should

becut."
Monk is strongly opposed to returning

to a core curriculum. "The curriculum

options aren't the problem. Functional

illiteracy is a problem all over North

America where many different systems

of curriculimi choice exist. The problem

is unemployment. People have no incen-

tive to achieve in the school system be-

cause they no longer believe the myth
that school is treiining them for useful -

employment. School has become a park-

ing lot for our youth, and it's really de-

structive."

Over 100 candidates are running for

election in Windsor this year. Monk is

the only openly gay candidate, and the

only candidate in his ward to be en-

dorsed by the Windsor Labour Council.

The Council has endorsed Monk and
only one other person in the city for

Board of Education seats.

Because there are a number of candi-

dates who will split the vote, with no ob-

vious winner and no strong incumbent

to beat. Monk feels he has a chance to

win.

If he does win, the fact that he is a

well-known gay activist will have been a

positive factor, he thinks. "With so

many candidates, the main thing is for

people to know your name — to have a

presence. And in that sense, the gay

stuff will probably help more than it

will hurt me."
Monk realizes that his ideas will alien-

ate some people, but feels that many pa-

rents are worried about the fact that

their children are not deriving any bene-

fit from the school system and are not

learning any life skills nor acquiring any
worthwhile qualities at school. "School
is a training ground for juvenile delin-

quency right now," he says, "and the

parents know I'm concerned about that

and know I have ideas about how to

solve it. And a lot of them are listen-

ing."

Gay issues were prominently featured

in Monk's campaign press release and in

his tabloid newspaper issued for the elec-

tion. In a story in the Windsor Star

his gay activities were mentioned along

with his employment (at Chrysler

Canada Limited) and his other work in

the community.

"Election campaigns are generally a

nasty business," concludes Monk. "I'm
not really having a good time, but I'm

doing it anyway. '

' Although he is run-

ning to get elected in the November 13

contest, he really sees his candidacy as a

springboard to getting more involved in

community organizing and the educa-

tional system in Windsor.

by Paul TroDopeD

Conference
launches Quebec
gay coalition
QUEBEC CITY — Sixty people

gathered at Laval University in Quebec
City over the Thanksgiving weekend to

establish a Quebec-wide gay coalition.

The Regroupement nationaJ des les-

biennes et gais du Quebec (RNLGQ),as
the new group will be called, will bring

together gay and lesbian organizations

throughout the province.

The coalition was set up at the second
annual Quebec gay conference

organized by the Centre homophile
d'aide et de liberation (CHAL).
A constitution and full programme of

demands were established. Demands
were formulated on child custody rights,

social services for lesbians and gays, sex

education in the schools, fair treatment

in the media, and an end to police re-

pression. The coalition will also call for

the amendment of article 20 of the

Human Rights Charter to ensure that

there is full human rights protection

for gays, and for the reversal of the

Quebec Human Rights Commission's
recent decision in favour of the

Montreal Catholic School Commission.
The RNLGQ will also put pressure

on the Quebec government to denounce
-the unilateral cancellation of a study

trip on homosexuality by the French

section of the Office Franco-Qu6becois

for Youth, and to withdraw the

charges against the Truxx accused.

Among the conference's organized ac-

tivities were a panel on the Criminal

Code and workshops on public

eduation, religion, counselling, gay
youth, and gays in small centres.

In the latter, gays from Magog, a

small town near Sherbrooke, described

how a social service project submitted

under the federal government's pro-

gramme Canada at Work was rejected

when the local MP refused to give his

approval, despite the support of a

variety of local citizens including the

mayor and over 200 gays.

A lesbian caucus allowed for in the

schedule did not occur, since

practically no women were present at the

conference.

The major controversy at the confer-

ence centred around the national ques-

tion, when it was proposed that only

Quebec residents and Quebec based

groups be given the right to vote. Only
the latter proposal was adopted.

A proposal to picket the French

Consulate to protest the cancellation of
the study trip to France and to picket the

Soleil to protest recent anti-gay state-

ments made by one of its journalists

(gays were referred to by the pejorative

term "fifis" in two different articles),

was defeated by the delegates.

For the second year in a row, a repre-

sentative of the Human Rights

Commission attended the conference.

Next year's conference will be

organized by the RNLGQ at a time and

place still to be determined.

by Ron DaymanD

Dr John Money, the Maryland pioneer in gender and sexuality research, was intro-

duced to the Toronto media by Judith Golden, sex therapist, at the recent

Conference on Human Freedom and Sexuality. The two-day conference began with

a panel on censorship, featured workshops on the cultural roots of sexual oppres-

sion, and ended with Money's charge that the modem state has replaced the church

as the authoritarian prosecutor of "sexual heresy." Gay liberation issues were kept

in high profile by leaders such as Dr John Lee, Dr John Simpson, and gay teacher

John Argue. The conference established a permanent centre to continue and enlarge

the fight against repression.
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Council increases TBP grant,

Baetz criticizes "impolitic" move
TORONTO — The award last month of

an Ontario Arts Council (OAC) grant to

The Body Politic sparked considerable

media controversy, and drew remarks

from Culture and Recreation Minister

Reuben Baetz which may have the effect

of prejudicing TBP's upcoming trial.

The operating grant for $1 ,650,

announced early in October, was a 10%
increase over previous grants, and is

generally seen to represent a positive

reaction from the jury to the quality of

arts coverage in TBP. The decision on
the grant had been deferred from the

June Council meeting, when the original

vote to give the grant had been overruled

(see analysis by Gerald Hannon this

page).

Under pressure from the Toronto
Sun, which ran stories and editorials on
the grant for four consecutive days,

Culture and Recreation Minister Baetz

chastised the OAC for making the grant,

saying it was "impolitic and insensitive"

when TBP is facing criminal charges.

Baetz warned the Council to keep in

mind "the question whether this is the

way the taxpayers of Ontario would
likely want their money spent."

"Gay people are taxpayers too,"

responded Rick Bebout for the TBP
collective in a Globe and Mail interview.

"That's never mentioned in debates like

this."

On the advice of its lawyer Clayton

Ruby, TBP has asked the Ontario

Ombudsman to investigate Baetz's state-

ments because of their possible prejud-

icial impact on the case. If successful,

TBP hopes the ombudsman would re-

quire the minister to publicly retract

such statements.

The Body Politic has Jilso written to

Premier William Davis for a

clarification of statements he and former

Culture and Recreation Minister Robert
Welch are alleged to have made. Sun
colunmist Claire Hoy gleefully announ-
ced earher this year that TBP would
never receive another cent of govern-

ment money, and claimed that he had re-

ceived such assurances from both Davis

and Welch.

These "promises", rep>eated frequent-

ly in Hoy's columns during the recent

controversy, would constitute proof of
direct political interference in the

operation of the OAC, a supposedly

autonomous government agency.

The letter to Davis, sent October 16

from collective member Keith Sly,

expressed concern about "apparent

policy statements being made public

through the columns of the Sun rather

than the regular government channels."

Hoy, stung by the government's ap-

parent disregard for private assurances

made to him, waxed more than usually

hysterical in his columns, and called for

the firing of the entire arts council.

As of this writing, all Council

members are still employed. Premier

Davis has not yet replied to TBP's
request for clarification.D

An analysis by Gerald Hannon
The Ontario Arts Council was founded
in 1%3. Each year since then it has dis-

tributed millions of dollars of "tax-

payers' money" (as both its suppor-

ters and detractors are fond of affirm-

ing) to individual artists, filmmakers,

dance companies, other cultural

institutions and, since 1970, to

magazines with an arts component pub-
lished in Ontario.

I

This year, the giveaway amounted to

over twelve million dollars. One
hundred and twenty-four magazines
applied for the almost four hundred

I thousand dollars in the publications

I
grant bag. Eighty-two were successful in

boosting their budgets anywhere from
$ 1 20 (London's Stuffed Crocodile) to

%\l,VXi (Books in Canada, Canadian
Forum, and Quill and Quire), with most
grants falling in the three to six thousand
bracket. These arc operating grants with

"no strings attached" — publishers can
blow it all on a trip to Rio if they wish

(though if that showed up on the next

year's budget, chances of a repeat would
be slim indeed.)

Eighty-one of the eighty-two grants to

magazines were announced at the end of

June. One was announced at the end of
September. The furor surrounding the

revelation last month that $1,650 had

been awarded to TBP has been reduced,

it seems, to just one more ulcer in the

fag-plagued tum of Sun columnist Claire

Hoy. We have the money. The Arts

Council has its integrity — and slightly

red knuckles after a public rap on same
by Culture and Recreation Minister

Reuben Baetz for their "impolitic"

decision.

The whole story never made the

dailies. TBP, like other magazines, filed

its application for the 1978 grant before

the May 5 deadline, and fully expected

to learn the results after the Council's

June sitting. However, a letter July 18

informed us that "The Ontario Arts

Council in recent meeting deferred the

decision on the application of The Body
Politic for funding to the meeting of
Council now scheduled for September
27th to 29th, 1978."

No reason was given for the

deferral — unusual in itself, according
to a source at the Council. It was the

first time Council had ever deferred a

grant (a routine procedure, when, for

example, an application lacks some
necessary information) without offering

a reason for the deferral.

Something had happened al thai June
meeting, something which promplcd the

secretary to the Film and Literary

Officer to resign in outrage and dis-

appointment, claiming that Council had
"dramatically and irreversibly fractured

its credibihty and integrity."

To reveal the details of what happen-

ed after we got the money looks un-

gracious at best, and feed-hand biting at

worst. After all, justice of a sort was
finally done.

What happened, however, looks very

much like political tinkering in a process

ostensibly "at arm's length" from gov-

ernment, and it is in the interests of the

generjil arts community that the case be
opened up. If, as we suspect, the writing

is on the wall for the OAC, then cultural

institutions in this province should be

aware of it, and should prepare them-
selves for a fight to keep an institution

which, despite its faults, has divied up
"the taxpayers' money" with some de-

gree of fairness and integrity.

To apply for an OAC grant a pub-
lication fills out a simple form which re-

quests information as to its financial

status. That application, along with

copies of three recent issues, goes to an
18-member jury of representatives from
the writing and publishing world whose
job it is to recommend to full Council

whether or not a grant should be given,

and for how much. Council members
are appointed by the government and
serve without pay — there are twelve of

them when there's a full slate, and the

group presently includes such disparate

individuals as a ballet dancer and a vet-

erinarian. They have the power to veto

or alter a jury's decision, but rarely do
so. Colonel Frank McEachem, Director

of Community Relations for Eaton's of
Canada, is the present chairman. The
various cultural "areas" are co-ordin-

ated by officers — Steve Stevanovic is

the Film and Literary officer into whose
fiefdom fall magazines with arts com-
ponents and unbalanced budgets.

Karsten Kossmann was his secretary

until his resignation June 30.

He knew then what no one but OAC
people knew until now — that on June

28, The Body Politic had its grant. It

had been recommended by the jury,

supported by Stevanovic, and approved
by a majority vote of Council. Every-

thing changed the next day in a move by

McEachem which Kossmann was to des-

-%ii, liHY Bocy^
/'

cribeas a "damaging and reckless dis-

play of leadership.

"

On June 28, however, events unfolded

in a reasonably routine fashion. Council

was aware that the jury had voted un-

animously to award TBP a grant, and
leaks to TBP from within the closed jury

sessions suggest that the publication was
highly regarded — it was suggested at

one point that the previous grant be

increased 10<^o "in keeping with the

formula to increase a periodical's grant

to register a favourable reaction of the

jury." That recommendation was
accepted. Other comments: "a good
publication," "perhaps one of the most
important periodicals on the list," "an
excellent journal which has nuide a small

misjudgement." The only dissenting

note came from someone not on the jury

— a Council officer who was
monitoring the jury's deliberations kept

referring to the charges against TBP and
the upcoming trial. He suggested reserv-

ing the grant until the case had gone

through the courts. The panel rejected

that suggestion. He finally asked fiat out

whether anyone had "any reservations. I

would want this information for the

Council." There were none. The grant

recommendation was for $1,650.

The Council meeting that first day of

deliberations argued 7"flP's case for an

hour and a quarter. There were seven

members present, including the Chair-

man who is expected to vote only in

cases of a tie, but who voted in this

instance to make the decision 4 in favour

to 3 opposed. McEachem was clearly

annoyal and asked that all the negative

votes be recorded — however, at that

point, TBP had been awarded a grant of

$1,650 and it appeared there was
nothing anyone could do about it.

Apparently, someone then mentioned

the Experience '78 incident. TAP had

applied for the services of a student over

the summer under the OAC administer-

ed Youth Secretariat's Experience '78

program. The application had been re-

jected on the grounds that TBP was

Hoy-ty Toity
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Does the state have a place

in the flowerbeds of the nation?

Petal-philia sweeps NB.

facing criminal charges — a clearly in-

adequate reason, and one currently

under investigation by the Ontario Om-
budsman. However, the Council was
now in the awkward position of having

found criminal charges a sufficient

reason to block a student's employment
at TBP, but insufficient reason to block

a grant.

What information TBP has suggests,

however, that the problem was recog-

nized but left unsolved at that point —
presumably in the hopes that the paper

would be sufficiently grateful for the

funding not to question any
inconsistencies.

Next day, June 29, at the end of the

Council meeting. Col McEachem did an
astonishing and unprecedented thing.

He asked the officers present in the

board room to leave because the Council
was going to consider, in camera, the

question of TBP and Experience '78. It

was a shock to those present, all of

whom had had free access to Council

meetings until that point.

That day there were only six CouncU
members present — one of the four who
had voted for TBP the previous day had
left. Nobody but those present knows
what happened during that meeting —
but at the end, by a vote of five to one,

CouiKil had decided not only to affirm

the Experience '78 decision, but to over-

turn the previous day's vote. The Body
Politic was not to get its grant in June —
the whole matter was to be reconsidered

at Council's next meeting in September.

It was a shabby exercise in power.

Later that night, the one person who
held out in that 5-1 decision was in

tears on the phone, and the following

day Karsten Kossmann had tendered his

resignation. There were rumours that

other resignations would follow if the

grant failed to go through in September.

A letter of concern addressed to the

Chairman was drafted, but it is uncer-

tain whether it was sent.

So matters stood until the September
meeting. At that time, apparently, the

grant was voted through with no dis-

cussion or comment. End of story, and
happy end at that.

Not quite.

We are still left with what appears to

be gross political tinkering in the delib-

erations of the Ontario Arts Council.

Why was the grant deferred from the

June sitting? What happened between

June 28 and 29 which moved the Chair-

man to take the unprecedented step of
holding a closed meeting which over-

turned a majority vote held the previous

day? Is there anything to Claire Hoy's
assertion that both the Premier of

Ontario and the Minister of Culture and
Recreation had assured him that TBP
would never receive another grant? The
answers to those questions will be of

interest to every cultural institution in

this province, particularly because

another mechanism exists for granting

money to the arts, and it was designed to

be under direct goverrunent control.

It's called Wintario.

Its money comes from the sale of
lottery tickets, and in these days of tight

money and government cutbacks, it

doesn't cost the goverrunent a cent. In

fact, it shows a huge profit, and it's no

secret that there are buckets of money to

be had upon application. It's also

known that Wintario is developing a

bureaucracy parallel to that of the Arts

CouiKil, with the significant difference

that recommendations for grants are

made by civil servants, and the final

decision is made by the Minister of
Culture and Recreation. There is no out-

side jury free from direct political in-

fluence, as is the case with the OAC.
It is not difficult to envision a scenario

in which a beleaguered and much crit-

icized Arts Council is simply folded into

the already richer and potentially more
powerful Wintario, and the man at the

end of every application for an arts grant

will be the Minister of Culture and Re-

creation. Not a happy prospect. Getting

votes, and backing an adventurous and
risk-taking art scene seldom require the

same kind of courage.

TheBody Politic got its grant —
partly because the OAC was set up in

such a way as to make it reasonably

immune from the grossest kind of polit-

ical interference. It is a testimony to that

system, and to the integrity of some of
the people involved, that the Council

was finally able to do what it had been
set up to do — financially assist a per-

iodical which a jury of its peers deemed
worthy of assistance — even though
evidence suggests there were pressures

for it to do otherwise.

The arts community should take note.

This country still needs an arts assistance

program funded by government but free

of its control. The Ontario Arts Council

has been doing as good a job in this

province as can be reasonably expected.

To keep it that way, we may have to

make a little noise.D

Growing
Canada wiU have its second active

Parents of Gays organization when the

Toronto chapter gets off the ground in

early November. The first meeting is

plarmed for Tuesday, November 14, at 8

PM at the MCC house, 29 Granby
Street. The new Toronto organisation

plans to bring Betty Fairchild to

Toronto on the weekend of November
25-26. Ms Fairchild is a prominent

spokesperson for Parents of Gays in the

United States. For more information

contact MCC at 364-9799.

The Gay Alliance for Gay Equality

(GAGE) in London Ontario reports a

rapidly growing membership of more
than 190 gay men and lesbians. On
September 29, Western Gay Association

(WGA) opened a peer counselling and
information service, "Gayline." Coun-
selling will be available four days a week,

while a recorded message will give infor-

mation of interest to the London gay
community 24 hours a day. The Gayline

number is (519)679-6423.

In Kitchener-Waterloo a Gay Media
Collective has been formed to produce a

radio programme. About a dozen people

are involved in that collective which also

publishes a newsmagazine. The radio

show broadcasts three nights weekly on
community radio. Interested individuals

should write K-W Gay Media Collective,

P.O. Box 2741, Stn B, Kitchener, ON,
N2HGN3.n

Racing Commission official

drops libei suit against Damien
Will media continue news blackout?

TORONTO — The Chairman of the

Ontario Racing Commission and three

other former officials in Ontario racing

dropped an action of libel which they

commenced against John Damien two
years ago. The action followed the na-

tional publication of an article on
Damien in Weekend Magazine in Feb-
ruary 1976. Weekend vjxxiCT idhn
Hofsess, and the more than twenty
newspapers across the country which
carried the Weekend supplement, were
also named in the libel suit.

The article was published one year af-

ter Damien's contract with the Com-
mission was not renewed, because, ac-

cording to a statement MacNaughton
made to the Globe and Mail, he was gay.

Damien's suit for damages and reinstate-

ment was against the Ontario Racing
Commission, MacNaughton, and the

other three individuals who subsequent-

ly sued for libel.

"We felt all along that their coun-
tersuit was primarily an attempt to ha-

rass John and his supporters," said

Michael Lynch, chairperson of the Com-
mittee to Defend John Damien. "They
never filed a statement of claim, which

strongly suggests that their case had no
basis from the begining.

"Nonetheless," he continued, "it in-

timidated the nongay press across the

country, and coverage of John's case

dwindled from extensive to nearly zilch

University agrees to

protect gay teachers
BRANDON — The administration and
the Faculty Association of Brandon
University have agreed to include a

clause in the union's contract which
would prevent discrimination on the

grounds of sexual orientation. The
Faculty Association obtained union

certification in Febraury and has been

negotiating its first contract since then.

Jim Mendenhall, a member of both

Gay Friends of Brandon and the Faculty

Association's negotiating committee,

believes the agreement on the sexual or-

ientation clause was due to official state-

ments by the Canadian Association of
University Teachers (CAUT). "CAUT
over the years has argued against

academic judgements based on social

discrimination and has urged

prohibition against discrimination on
the grounds of sexual orientation."

Mendenhall noted that, "in a resource

publication for Faculty unions, CAUT
cites the Doug Wilson case at the Uni-

versity of Saskatchewan as an example
of the need for such no-discrimination

clauses."

As more faculty associations become
certified imions and negotiate collective

agreements, most include clauses prohi-

biting discrimination on a variety of

after the action was begun.

"An official in the Ontario govern-

ment managed to get a press blackout of

John's case against him, with hardly any
effort." MacNaughton is still Chairman
of the Ontario Racing Commission, an
agency in the Ministry of Consimier and
Conmiercial affairs.

Lynch said that this was the second

countersuit against Damien by racing of-

ficials, and that though neither had been
pursued, both had cost Damien money
and worry. "The people who fired John
appear to be using taxes to pay their

legal bills," said Lynch, "and they seem
willing to do anything they can to wear

John and the rest of us down. But we're

hanging in, and not giving up."
In August, Damien's lawyer had

asked the Supreme Court to dismiss the

libel action for want of prosecution. A
month later negotiations between the

two parties began to settle the matter out

of court. On October 5 an agreement

was signed, and on October 1 1 the agree-

ment was entered into the Court records.

"We would have preferred for the court

to dismiss their suit," Lynch said, "but
the lawyers preferred to proceed out-of-

court."

The Conmiittee is now considering

ways of getting the Damien case back

into the news if the nongay press

continues the black out despite the

dropping of the libel suit.D

grounds. Institutions which have added

sexual orientation as a no-discrimination

category include: Acadia University,

Bishop's University, Carleton

University, University de Moncton,

University of Ottawa, University of Re-

gina. University of Toronto, University

of Windsor, York University, University

de Montreal, Universite du Quebec k

Rimouski and Brandon University.D

Faded pansies and
second-hand roses
NEW BRUNSWICK — Floral arrange-

ments recently entered the New Bruns-

wick provincial election campaign as

Premier Richard Hatfield exchanged

slurs with Liberal opposition leader

Joseph Daigle. Hatfield likened Daigle

to a "second-hand rose", referring to

the character in Funny Girl who took his

wedding rose from a funeral bier. Daigle

'rose' to the occasion and said "I'd

rather be a second-hand rose than a

faded pansy." The Toronto Globe and
A/a// described this as "a cutting refer-

ence to Mr. Hatfield's sometimes effete

gestures." Now, now boys.

by Robin HardyD
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The battle for Seattle
On November 7, Seattle, Washington
will be the fifth American city to have its

gay rights ordinance challenged by a ref-

erendum. Initiative 13 seeks to delete

sexual orientation from the Seattle Oi>en

Housing and Fair Employment
Ordinance.

In an attempt to undermine the Seattle

Women's Rights Office, Initiative 13

ll^ saeks to transfer enforcement of

provisions against sex discrimination

from the Office of Women's Rights to

the over-burdened Department of

Human Rights, and to bury cases of dis-

crimination against women under the

ten month backlog of cases facing that

department.

The referendum stems from a petition

campaign organized this past summer by
"Save Our Moral Ethics" (SOME).
SOME was founded in 1977 by two
Seattle pohce officers, David Estes and
Dennis Falk. Estes is a member of the

powerful Mormon Church. Falk is a

longstanding member and section leader

of the right-wing, racist John Birch

Society. He gained notoriety bragging

about "wearing lead-lined gloves"

during an effort in the '60s to "clean

up" on the "hippies" in the city's

university district.

SOME relies not only on the enor-

mous wealth of the Mormon Church
(which has controlling interest in a

number of major west coast businesses);

it has recently received a pledge of

$1(X),000 from Anita Bryant's Protect

America's Children organization.

Seattle and Washington lesbians and
gay men have responded to this right-

wing challenge with an impressive

mobilization of their community's
creativity and energy. Last March, a

public meeting of the Washington
Coalition for Sexual Minority Rights

(WCSMR), a state-wide gay rights

organization, founded the Seattle

Committee Against Thirteen (SCAT).
SCAT has tried to overcome some of

the errors of previous anti-initiative

campaigns across the US. It has not

avoided the issues of lesbian and gay lib-

eration, but has tried instead to meet
anti-gay propaganda head-on. SCAT'S
literature clearly states, "Homosexuality

is as natural an expression of sexuality as

hctcrosexuality." They have confronted

the accusations that gay people molest

children and recruit to homosexuality.

SCAT is concerned that Seattle voters

understand the political implications of

the initiative. "The attack on the rights

of gay people to housing and employ-

ment by Initiative 13 is just one more
example of the growing right-wing

political activity in the US. This right-

wing trend has real historical precedent:

in times of economic downturn and in-

creasing inflation it is convenient for the

economic and political rulers of the

country to look for scapegoats and ways
to increase the divisions among working

people. They do this by blaming the

system's probems on minorities,

women, gay people or workers as a
whole."

SCAT also speaks to the immediate
interests of Seattle's straights. "Civil

rights should not be subject to popular

vote." "Abrogating the rights of one
group sets a dangerous precedent for all

other oppressed groups." "Everyone,

including straights, is vulnerable.

Anyone can be labeled gay and therefore

fired or evicted. The burden will rest

with the accused to prove he or she is not

homosexual."

SCAT has a close working relation-

ship with Women Against Thirteen

(WAT), an all-women, predominantly

lesbian group. WAT is trying to rally

opposition to the initiative among
women, particularly feminists. Both or-

ganizations were instrumental in build-

ing Seattle's successful Gay Pride March
last June. Over 40(X) people turned out,

making it the largest gay demonstration

in the city's history.

On August 28, a third organization.

Citizens to Retain Fair Employment
kicked off its belated campaign against

the Initiative. "Citizens" includes gay

business and religious interests, and has

ties to the Democratic Party. Ill feelings

were generated early in the campaign
when "Citizens" urged gays not to

attend the June demonstration, fearing

it would alienate the voters. This low

profile organization has been mcushall-

ing its forces for a major publicity drive

in the last days of the campaign.

The partisan role of the Seattle police

force became evident as the anti-

Initiative movement gained momentum.
In May, a SCAT fund-raising event was
raided by police, though charges arising

from the raid were subsequently dis-

missed by a district court judge. Early in

July, one of the leaders of the anti-

Initiative campaign was singled out for

arrest when police marched into a gay

bar. On July 22. SCAT reports that off-

duty policemen were seen repeatedly

photographing their members who were

leafletting around SOME petition

tables. Three SCAT Icafletters were sub-

sequently arrested on trumped-up
charges of disturbing the peace, which

were thrown out of court. A month
later, on August 22, (he police attempted

David Estes

(left) and Den-
nis Falk,the

two cops be-

hind Initia-

tive 13.

to force their way into a private gay club

without a warrant. The managers were

arrested when they denied the cops

entry.

The presentation of the petitions to

put Initiative 13 on the ballot took "place

August 3. But gay activists stole the

show when they simultaneously filed

another initiative proposal calling for

legislation enforcing such Biblical stric-

tures as the prohibition against ceUbacy,

lending money for interest, and eating

pork, snails, owls and moles. Two weeks

later the announcement that the SOME
petitions had been validated was met
with a mihtant demonstration.

A tragic event marked a turning point

for SOME. On August 19, Dennis Falk,

co-organizer of Initiative 13,shot in the

back and killed a young Black man,
Alfred Rodney. Rodney, who was

mentally retarded, had apparently been

knocking on doors in a wealthy white

neighbourhood asking to mow lawns.

Rodney, who according to doctors was

easily frightened, ran when police

ordered him to halt.

News of the murder spread

throughout the Black community and a

demonstration of 200 Blacks, Chicanos

and gays demanded that Falk be dis-

armed £md charged.

The incident also highlighted connec-

tions between Initiative 13 and another

poUce-supported measure on the ballot.

Initiative 15. That measure reasserts the

policy permitting the police to shoot at

anyone "suspected of committing a

felony, after other means have been

exhausted."

Adverse publicity has forced a change

in SOME's tactics. Jerry Shaw, a $4200-

a-month conservative political consul-

tant was hired. Falk was dropped as a

spokesman, and Estes has significantly

curtailed his fundamentalist religious

rhetoric. In an attempt to win back the

Black vote, Wayne Ferryman, a Black

"labour law consultant" was put for-

ward as the chief SOME spokesman.
Three weeks later SOME suffered

another setback when Ferryman
resigned under pressure from the Black

community.

As the campaign draws to a close,

SCAT and WAT are preparing an am-
bitious canvass, concentrating on low in-

come and minority neighbourhoods.

Canvassing is seen as a logical extension

of the leafletting organized earlier in the

campaign — people often felt different-

ly about the Initiative, after talking, on a

one-to-one basis, with leafletters. Two
thousand people are expected to be

mobilized for this last push.

It is possible that recent changes in

SOME's spokespersons and rhetoric will

be so confusing that Seattle voters will

reject Initiative 13 on that basis alone.

Pro-gay rights forces are encouraged by
this possibiUty and are expressing a

cautious optimism. "If we can just get

our supporters out on November 7, we'll

win," said SCAT activist Shannon
West. "Besides SOME and the right-

wing, we've got to overcome the com-
placency of people who think 1 3 will

never pass, and the pessimism of people

who think we'll never win. But if we get

everyone out to vote, I really do think

we'll turn it around in Seattle."

by Gary Kinsman, Tim McCaskell

and Chris BearchellD

Dade County votes again

in referendum replay
MIAMI — DadeCounty.Florida will be

treated to another referendum on an

anti-discrimination ordinance. Bob
Kunst, Allan Rockway and Melody
Moorehead, members of Miami's Trans-

perience Centre, have succeeded in

collecting the 10,000 valid signatures

necessary to put a new gay rights

initiative on the November 7 ballot.

Last year a similar ordinance was
repealed after a campaign that launched

Anita Bryant onto the public stage. The
new ordinance, if passed, will prohibit

discrimination in jobs, housing, public

accomodation, social services and health

care on the basis of creed, affectional

and sexual preference, political

affiliation, matriculation, native

language use, source of income, preg-

nancy, military service or trade union

membership.

Promising a "grassroots effort which

emphasizes visibility," the organizers

are confident the referendum will pass.

"1 think we'll win because for the first

time anywhere in the country' we will be

voting for full equality and human
rights," said Rockway.
Other sectors of the gay movement are

less enthusiastic. County Commissioner

Ruth Shack, who introduced and fought

for the County's original gay rights law,

says Kunst is only serving "his own
monstrous ego." The Dade County
Coalition for Human Rights, a gay um-
brella organization, has also refused to

support the initiative. "We have been

working hard to educate (he public and

raise people's consciousness. The time is

not right. We have more work to do,"

stated the coalition.

G
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Briggs worker admits to fraud

CALIFORNIA — A worker for the

anti-gay Briggs Initiative has pleaded

guilty to charges that he hired citizens to

falsify signatures on initiative petitions.

The petitions have been used to put

Proposition 6, which calls for the firing

of gay and pro-gay teachers, on the

November ballot.

Following his guilty plea, William

Crosby was granted three years

probation by Superior Court judge.

Meanwhile, the exposure of the fraud

has resulted in a new legal challenge to

the initiative.

Opposition to the initiative continues to

mount. In the opinion of the Attorney

to the California Legislature, Bion

Gregory, the Briggs Initiative is

unconstitutional. Gregory, responding

to a question of Assembly Speaker Leo

British group blocks

Amnesty support
BRITAIN — After strong pressure

from its British Section, Anmesty Inter-

national has refused to help prisoners of

conscience who are homosexual.

At an International Council meeting

held in Cambridge in September, the

British, supported by the Australians,

Greeks and Indians, opposed a pro-gay

motion introduced by the Dutch. The
motion had support from the Americans

and groups from Luxembourg, France,

West Germany, Denmark and Norway.

Reaction against the decision was swift

from gay groups on both sides of the At-

lantic. A statement issued by the Inter-

national Gay Association secretariat

expressed the movement's "concern at

the reactionary and illiberal stand

adopted by Amnesty International on
the question of homosexuality at its re-

cent conference."

The struggle to get Amnesty to

represent gay prisoners now moves to

the new mandate committee. The
committee will be asked to examine Am-
nesty's constitution to determine

whether the Dutch and Americans are

right in believing that the mandate
already covers homosexuals.D

Liberals strengthen

gay plank despite

Thorpe scandal
LONDON — In spite of the national

scandal around Jeremy Thorpe, the

British Liberal Party has publicly

strengthened its stand on behalf of gay

rights. Thorpe, former national leader

of the party, has been accused of
attempting to murder Norman Scott, a

model who claims they had an affair.

At the Liberal Party's national

assembly held at the end of September,

Michael Steed, party president-elect,

brought gay rights to the fore in his key-

note speech. Steed, a former

chairperson of the British gay group
Campaign for Homosexual Equality

McCarthy, said the language of the

initiative violates due process and free

speech provisions of both the US and

California constitutions.

In a carefully worded release, former

California Governor Ronald Reagan, a

leading spokesperson for conservative

RepubUcans, has also called on voters to

reject Proposition 6. "This measure has

nothing to do with those special so-

called gay rights issues in Dade County,

Florida and elsewhere," the Regan
statement reads. "Instead, it has the

potential of infringing on basic rights of

privacy and perhaps even constitutional

rights."

At least ten different organizations

and coahtions have been formed which

are simultaneously fighting against the

initiative throughout the state.

D

(CHE), reminded delegates of the

Party's decision to boycott Scarborough

as the site of Liberal assemblies until the

municipality was prepared to drop its

ban on CHE conferences.

At the close of debate on the civil

liberties report, assembly delegates

approved stronger policy commitments

to gay rights by calling for the statutory

protection of gays from discrimination.

The party already supported the

reduction in the age of consent for gay

men.

The press, however, cautioned the

Liberals against taking too firm a stand

on gay rights. "Electorally unwise" said

the Times, while the Daily Mirror com-

mented, "...defence of homosexual

rights was courageous and fair but

possibly not the best of electioneering

material."

In the long term the Liberals want the

UK to be governed under a written

constitution with a Bill of Rights

protecting individual citizens' liberties.

Delegates agreed that such a Bill of

Rights should contain specific mention

of homosexuality.D

Educator defends

(white?) gays
SOUTH AFRICA — Speaking to a

packed audience at the University of

Natal in Durban, Leonie Woolfson of

the Natal Education Department, called

for an end to gay oppression in South

Africa.

"It is high time," she said, "that con-

temporary Western society end its sex-

ually repressive attitude towards gay

women and men." She also criticized the

view of most South African psychiatrists

that homosexuality is "pathological in

itself." "People should show homosex-

uals the same courtesy, warmth, respect

and acceptance of their rights to privacy

and dignity which we so readily bestow

on our heterosexual confreres."

It was unclear whether this tolerance

should be extended to South African

blacks, or if it was intended as another

privilege to be enjoyed by the white

minority which controls the country.D

Mary Whitehouse wore this fetching

Persian Lamb collar on her trip to

Australia.

Aussie gays forge

labour links
AUSTRALIA — Six hundred lesbians

and gay men from every state in the

country converged on Sydney August 27

to attend the fourth national conference

of the Australian gay movement.
The theme of the conference was

"Homosexuals at Work", and delegates

established a committee of rank and file

gay unionists to examine areas of dis-

crimination against gays employed in the

public sector.

Union leaders from the Australian

Teachers Federation, The Australia

Council of Salaried and Professional

Associations, and the Theatrical and
Amusement Employees Association

addressed the conference with a

common message, "get out there among
the grass-root levels of your union and
organize support." Taking the cue, gays

will be organizing conferences during

the next three months to work out

strategies for work within trade unions

in each state.

New South Wales Attorney-General

Frank Walker met boos and hisses when
he addressed the conference. Walker

offered his personal sympathy but little

else in the way of immediate hope for

homosexual law reform.

The conference took place several

days after the New South Wales Anti-

discrimination Board's study of state

laws reconunended the

decriminalization of homosexual acts

between consenting adults, and the

repeal of the notorious Summary
Offences Act. The report, although

encouraging, was met with cynicism.

"How many more favourable opinion

polls and Royal Commissions and anti-

discrimination reports have to be

prepared before some form of action is

taken at a government level?" asked one

delegate.

A resolution declaring NSW premier

Neville Wran "personally responsible"

for the recent attacks of the State's

police force against gay people was one

of many carried at the hectic final

meeting of the three-day conference.

Shortly after, more than 100 women and

men were arrested in yet another con-

frontation with police as they marched

from the conference site.

Throughout September, Australian

gays showed their capacity to organize,

as demonstrations dogged the path of

British morality crusader Mary
Whitehouse. Whitehouse, responsible

for the blasphemy charges against

London's Gay News, was in Australia

on a month-long tour at the invitation of

the ultra-conservative, anti-gay Festival

of Light (FOL) organization.

Demonstrators met Whitehouse

wherever she spoke and managed to

better her press coverage on almost

every occasion. FOL organizers attrib-

uted the poor turnout at Whitehouse's

talks to the "threat of violence from
demonstrators." "They used my visit to

get their own campaigns into the press,"

complained Whitehouse at the end of

her tour. Rev Fred Nule, FOL director,

admitted, "The campaign of opposition

was successful. There's no doubt about

it."n

Bryant and Briggs

face conspiracy suit
SAN FRANCISCO — The closing brief

in the lawsuit against Anita Bryant and
her co-defendants has been filed. The
suit charges that Bryant, Save Our
Children, Senator John Briggs and four

others conspired to deprive Robert
Hillsborough and Jerry Taylor of their

civil rights. The five million dollar

lawsuit is reportedly the first in which

gays have invoked the conspiracy law

against those who advocate

discrimination.

Hillsborough was murdered June 22,

1977 by four men who shouted, "Here's

one for Anita. " The suit claims that

anti-gay sentiment stirred up in Cali-

fornia by Bryant, Briggs and company
was responsible for the death of the San
Francisco man.
The suit was first dismissed by a federal

judge on the grounds that Bryant "lacks

sufficient contact" with California. The
latest brief, however, claims that she and
the other Florida defendants "failed to

disclose and falsely denied" contacts

with California.

Speaking to the press after the funeral

attended by 3000, Hillsborough's

mother said that her son's death is

"going to bring more people closer. It's

going to make more people understand

homosexuality as I do now. My son's

blood is on her (Bryant's) hands."

D

West Germany
follows communist
lead in rights for

transsexuals
WEST GERMANY — The West

German ParUament is presently consid-

ering a bill which would recognize for

the first time the rights of persons who
have undergone sex change operations.

The present law, which would be re-

pealed, prevents transsexuals from

marrying, dressing or changing their

names to correspond with their new sex.

Last year the communist German
Democratic Republic passed a similar

law reform for transsexuals. West Ger-

man legislative observers are confident

the West German reform will now pass

because many legislators fear having the

West appear less liberal and human
rights oriented than communist

Germany.

A similar situation existed when
legislation to decriminalize homosexual

acts was defeated in the West German
ParUament several times. The measure

finally passed after the East German
ParUament eUminated all legal

restrictions on consensual sexual

activity between adults.

D
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So you wanna get out of the army?

Try a black evening gown, high-heeled shoes

and a wig. Oh yes —
it helps if you're male.

Group abandons
titular euphemism
SCOTLAND — After several months

of debate, the Scottish Minorities

Group, Scotland's principal gay organ-

ization , has decided to change its name.

SMG will now be known as the Scottish

Homosexual Rights Group. The old

SMG newsletter is to be renamed Gay
Scotland. The change from the

"distinctly euphemistic title," felt to be

necessary when the group was founded

in 1%9, reflects a change of feeling and

increase of confidence among the

membership.

The SHRG, which maintains gay

centres in Glasgow and Edinburgh, will

continue working for reform of

Scotland's anti-gay laws.D

US Air Force starts

gay purge
MAINE — During the past nine

months, a dozen women have been
drummed out of the US Air Force in

violation of their constitutional rights.

According to the Maine Civil Liberties

Union (MCLU), the women, stationed

at the Loring Air Force Base in Maine,
were discharged for alleged "homosex-
ual activities."

The MCLU is representing Mary
DePalo, one of the airwomen who filed

suit after being denied non-commission-
ed officer status and the right to re-

enlist. DePaJo's four-year enlistment ex-

pired September 26, and the Air Force

refused her request for re-enlistment

because she "harbours homosexual ten-

dencies and associated with a

homosexual."

"The fact that she is being punished
for associating with certain other indiv-

iduals in the Air Force is completely

objectionable and violates her First

Amendment rights," said MCLU exec-

utive director Jean Sampson.
In an unrelated case, nine marines

have been discharged and four others

disciplined after Los Angeles police and
military intelligence personnel cracked
an alleged "male prostitution ring" at

nearby Camp Pendleton. Master
Sergeant Donald O'Neal of Camp Pen-
dehon's community relations office said

the activities of the young men included

"visiting the homes of homosexuals to

perform acts and appearing in porno-
graphic motion pictures."

In a third case, a 25-year-old Army
sergeant who recently wore a black even-
ing gown, high-hccled shoes and a wig to

his battalion mess hall has received an
honourable discharge from the military.

Staff Sergeant Little (Bill) Douglas
appeared in drag at the mess September
1 to protest the Army's foot-dragging on
his discharge. The Army had not been
convinced previously that Douglas was
homosexual and had demanded
notorized statements from his sexual

partners. The drag incident, however,
was found equally convincing and the

discharge was processed within the

week.D

Strong rights bill

gets unanimous vote

BERKELEY — The most comprehen-

sive gay rights bill yet enacted by an

American city was unanimously

approved by the Berkeley City Council

on October 10. The ordinance forbids

discrimination on the basis of sexual

orientation in housing, employment, use

of city facilities and services, credit,

education and schools.

The unanimous vote of the council

followed four lengthy public hearings on

the bill which began this spring in the

council's human relations

subcommittee.

The measure also provides for

enforcement procedures through the

courts. Violators could be forced to pay

attorney fees, civil damages and up to

$400 in penalties.

Passage of the bill, called "the

strongest in the country," came after 13

months of work by gay activists in the

Berkeley Committee for a Gay Rights

Ordinance.D

Brussels sprouts

new gay theatre
BELGIUM — The Brussels' Gay
Liberation Group has taken gay theatre

to the streets of Belgium's capital.

A one-act play. Twice the Same, was
performed as part of a popular cultural

meeting held in the Place de la Monnaie
in downtown Brussels. The play,

written and performed by members of
the Brussels group, attempts to describe

the nature of gay oppression.

According to Alex Cassiers, president

of the gay group, the public was
astonished to see the play, and plans are

now underway to take the performance
to other towns in the Brussels area.

Cassiers hopes that the production

"will give birth to a permanent theatre

group" that will perform plays dealing

with the Uberation of homosexuals. Gay
Sweatshop, a similar group, already

exists in Britain.D

'Tag-beating"

cops get first-ever

suspensions
BOSTON — In what has been caUed
"an historic move," several Boston
police officers have been suspended for

the beating of three gays, all of whom
were under 18.

The men, two of whom were wearing

drag at the time, were kicked and pistol

whipped by two police officers on
August 18, 1977. A third officer was
found guilty of negligence when he

failed to put a stop to the harassment

when the youths were transported to the

police station following the beatings.

The two officers received three month
suspensions without pay and the third

was suspended without pay for a week.

This is the first time that Boston police

officers have been disciplined for

abusing gay people. I 1

Vitamins and

supplements

Take-out counter

Fruit

and

vegetables

Natural Foods
17 St. Nicholas St. , Toronto • 921 -4057

Free 25-minute parking at Cargo Canada nearby.

JOINCGRO
The Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario amended its constitu-

tion on September 4 in Windsor to encourage individual men
and women to become personally involved in supporting the

ongoing struggle to obtain gay rights in Ontario.

Individual membership is "open to all persons at an annual

fee of $10.00 for singles and $15.00 for couples, which is re-

newable on April 1st of each calendar year. This entitles a per-

son to receive the CGRO newsletter and to vote at annual con-

ferences."

Many lesbians and gay men are not members of gay groups,

and there are no gay organizations as yet in many cities and

towns in Ontario. These people are now urged to become di-

rectly involved in CGRO's campaign to combat homophobia
in Ontario.

There is much to be done in your local community. And you

don't always have to be "out" in order to help. Write to us today

to find out what you can do.

But best of all, fill out the coupon below and become a con-

tributing member of our growing community. Hoping to hear

from you soon!

The new CGRO Executive:

Steve Tattle, Toronto

Steve Lough, Windsor

Peg McCuaig, Guelph
Sibyl Frei. Kitchener

Jim Dougan, Guelph

Elgin Blair, Mississauga

Please enroll me as a member of

the Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario.

Name(s)

Address

City

Postal Code.

Single: $10 Couple: $15 (includes subscription to CGRO News)

Additional donation $

Mail to CGRO. Box 156. Station P. Toronto. Ontario M5S 237.

Enclose cheque or money order made to CGRO or ttie Coalition for

Gay Rigtits in Ontario. Do not send casti through the mail
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come
anywayyou like

butcome
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BetweenTheLines

a fully licensed restaurant

at 562 church street, toronto
open Sunday through thursday, noon to ten p.m.

friday and Saturday until one am.

closed mondays

924-1972

byKenPopert

A modern inconvenience

Where did you eat your Thanksgiving

dinner? And where will you be on
Christmas Day?

Last year, about this time, we talked

lazily about having friends over for

Christmas dinner. Being perhaps too

casual in these matters, we waited until

the first days of December to start

dropping invitations. By then, we
found, it was too late; the invited had
generally made other arrangements.

If those other arrangements had been

a vacation in the sun or a day with other

acquaintances, we could have managed
the disappointment and perhaps made a

note to issue invitations earlier next

time. But the puzzling truth was that in

many cases the other arrangement was a

trip "home" to spend Christmas with

the family. Mum-Dad-&-the-Kids had

struck weeks earUer (years earlier?) and
a command performance was the bleak

prospect for many a friend.

And a performance it had to be. How
else can gay men and women, with our

sensible ways of life, endure a pro-

longed, direct exposure to the cramped
desperation of family life?

When our economy was predominant-

ly agricultural, the family was its prime

constituent. But, one by one, its

economic functions have been taken

over by business and the business state:

the raising and education of new people

(commonly known as children) and the

production of food, clothing and
shelter. The rise of McDonald's and
daycare centres alike should remind us

that this implacable process is nearing its

logical end.

With its socioeconomic foundation in

an advanced state of collapse, all that

now remains of family hfe is a sagging

superstructure of spotty financial obliga-

tions and obscure emotional attach-

ments. The family is a modern incon-

venience.

While moralizing hypocrites shake

their heads and damply conspire to Save

the Family, its members are making their

own quite unsentimental calculations.

Women hang up their potholders and

take serious jobs, the young seize their

financial independence and flee at the

first opportunity, divorce and family

violence blossom.

And, of course, they come out —
mothers, fathers, sons, daughters — we
come out. It is for that reason that

defenders of the family often perceive us

as their worst enemy. They are

mistaken. We are no threat to the

family; but we are the evidence of its

impending death.

Given that our way of life is con-

tingent upon the family's decline, it

seems a paradox that so many gays rush

back into the clammy embrace of family

life at Christmas and, often enough, on

those little Christmases spread through-

out the year: Thanksgiving, Rosh
Hashanah, New Year's, even birthdays

and anniversaries. Why do they do it?

I suspect that they see no palatable

alternative.

The alternative is dinner for one in a

silent bachelor apartment.

The alternative is a stroll down empty

streets past closed up stores and

theatres.

The alternative is a day spent in con-

templation of the fart that it has been set

aside for The Others — the straights,

the family men — to enjoy that one
thing which the family still offers: simple

company.

And so they troop back to their place

in the ranks: Mum-Dad-&-the-Kids.
Better to pick over a spent carcass one
more time than to run the risk of going

hungry.

Being unfamilied is fundamental to

gay Ufe and it is fundamental to our

oppression. Discrimination is part of our
oppression too, but it is not basic. Sure,

some lose jobs, homes, children or

opportunities because they are gay. But
most of us do not. Most of us construct

our lives, with varying success, specific-

ally to avoid such confrontations. But
there is no way we can avoid being

unfamilied; that affects us all.

Because of the way society is

structured, to be unfamilied is to be

alone. Shambles that it is, the family is

nevertheless the principal vehicle — re-

inforced by the state, the church and,

ironically, business — for some human
values in an increasingly inhuman social

system.

Being unfamilied, gays are exposed,

more than most, to the forces of

dehumanization. That is the nub of our

oppression.

There has always been spontaneous

resistance. The reputation of gay men as

habitual party-goers is undoubtedly

founded in fact. An expanded social life

is one way to mitigate the lack of a

family. Our friends are our families. The
first gay party was the first blow struck

for our liberation.

Shared living arrangements also pro-

vide an element of humanity. The gay

couple passes as a family manque,
blending into the growing crowd of

family fragments: notably childless

couples and single-parent famiUes.

Living in groups — co-operatives,

communes — is less imitative, more
sophisticated, and much less common.

In the end, these are individual solu-

tions to the problem of aloneness. They
rest on the strength and imagination of

the particular persons involved. Unlike

the family, they have no foundation in

the social consensus. In the competition

between the family and alternative living

arrangements, the certainty which con-

vention impjuls to family life is a

formidable advantage. For family mem-
bers, recourse is assured in time of need.

For the unfamilied, help from friends

may or may not materialize. There is no

guarantee.

To shake off the family for good, we

need to establish among ourselves con-

ventions for meeting the human needs

formerly satisfied by the family. This is

where the gay movement ought to enter

the picture, for its publications and

assemblies are the only forums and legis-

latures we have for the discussion and

deliberate alteration of our collective

life.

The promise of the gay movement is

not just liberation in some indefinite

future; it is also the eiuichment of

everyday Hfe.

D
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BodyMilic
Dreams deferred do explode.

— Langston Hughes

On a Saturday afternoon early in Nov- munist sympathizer compounded the danger,

ember 1950, five men met at the home Despite the odds against it, however, a ho-

of Harry Hay in the Silver Lake dis- mosexual emancipation movement did take

trict ofLos Angeles, California. They root in the America of the Fifties. Several

were discussing for the first time a proposal months after theirfirst meeting, thefive left-

Hay had written which had as its focus "the ist homosexualsfounded the Mattachine So-

heroic objective of liberating one of our lar- ciety. The name "Mattachine" was chosen

gest minorities and guaranteeing them self- after Hay told the others of the mysterious

respecting citizenship. " After several hours wandering figures by that name who, during

of animated and exhilarating conversation,

the others left Hay with the promise to meet

again in afew days. All ofthem werepledged

to secrecy.

The needfor secrecyflowedfrom two very

different sources. All of the men were homo-
sexuals, and they were discussing the libera-

tion of the gay minority in the United States.

In mid-twentieth century America, homosex-

uals were well advised to keep their sexual

preferences secret. Discovery virtually guar-

anteed that a man or woman would be ostra

cized byfamily andfriends,
denied most means of earn-

ing a decent living, and con-

signed to a marginal exist-

ence.

But thefive men who met

that November afternoon

had another, just as press-

ing, reason for exercising

caution. Two of them were

members of the Commun-
ist Party; a third had been

an active party member in

the Midwest after World

War II; and the other two

might well have been de-

scribed as fellow travelers.

It was difficult enough to

be gay in postwar America;

to be a communist or com-

RADICAL

the Middle Ages, performed atfestivals wear-

ing masks, and whom Hay suspected might

have been homosexuals.

Thefounding of the Mattachine Society in

Los Angeles in 1951 marked the radical be-

ginning of a continuous history ofgay polit-

ical organization in the United States. How
was it that a movement to liberate the gay

minority had its start in an era of intense re-

pression, in a decade best rememberedfor its

stultifying conformity? How did it happen
that thefounders of the movement were men

whose political beliefs and
affiliationsplaced themfar
from the mainstream of
American politics? How
did their Marxist world-

view influence the form
and direction of the early

Mattachine Society? How
were the Society's radical

beginnings to be betrayed

by later events?

And why is it that the

early history of the Matta-

chine is barely known?

2132 OakcrestDrive, LosAngeles, California

PdrtOneof

In this, the first of a

three-part series, John
D'Emilio looks at the men
who ignored the risks to

make their vision a reality.

byJohnDTEmilio
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1950-51

H
enry Hay was the man most

responsible for the founding

of the Mattachine Society.

Bom of American parents in

England in 1912, he spent his early child-

hood in Chile where his father was a

mining engineer for Anaconda Copper.

The family returned to the United States

in 1917, and Hay spent the rest of his

childhood and adolescence in southern

California. After graduating from Los

Angeles High School in 1929, he entered

Stanford University in the fall of 1930.

At Stanford, Hay developed an interest

in drama and returned to Los Angeles

without completing his studies in order

to pursue an acting career. In the de-

pression-ridden years of the early 1930s,

Hay found it difficult to secure steady

work as an actor and when a friend

asked him to join a group of agitprop

(agitation /propaganda) players, he
accepted the invitation.

Hay's participation in the agitprop

company awakened in him a political

consciousness. The street performances

at the sites of strikes and other demon-
strations were "dangerous stuff," he

said. "The Red Squad was always bust-

ing things up." He remembered the

players narrowly escaping arrest on sev-

eral occasions. Soon after joining the

agitprop company. Hay was taken to a

Communist Party study group by some
of his actor friends. Though he under-

stood little of the theory being discussed,

he admired the seriousness of the party

members whom he met and enjoyed the

theatre which he discovered the party

was sponsoring. Early in 1934, Hay
joined the Communist Party.

Hay might well have been one of the

many party recruits who joined hastily

and as quickly fell away were it not for

his experiences during the summer of

1934. A strike by West Coast longshore-

men in May had escalated in San Fran-

cisco into a stoppage of all the maritime

workers, and the Communist Party sent

Hay and many other Los Angeles

members to aid in the strike effort. Early

in July, violence erupted as employers

tried to open the port with scab labour.

When the governor called out the

national guard, labour leaders appealed

for a general strike. In the heady days

which ensued. Hay's commitment to the

party was born.

"The strike was just something tre-

mendous!" Hay remembers with excite-

ment. "That did it! It was pure emotion,

a gut thing. You couldn't have been a

part of that and not have your life com-
pletely changed."

For the next fifteen years. Hay's life

revolved around the Communist Party.

Initially assigned to the artists and
writers branch of the party, he con-

tinued to do agitprop theatre as well as

to participate in many of the party's

mass organizations. Active in the Los
Angeles chapter of People's Songs Inc

(PSI), a leftist organization of song-

writers and musicians. Hay represented

PSI at the People's Educational Center,

a worker education project whose direc-

tors ranged from American Federation

of Labor (AFL) representatives to Com-
munist Psu-ty members. Early in 1948,

Hay began teaching a class at the center

on the history of popular music.

Hay's commitment to the party also

profoundly affected the shape of his

personal Hfe. When he joined in 1934,

Hay was an active homosexual. Be-

coming aware of his sexual attraction to

men during his adolescence, he had

gradually discovered the male homo-
sexual subculture of Los Angeles and
San Francisco and slowly begun the

process of accepting his sexuality. Join-

ing the party led Hay to question his

choice. The Communists shared the

society's general condemnation of "sex-

ual deviance" and, in the total world of

the party. Hay found it difficult to in-

corporate his sexual identity. Deciding

to suppress his homosexuality. Hay in

1938 married a party member with

whom he had worked closely for a long

time.

"I determined that I would simply

close a book and never look back. For

fourteen years I Uved in an exile world."

Unable, however, to make a complete

break with his homosexual inclinations.

Hay occasionally had sexual encounters

with men. But he deliberately isolated

himself from gay social circles and
ostensibly conformed to society's —
and the party's — sexual mores.

An unexpected occurtence during the

summer of 1948 upset this precarious

equilibrium. The Communist Party was
concentrating much of its effort that

summer on the Henry Wallace presi-

dential bid — a third party effort organ-

ized by some liberal Democrats and left-

ists who opposed the Cold War policies

of the Truman administration. Hay was
working on the campaign while con-

tinuing to do research for his history of

music class at the People's Educational

Center.

Early in August, Hay attended a party

where he was expecting to meet another

musicologist. When he arrived he found,

to his surprise, that all of the guests were

gay. Hay began talking about the

Wallace campaign, and before long he

and several others were jokingly spin-

ning out the design of an organization to

mobilize gay men behind Wallace's Pro-

gressive Party. Calling it "Bachelors for

Wallace," they imagined the group

gathering support among male homo-
sexuals in return for a sexual privacy

plank in the Wallace platform.

Although Bachelors for Wallace never

moved beyond the stage of idle talk, this

chance discussion set in motion in Hay a

re-evaluation of his personal life. He now
began to perceive that homosexuality

might contain the potential for political

organizing and, in the months that

followed, he mulled over the idea of a

gay organization. Hay began to realize

that "somehow or another, my life as a

heterosexual, a pseudo-heterosexual,

was coming to an end. Suddenly I was

forced to admit that the relentless differ-

ence between me and the world of my
choice had grown imperceptibly into an
unscalable barrier.

'

'

B
ut the imminent break with

his past had its exhilarating

side, too. Hay saw that he

would be bringing "to my own
people, magnificent experience and
training in organization and in struggle

which I had learned on the other side."

He would be using the organizing skills

he had acquired in the Communist Party

to launch a homosexual emancipation

movement.
For the next two years Hay cautiously

pursued his still hazily defined scheme

for homosexual organization. Hesitating

to plunge into the endeavour carelessly,

he sounded out the opinions of his

professional acquaintances — doctors,

lawyers, ministers, educators — about

the "plight" of homosexuals. Some of

them expressed the conviction that

society's treatment of homosexuals was
regrettable, but when Hay pushed the

subject further by suggesting that some-
thing ought to be done, their responses

were surprisingly similar: should homo-
sexuals organize for social justice, then

they would consider lending their

support.

To Hay it was becoming clear that a

campaign for the rights of homosexuals

would have to be initiated by homosex-
uals themselves.

Sometime during the spring of 1950

Hay elicited his first signs of interest

when he spoke to Bob Hull and Chuck
Rowland about his idea. Hull was a

student in Hay's music class; Rowland
was Hull's roommate and closest friend.

The three men met one evening at a con-

cert and Hay, who suspected that the

pair were gay, decided to broach the

subject of a homosexual rights organi-

zation. As it turned out, the three men
had more in common than their homo-
sexuality since Rowland and Hull had

also been members of the Communist
Party.

Rowland was born and raised in a

small town in South Dakota. He too

grew up feeling isolated by homosexual

urges which he could discuss with no
one. Going away to college at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota in Minneapolis pro-

vided the opportunity for him to come
out, to meet other men like himself and
begin the process of self-acceptance. But

Minneapolis and the university there in

the 1930s also provided fertile soil for

the growth of political activism.

Rowland found himself participating in

the campus disturbances of those years,

including demonstrations in support of

the Loyalists in the Spanish Civil War
and against compulsory military training

for students.

Hull attended the university in the

same years as Rowland, although the

two men did not know each other as

students. Hull had a graduate degree in

chemistry, but had passed by a career in

science in favour of pursuing his interest

in music. When he met Rowland in

1940, he was just beginning to break into

Twin Cities music circles as a pianist.

The two men became lovers and, when
that relationship ended, moved easily

into a close friendship that would last

for twenty years.

Rowland served in the army during

World War II, and toward the end of the

war, while still in the service, he became
a charter member of the American

Veterans Committee (AVC). The AVC
tended to attract New Deal liberals and
progressives who were determined, as
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Rowland described it, "to build a world

in our own, idealistic image." The or-

ganization was especially active in cam-
paigning for adequate housing, the

retention of post war price controls, and
in opposing racial discrimination. After

his discharge, Rowland became a field

representative for the AVC in the Mid-
west and helped organize chapters in

cities throughout the region.

Despite his ability as both organizer

and administrator, Rowland did not

remain with the American Veterans

Committee for long. The anti-commun-
ism of the postwar years reached that

organization early, and from the nation-

al headquarters in New York City came
cries of communist infiltration. When

the AVC leadership began screening

members signed up by the midwestem
office, Rowland was at first "incredul-

ous then mad," after which he himself

moved to the left. His own queries estab-

hshed the fact that there were indeed

communists among AVC organizers,

but in his opinion they invariably turned

out to be the most dedicated workers

and soundest strategists.

Rowland decided to join the party (re-

cruiting his friend, HuU, in the process)

and, when he was finally forced out of

the veterans' organization for his poli-

tics, he returned to Minneapolis to work
as executive secretary of the branch

office of American Youth for

Democracy (AYD), a communist-dom-

inated organization. Late in 1948 Row-
land migrated to Los Angeles, at the

same time abandoning his active involve-

ment in the party.

Hull followed Rowland to Los

Angeles toward the end of 1948. Main-

taining his party affiliation, he joined

one of its cultural units and participated

in the activities of the People's Educa-

tional Center where Hay was teaching.

Hull and Rowland were both excited

by Hay's suggestions for a homosexual

organization and a few more conver-

sations about it ensued. Their informal

t. ^ '^

Dance and sand; Early

Matlachme member RG

worked in agitprop milieu of

Lester Horion Dance Theatre

(left). He and Harry Hay cir-

culated Korean War Peace

Poll (right) on Santa Monica

gay twaches to tind like-minded

leftists.

discussions ended, however, as abruptly

as they had begun. After the conclusion

of Hay's music class, the men lost con-

tact with one another and Hay was once
again left alone with his plan.

The disappearance of Rowland and
Hull, in fact, was due to more than the

conclusion of Hay's class, although Hay
did not know it at the time. According to

Rowland, he,Jlull and another Com-
munist Party member left the country in

late spring, 1950 and "departed for

Mexico where we had decided to spend

the rest of our Uves." In describing their

motives, Rowland said, "That was not

just a wild, romantic spree; we were

fieeing the witch hunts along with

thousands of other Americans from all

parts of the country. On several occa-

sions since then I've met previously un-

known people who spoke of that crazy

summer of 1950 when everyone became
a refugee in Mexico."

Although Rowland most likely

exaggerated the numbers, the incident

points to the depth of the fear and panic

felt by many Communists and their

sympathizers at the height of the post-

war anti-Communist hysteria. By the

end of the summer, however, Rowland
and Hull had returned to Los Angeles,

chastened after several aimless months
in Mexico, and having decided that their

flight was "ridiculous."

Early in July 1950, Hay met RG* at a

rehearsal of the Lester Horton Dance
Theatre. A costume designer and dancer

with Horton's company, RG had fied

with his mother from Austria in 1938 to

escape the Nazi's genocidal persecution

of Jews. Settling in Los Angeles, he

joined Lester Horton's dance group in

1942. He found the company an intensely

political milieu, as Horton's dance

pieces frequently had social injustice as

their theme, and troupe members who
did not share these concerns quickly left.

At the time of his initisil meeting with

Hay, RG was performing in The Park, a

dramatization of police brutality toward

Mexican-American youths, and Brown
County, a story of a fugitive slave.

Hay spoke to RG about his idea for a

political organization to defend the

rights of homosexuals. When he ex-

pressed interest. Hay resolved to commit
his scheme to paper and wrote a lengthy

prospectus of the proposed organiza-

tion. Upon reading it a few days later,

'The names of all but one of thefounders of
the early Maitachine Society are a matter of
public record. Until such time as that person

decides to make his connection known, only

initials will be used to identify him.
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RG enthusiastically committed himself

to the venture. After almost two years of

cautious effort, Hay at last had found

his first recruit.

Eager to begin, Hay and RG faced the

difficult problem of how to attract

others to what was potentially a danger-

ous undertaking. In an attempt to locate

homosexual leftists, they took copies of

"America's Peace Poll," an anti-

Korean War petition being circulated by
the Communist Party, to the gay male

beaches in Los Angeles and Santa

Monica. During the next two months,

the two men collected the signatiu-es of

several hundred homosexuals opposed

to the war. But when they used the

opportunity also to talk about the

government investigations of

homosexuals in federal employment and
to suggest that something ought to be

done. Hay and RG encountered a ter-

rified silence: no one was wiUing to risk

exposure of their sexual identity by
joining a homosexual rights organi-

zation.

Hull, meanwhile, had enrolled in

another of Hay's music classes and Hay,

who had been somewhat puzzled by the

sudden termination of their earUer dis-

cussions, decided to show Hull the

prospectus he had written in July. Hull

and Rowland passed it on to another gay

friend, Dale Jennings, a writer active in

campaigns to defend the civil rights of

Japanese-Americans. Hull arranged a

meeting for them with Hay, emd on a

Saturday afternoon in November 1950,

the five men — Hay, RG, Hull,

Rowland, and Jennings — gathered at

Hay's home to discuss the formation of

a homosexual rights organization.

Frequent meetings over the next

several months led to the formation of

theMattachine Society. As the first or-

ganization in what would become a

nationwide movement, the early Matta-

chine Society had several features that

reflected the leftist orientation of its

founders and that would distinguish it

from most of its successor organi-

zations: it had a secret, cell-like, and

hierarchical structure; it developed an

analysis of homosexuals as an oppressed

cultural minority; and, as a corollary of

that analysis, the Mattachine Society

pursued a strategy for social change that

rested on mass action by homosexuals.

The founders' perception of a need

for secrecy grew out of the specific poU-

tical climate in which they lived. By 1950

American communists and their

sympathizers were an embattled,

increasingly-isolated political minority,

subject to severe repression. In the five

years since World War II, the popular

front of the 1930s, in which

communists. New Deal liberals, and

other radicals frequently worked
together, had fragmented. The Truman
administration's hard-line foreign policy

toward the Soviet Union had spawned a

rabid anti-communist crusade in the

United States. Although its most

extreme expression was found among
right-wing Republicans and conservative

Democrats, liberals also actively

promoted domestic anti-communism.

In 1947 Truman established a loyalty

program for federal employees and the

Justice Department issued a lengthy list

of allegedly subversive organizations. A
number of Congress of Industrial

Organizations (CIO) unions were pur-

ging communists from positions of

leadership while the national CIO had

taken the step of expelling entire unions

and certain statewide affiliates. Some
Uberal democrats had formed the

Americans for Democratic Action to

distinguish themselves from those who
were "soft on communism."

In
1949, Communist Party leaders

were indicted under the Smith

Act for supposedly conspiring

to overthrow the government by
violent means, and the following year,

in September 1950, Congress passed

a tough new Internal Security Act
requiring party members and front

organizations to register with the

Justice Department and providing

for the internment of communists
during periods of national emergency.

With the Korean war raging in Asia, the

threat of internment loomed large.

Following the lead of the federal govern-

ment, many states enacted laws aimed at

suppressing the Communist Party.

To the founders of the Mattachine

Society, the attacks on radicals were not

an abstraction: Rowland had exper-

ienced the effects of anti-communism

WMchhunt: while House Un-American Activities Committee sub-

poenaed witnesses in its investigation of subversive elements

in Hollywood, and the State Dept in Washington purged hun-

dreds of "perverts" as security risks, many gays fled south

of the border. Bob Hull (right in photo) was one of those who
briefly sought refuge in Mexico.

in his work with the American Veterans

Committee; Jennings' involvement with

Japanese-Americans in California made
him appreciate the threat of internment;

RG had fled his native country to escape

a fascist regime bent on exterminating not

only an entire people but leftists

as well.

Above all. Hay was acutely conscious

of the growing cUmate of repression.

With much of his party work centered

around cultural activities, he was aware
of the targeting of leftists in Hollywood
by the House Un-American Activities

Committee (HUAC). California,

moreover, had its own anti-communist

investigating committee whose head.

Jack Tenney, came from Los Angeles,

and which held highly publicized

hearings throughout the postwar years.

The two organizations in which Hay was

most active. People's Songs and the

People's Educational Center, had
already come under official scrutiny.

Hay and the others also felt them-

selves under attack as homosexuals. By
1950 the anti-communist crusade

included "moral perverts" among its

targets. In February 1950, Under-

Secretary of State John Peurifoy tes-

tified before a Senate committee that the

State Department had uncovered homo-
sexuals among its employees. Over the

next several months the Senate pursued

this revelation and ultimately issued a

report that recommended the dismissal

of homosexuals as security risks from
government and defense-related employ-

ment. One result of the investigation was
that the number of homosexuals

dismissed from government service in-

creased sharply. Figures in the Senate

report indicate that dismissals increased

tenfold in 1950 over the preceding three

years.

The prospectus that Hay had written

in July 1950 for a homosexual rights or-

ganization, and which served as the

starting point for the founders' early dis-

cussions, revolved around his awareness

of government repression. Taking off

from the Communist Party's thinking of

the time which saw the country moving
rapidly toward fascism. Hay gave its

analysis quite a different twist by placing

the plight of the homosexual at the

center of contemporary American poli-

tics. After drawing an analogy to Nazi

rule in Germany where homosexuals

were "ruthlessly exterminated," he went

on to warn against an "encroaching
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American fascism" which "seeks to

bend unorganized and unpopular
minorities into isolated fragments." The
full significance, he wrote, "of govern-

ment indictments against Androgynous
Civil Servants lies in the legal estab-

lishment of a type of GUILT BY
ASSOCIATION" which the accused

cannot disprove. If the government suc-

ceeds in isolating and attacking the

homosexual minority, it will have a

weapon. Hay argued, which "can be
employed as a threat against any and
every man and woman in our country to

insure thought control and political regi-

mentation." While this danger made it

imperative for homosexuals to organize,

it also pointed to a need for caution.

Hay's prospectus suggested that

membership be by careful recommen-
dation only, that all members be
sworn to protective secrecy, and that

they remain anonymous to the com-
munity at large and to each other.

The structure that the five men ul-

timately devised for the Mattachine

Society reflected their own intense fear

of repression as well as their recognition

of the need to provide security for their

homosexual constituents. As its model it

drew heavily upon the experience of

Hay — and to some extent of Rowland
and Hull — in the Conmiunist Party

where secrecy, hierarchical structures,

and centralized leadership predom-
inated.

They created a pyramid of five "or-

ders" of membership, with increasing

levels of responsibility as one ascended

the structure and with each order having

one or two representatives from higher

orders of the organization. As the

membership of the Mattachine Society

grew, the orders were expected to sub-

divide into separate cells so that each

layer of the pyramid could expand
horizontally. With the number of cells

increasing, members of the same
order but in different cells would be

largely unknown to one another.

Organizational coherence would come
primarily through the representatives of

the higher order. A single fifth order

consisting of the founders would
provide the Mattachine Society with a

centralized leadership whose policies

flowed downward through the lower

orders. Initially, the foimders acted as

both fifth and first order; the

intermediate orders were to be filled

gradually as they recruited new members
into the organization.

Recruitment into the Mattachine came
through a series of semi-public discus-

sion groups whose focus was some as-

A^ Ui Ai«clct Renid I Exprtn H TlMndiy, Uj 2. IfU

State Dept. Fires 531

Perverts, Security Risks
By IntariiftllaiiKl Nawi Scrrlc*

WASHINGTON, July 2.—The State DepArtmeut dis-

closed today that 531 persons have been fired as homosex'
> letter to Rep. Charles B.*
Brownson, Republican of In-

diana, who requested the Infor-

mation.
Browngon said the questions

arose during hearings before the
House Government Operations
Committee on F>pesldent Eisen-

hower's plans lor reorganlza-
tion of the State Department.
He aslced McLeod spedflcaJly

whether any Communists are
currenUy employed in the State
Department McLeod replied:

"As a security officer, I mm
reluctant to gtve the commit-
tee a cateirorical answer. . .

.

since I must always presume
that the Soviets are attempt-
ing to penetrate an agency a«
sensitive as the State Depart-
ment, and since I may never

l_
__ \^'-0'<Ul''C^-

conclude that their efforts

have been tmsoocessfuL
"I believe that It goes with-

out saying that no Cemmu-
uals or security risks since 195(

and no known Communists ar<

on the payroll at the present
time.

The report was made by R
W. Scott McLeod, the depart
ment's chief security officer, ir

nists, known to the security
office as such, are on the rolls

of the depwiment at this
time."

A breakdown of McLcod's flf
ures showed these dismissals:

1950—54 homosexuals, 12 se-

curtty risks; 1951—119 homosex-
uals, 35 security risks; 1952—
134 homosexuals, 70 security
risks; 1953 (January to July)—
74 homosexuals, 33 security
risks.
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pect of homosexuality. Run by the first

order (which were also called "guilds"),

they were open to anyone who cared to

attend, and members of the guilds, as

well as participants in the discussion

groups, were encouraged to invite their

gay friends and acquaintances. Attend-

ing a discussion group, however, did not

make one a member of the Mattachine

Society. In fact, the concern over secrecy

was such that the first order members
who led the groups did it unobtrusively

so that the discussions appeared in-

formal and spontaneous. After someone
attended regularly for some time, contri-

buted significantly to the content of the

discussion, and showed an ability to lead

groups skillfully, a member would, in

confidence, inform that individual

about the Mattachine Society and invite

him or her to join a first order guild and

become a member of the organization.

The founders also brought to their

planning meetings a concern for ideol-

ogy that grew out of their leftist politics.

Although Communist ideology in the

mid-twentieth century largely ignored

questions of human sexuality, and cer-

tainly did not describe the persecution of

homosexuals as something to be fought,

the worldview of its adherents rested on
an analysis of society that saw injustice

as rooted in the social structure. Ex-

ploitation and oppression came not

from simple prejudice or misinfor-

mation, but from deeply embedded
structural relationships.

Hay himself was well-read in Marxist

literature, and the other four, according

to Rowland, had at least "some color-

ation of Marxism" in their thinking.

This led them to reject a narrowly prag-

matic approach to the problems of the

homosexual, one that focused only on a

set of reform goals, and instead pushed

them to seek a theoretical explanation of

the sources of the homosexual's inferior

status. The concern with theory as a

guide to action — a standard feature of

Marxist thought — set them apart from
the leaders of the movement who
emerged later in the 1950s and who had
no contact either with the Communist
Party or with Marxism. These later

spokespersons tended to reiterate a

single theme: they had neither an analy-

sis of the sources of the oppression of

gay women and men, nor any sense of

strategy. They expected to change

society's treatment of lesbians and

homosexuals simply by plugging away at

^^We were fleeing

the witch hunts

along with

thousands of

other Americans.

That crazy

summer of 1950

everyone became
a refugee in

Mexico.'

'

— Chuck Rowland

prejudice.

The founders' lack of an already

developed analysis of the oppression of
homosexuals forced them to generate

one by scrutinizing the main source of

information available to them — their

own lives. Throughout the winter of

1951 the five men met frequently to

share their personal histories. They
exchanged stories of coming out, of dis-

covering cruising places and bars, of the

years of loneliness. Trying to make some
collective sense out of their individual

experiences, they posed such questions

as: how did one become a homosexujil?

Were homosexuals sick as the medical

profession claimed? Was it possible to

overcome the isolation and invisibility of

the gay population and organize homo-
sexuals? Were homosexuals, perhaps, a

minority group, or merely a conglomera-

tion of individuals sharing nothing but a

sexual orientation?

Out of these discussions an analysis

gradually emerged of the sources of the

oppression of homosexuals. Pointing to

the heterosexual nuclear family as the

"established vehicle for the outlet of

social impulses," the founders of the

Mattachine Society argued that it consti-

tuted a "socially predetermined

pattern" for human relationships.

Raised in famihes as virtually all

Americans were, men and women
unquestioningly accepted as "natural" a

system of social roles "which equates

male, masculine, man only with hus-

band and Father and which equates

female, feminine, woman only with wife

and Mother."

H
omosexuals "did not fit the

patterns of heterosexual love,

marriage and children upon
which the dominant culture

rests." Excluded from the basic unit of

society, the family, they found them-

selves "an enclave within society...an

undesirable and despicable group

worthy only of ridicule and rebuke."

With no socially approved models for

their Hfestyle, homosexuals "mechani-

cally superimposed the heterosexual ethic

on their own situation in empty imita-

tion of dominant patterns." The result

was a daily existence predicated upon
"self-deceit, hypocrisy, and charlatan-

ism and a sense of value distorted, inad-

equate, and undesirable."

Victimized by a "language and culture

that does not admit the existence of the

Homosexual Minority," and that

viewed their sexual behaviour as an indi-

vidual aberration or personal moral fail-

ing, homosexuals remained largely

unaware that their efforts to adjust to

society constituted "a culture in itself

and that they were in fact "a social

minority imprisoned within a dominant

culture."

Their definition of homosexuals as a

minority group suggested to the

founders an initial course of action.

Committed to a Marxist worldview that

saw progressive social change occurring

through the mobilization of masses of

people with common interests, they were

at first stymied by traditional thinking

about homosexuality: if "sexual

deviance" was merely a personal

problem, on what basis does one organ-

ize a mass movement of homosexuals?

But if the ideology itself was a primary

agent of oppression, then the first task

of a homosexual emancipation move-
ment was to challenge the internalization

of that ideology by homosexuals, to de-

velop among the gay population a con-

sciousness of itself as an oppressed

minority. Out of that consciousness

homosexuals could then evolve a "high-

ly ethical homosexual culture and lead

well-adjusted, wholesome, and socially

productive hves." And, from the

cohesiveness that such a process would
stimulate, the founders expected to

forge, in time, a unified movement of

homosexuals ready to fight against their

oppression.

The semi-public discussion to which

the founders were inviting their friends

and acquaintances eventually led to the

addition of James Gruber and Konrad
Stevens to the group of five. Gruber
was a student at Occidental College in

LA; Stevens, his lover, was a photo-

grapher. Appearing at one of the gather-

ings during the winter of 1951, they ex-

hibited an interest and enthusiasm

lacking in other participants. Rowland
approached them after the gathering,

told them about the effort to form a

homosexual rights organization, and in-

vited them to the next closed meeting.

Gruber and Stevens, now intrigued, ac-

cepted the offer.

Both men retained vivid recollections

of their first meeting with the others.

Unlike the original five, they had never

been involved in political causes, and
certainly had not had contact with

communists. Stevens remembered that

there was "definitely a political atmos-

phere" to the discussion. Gruber was, in

his own words, "terrified by it all."

There was a lot of communist jargon

being used, he recalled, and in the

McCarthy era even a familiarity with

such terms made one suspect. "What am
I getting into?" he wondered. But he was

also attracted by the sense of justice in

what was being said, and by the end of

the evening the two men were firmly

committed to the as-yet-unformed

organization.

With the involvement of Gruber and
Stevens, the Mattachine Society finally

took shape. Their presence forced others

to abandon the jargon of the left and to

Gangbusters: The House Un-American

Activities Committee (HUAC) included

Richard Nixon, then Representative from

Southern California (at right). Senator Joe

McCarthy (bottom left) has come to sym-

bolize the vicious anti-communist and anti-

homosexual mania of the 50s.
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frame their ideas in language accessible

to non-Marxists. In April 1951, they

wrote a succinct, one page document

that set out clearly the goals of the or-

ganization and incorporated some of

their thinking about homosexuals as a

minority. During the spring they

formally agreed on the secret structure

of five orders of membership and made
a renewed effort to revive the discussion

group that they were still nmning. After

the first feeble attempts of the winter

and spring, the groups suddenly started

to catch on and proliferate as summer
approached.

A questionnaire that the fifth order

members compiled during the spring

facilitated the discussion groups. The
several page document covered a wide

range of subjects. Few of the partici-

pants in the Mattachine had ever been

systematically asked questions about

their sexual and social lives before, and

the questionnaire fueled endless discus-

sions. Group members shared with each

other the pain of discovering their sexual

identities as well as the strengths which

survival in a hostile society had

produced. Together they imagined how
life might be different, how gay subcul-

ture might emerge that provided

emotional support and sustenance, and

how homosexuals might act to change

social attitudes.

Although similar in some ways to the

consciousness-raising groups popular-

ized by the women's and gay liberation

movements of the late 1960s £ind early

1970s, the Mattachine discussion groups

existed in a far different social and
political climate. In the early 1950s there

were no mass protest movements to

support an individual's challenge to the

statiis quo. Nor was there a much-publi-

cized counter-culture to legitimize alter-

native hfe-styles. Instead, an atmosphere

of insecurity and vulnerability infected

the entire gay subculture. Rumors of bar

raids, mass arrests, and the loss of gov-

ernment jobs were endemic, and indivi-

duals who ventured to a Mattachine

group brought these fears with them.

Konrad Stevens recalled that most of the

initial participants were "petrified at the

government getting a list of names and
fully expected that the cops would come
barging in and arrest everybody." Many
of those who attended the meetings used

pseudonyms at first.

Despite these fears, the discussion

groups thrived. Time itself, the ongoing,

biweekly meetings at which there were

no raids, alleviated the fear of exposure.

Friendships formed among those who
attended regularly, and the groups took

on the character of intimate gatherings

rather than political meetings. But

mostly, the discussion groups were

successful in drawing fearful gays into

an organizational network because they

offered a clear alternative to the tra-

ditional patterns of the gay subculture.

The impact of these gatherings upon
the individuals was startling. Geraldine

Jackson, who became an active first

order guild member, recalled how
"people were able to bloom and be

themselves. It was something we didn't

know before. At last there was the opp-

ortunity to say what you wanted to say

and feel accepted."

"All of us had known a whole lifetime

of not talking, of repression," said

James Gruber. "Just the freedom to

open up, that's what it was all about.

We had found a sense of belonging, of

camaraderie, of openness in an

atmosphere of tension and distrust. A
family feeling came out of it, a non-sex-

ual emphasis. It was a brand new idea.

Just that is what kept the organization

going."

The founders, however, expected the

discussions to be more than an evening's

haven from a hostile society. They in-

tended them to be forums in which

members of the gay minority developed

a consciousness of their social

oppression and a cohesiveness among
themselves that would make political

action possible. Hay described the dis-

cussion groups as the setting in which

"to fashion a homosexual ethic whereby

homosexuals can begin to conceive,

comprehend, form themselves into a

minority in fact."

By the early autumn of 1951 the seven

fifth order members, no longer able to

handle the multiplying discussion

groups, began to establish first order

guilds. They carefully selected from the

groups individuals whom they invited

to become guild members. Wishing to

imbue them with a sense a special

purpose, the fifth order devised what

one member described as "almost a

Mattachine documents (from left): a contemporary artist's conception of one of

the medieval trutfi-teilers who inspired the Society's name; a sketch, in Harry

Hay's own hand, of the complex ceil-like structure of the organization; a one-

page statement of mission and purposes which discusses the development of a

distinctive "homosexual ethic."

^^No boy or girl,

approaching

the maelstrom of

deviation,

need make that

crossing alone,

afraid,

and in the dark

ever again.'

'

— First Order

Initiation, 1951

religious ceremony' ' to initiate

members. Standing in a circle and
holding hands in a candlelit room, new
and old members pledged themselves to

the work ahead:"Our interlocking
,

sustaining and protecting hands

guarantee a reborn social force of

immense and simple purpose. We are

resolved that our people shall find equal-

ity of security and production in

tomorrow's world. We are sworn that

no boy or girl, approaching the mael-

strom of deviation, need make that cros-

sing alone, afraid and in the dark ever

again. In these moments we dedicate
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ourselves once again to each other in the

immense significance of such allegiance,

with dignity and respect, proud and
free."

For women and men who remembered
well the loneliness and fear of their own
coming out, the power of these senti-

ments inspired an intense loyalty.

"You felt like you had a mission in

the world," Geraldine Jackson recalls.

"You felt that you were doing

something terribly worthwhile for our

people."

"No one felt that our rituals were

empty, frivilous or lugubrious," adds

Chuck Rowland,"and I think the

reason is that they were not any of those

things. They solemnized a dedication, a

devotion, and a promise."

With the discussion groups and guilds

functioning smoothly, the fifth order

turned its attention to the large, unchar-

ted area of political action. Their first

public action was a modest, undramatic

one.

Brutal incidents of police harassment

of the Chicano community in Los
Angeles had received considerable atten-

tion in the press, and mounting pressure

for an official investigation of police

practices had finally succeeded in

forcing the city government to hold

pubhc hearings. The founders of the

Mattachine Society attended the

hearings and spoke in favour of discip-

linary action against offending

poUcemen. The rationale for their

participation was their conviction that

all socially oppressed minorities had
something in common.
A few weeks later the issue of police

abuses arose again, but this time it

struck close to home. Late in February

1952, one of the Mattachine's founders.

Dale Jennings, became a victim of police

entrapment. Arrested by a plainclothes

officer who accosted him in a Los

Angeles park, Jennings was held for

several hours in the local police station

and charged with lewd and dissolute be-

haviour.

Alone, shaken by the humiliation of

the experience and despondent at his

seemingly inevitable conviction. Dale

Jennings sat in his jail cell. He had little

inkling that the arrest would precipitate

a plunge into public action and mark a

watershed in the history of the early

Mattachine Society.D
PART TWO CONTINUES NEXT MONTH

©John D'EmiUo 1978

John D'EmiUo was one of thefounders of the

Gay Academic Union in New York City in

1973. He has taught a gay studies course, did

a gay newscastfor WBAI-Radio, and was a

member of the Gay Socialist Action Project.

A Danforth fellowship holder, he is writing a

book-length history of thepre-Stonewall

"Homophile" movement. He would

appreciate response to this series since he

considers this to be "work in progress.
"

Requirements ofspace prevent the print-

ing of the author's extensivefootnotes.

However, those wishing to obtain com-

pletefootnotesfor the three parts of the

series should write the author, c/o The

Body Politic, Box 7289, Station A,

Toronto, Ontario M5W 1X9.

ThVwishes to acknowledge the help ofJim

Kepnerofthe Western Gay Archives, Henry

Hay and Jonathan Katz in providing illustra-

tive material.
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Firetj
weed
The flame
is growing

A new feminist journal

ligiits up Toronto's

cultural world, but faces

one small problem:

where to put

the lesbians.

In the last few years there has been a steady

growth in the number of wonnen who identi-

fy themselves as lesbians and as feminists.

As our ranks swell, we are having to create

our own lifestyles, our own images and self-

definitions, our own language and music: in

short, our own culture. Gay men have for a

long time had a culture which, even if it was
not totally created and controlled by them,

at least addressed them, but, whereas no lit-

erate man could fail to know Oscar Wilde's

sexual orientation, many women who are

otherwise quite educated cannot name any

lesbian writers since Sappho.
The effort to build a lesbian culture virtually

from scratch is clearly related to the efforts

of women everywhere to break out of the nar-

row spaces to which patriarchal society has
confined them; it is only appropriate that Tor-

onto's newest feminist journal, Fireweed,

should have as one of its goals the publica-

tion of lesbian material.

The Fireweed collective, consisting of four

women experienced in writing and publish-

ing, was formed in February 1978 with the

goal of providing a vehicle for "an exchange
between the wide range of activities occur-

ring in the various sectors of the women's
community." F/reweed's immediate prede-

cessor. Landscape, was an anthology of

poetry written at the Women's Writing Col-

lective, a group in which many of the women
involved in Fireweed go\ their start. Fireweed
Is, to use the clich6, bigger and better, in-

cluding not just poetry but a wide variety of

literary forms along with graphic material

and even some political content.

To celebrate the birth of the journal and

raise much-needed funds, the Fireweed col-

lective organized a cultural festival at Tor-

onto's Harbourfront park. The festival drew
large and receptive crowds but, as the follow-

ing articles explain, the organizers were per-

haps overly optimistic in expecting that les-

bians, straight women and a significant num-
ber of men would all get together to celebrate

women's culture in perfect harmony. The
physical tensions felt at the festival are in-

dicative of the ideological tensions of the

journal, as Mariana Valverde details in her re-

view of Fireweed, which appears below.

However, it is perhaps too early to pass

judgements on the intentions of a very dedi-

cated group of women, and in any case, we
cannot but welcome a magazine which en-

courages lesbians to submit material for pub-

lication.

all feminists with the same brush, the

North American women's movement has

resisted becoming a melting pot (where,

as the joke goes, the bottom gets burnt

and the scum rises to the top). It has

tried instead to be a mosaic: the newest

Toronto voice of feminism, Fireweed, is

consistent with this trend in its declared

intent to "publish work from women in

all cultures and classes so that a diversity

of views can be shared
. '

'

The first issue, recently launched at a

fund-raising festival (see accompanying

articles) does indeed show a wide range

of views. It contains a good deal of

poetry, mosh of which is refreshingly

good as poetry even if the feminist

content is not always evident. Also in-

cluded are an article on lesbian mothers,

another on the legalization of

prostitution, and a celebration of matri-

archy describing "mythic re-enactments

of the journey back to the earth's center,

to the womb of the Great Mother."

Fireweed collective member Hilda

Kirkwood emphasized that the new jour-

nal "is not a gay magazine," but rather

a "broad-minded" publication where

lesbian writers can publish aiong.sidc

other groups of women. Lynne Fernie

explained that "it's important to destroy

the fear aspect of lesbianism" and that

her personal attitude is to "radicalize

our heterosexual sisters." On the other

hand, she said, "we don't want to say, if

you're not a feminist we don't want you,

if you're not a lesbian we don't want

you."

Both Gay Allison and Lynne Fernie

said that it was up to the individual

contributor to identify herself as lesbian

if she so desires. Very few of the writers

featured in the first issue, incidentally,

identified themselves as gay, and the

most clearly lesbian statement — by

PinkType, the typesetters — seems to

have caused some ripples. Gay Allison

said she had received some inquiries

from prospective PinkType customers,

but that "some people were put off."

Fireweed will attempt to make straight

women more sympathetic to lesbian

problems, and Lynne goes so far as to

say that "all feminists should be

politically lesbian," regardless of their

sexual preference. It seems clear,

however, that Fireweed w\\\ not under-

take much affirmative action on behalf

of lesbians.

Lynne said that she had been afraid

that the media would label (he magazine

"lesbian" and hence "scare people at

the beginning of their feminist

consciousness." And even though Hilda

Kirkwood, who has had many years' ex-

perience in the Canadian publishing

scene, stated that there has so far been

"no backlash" and that "the reception

has been positive," there is no indication

(hat the journal will be sub.stantially

more lesbian-oriented in the future

issues.

Asked if the feminist perspectives of
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Fireweed were of particular relevance to

gay men, Lynne said that "it would be

easier to build those hnks with gay men,
but I don't think they have been built."

She believes that "they may not have
sexual power over women, but they have
other kinds of power," and that they

would therefore benefit from feminist

critiques. Gay Allison also thought that

the question of power relationships

should be of interest both to lesbians

and to gay men.

The content defies generalization, but

there is no doubt that the editors deserve

our admiration for gathering some out-

standing essays, a large quantity of

good-to-excellent poetry, and some solid

reviews. The scope of the journal is

broader than that, including discussions

of music and video art as well as

effective photos and graphics. The first

issue of the journal is quite substantial

(almost 100 pages), is well designed and

is as balanced as the very heterogenous

content allows. I found it a relief to be

able to read it from cover to cover

without finding any obvious typogra-

phical errors. There were only a few

technical printing problems, which

Lyime, the designer, assures will not

occur in future issues.

The next issue of Fireweed, to appear

in February, will focus on the Year of

the Child, and Lynne Femie noted

submissions were welcome on that topic

as well as others. Manuscripts, as well as

requests for subscriptions, should be

sent to Fireweed, Box 279 Station B,

Toronto, M5T2W2 (subs are $10 a

year).n

More than
folk music
Karen Henderson talks

with guitarist April Kassirer

April Kassirer is moving her lithe, slim

body into different positions on the

living-room rug, prior to her pre-dinner

transcendental meditation, a form of re-

laxation necessary due to the pressures

of a hard-working musician. I have just

spent two hours interviewing, no, talk-

ing with, this short-haired, imp-like

guitarist who, at 27, is still being asked

for proof-of-age identification.

She is quiet, thoughtful, with a dry

sense of humour, the same person as the

performer, who, with her own brand of

natural dynamism, rivets an audience as

soon as she picks up her guitar. Why?
Partly because she sings her own com-
positions; the women who comprise

most of her audiences can relate to

them. It's also because she is simply one
of the best damn folk guitarists around.

April, of Hungarian descent, began

her musical career (in hometown
Ottawa) with a ukelele, as did many of

us in the early 60s, doing the traditional

hootenanny and campfire songs.

However, unlike most of us, she also

spent the years from nine to fifteen play-

ing the cello. Unsure of her direction,

she took psychology at York University,

but switched, graduating in fine arts

with music as her major. There she

learned rhythm on the South Indian

Mrdungm drum, and took classical

guitar from instructor EU Kassner. She

came to realize that performance was the

most practical aim for a musician; in

fact, she admits that she probably

should have continued on with the cello

The festival:

songs &sparks
An overview

by Mariana Valverde

Put about one hundred straight women,
fifteen or twenty lesbians, and another

fifteen or twenty straight men all toge-

ther in one room, and you will get at best

imeasiness and at worst hostility. The
organizers of the fund-raising Fireweed

Festival followed this recipe for their

weekend of poetry, music and dance,

held at Harbourfront on September

22-24, and, not surprisingly, they got a

tense atmosphere in which nobody felt

quite at home, rather than the warm
happy family feeling they sought.

Opening night saw a group of gay wo-

men clustered together at the far end of

the hall waiting for Beverly Glenn-Cope-
land's performance, separate from, but

definitely not equal to, the straight ma-
jority. And as I attempted to talk with a

few people to collect material for this ar-

ticle, I overheard one of the women ta-

king tickets say, "Oh no, there's the

BP," as if resenting a party-pooper.

The Festival was not billed as a femi-

nist or a woman's event, but Fireweed

describes itself as a "women's literary

and cultural journal," and many women
were expecting a feminist environment

in which open lesbians would not be seen

Beverly Glenn-Copeland (on the drum, top),

April Kassirer (bottom) and Heather Bishop

(opposite page).

for orchestral playing, an easier way for

a talented musician to earn a living.

But April was already writing her own
folk music at the age of fifteen, having

learned the guitar originally from her

brother. She considers folk music some-
thing which you basically teach yoiu-self,

but with her classical training and added
experience playing classical folk duets

with Carol Rowe, an ex-performer with

the Toronto Symphony, April is able to

"stretch the bounds of folk music."

This is evident when watching her in

concert. Her technique is superior and
her styles vary to suit her themes.

April writes from "emotive

experience," whether it is a song about a

lover ("Oh, you're in love again,

wanting to be free from me"),

"Spadina," which captures the feeling

at the heart of Toronto's cultural

diversity through every season, or her

concern about someone who has had a

nervous breakdown, "What Do You Do
With Your Sadness?" Because the mood
is captured most by the music, she

usually composes first then writes the

lyrics. As well as being a song writer she

considers herself, along with Carol

Rowe, an innovator of what she terms

"instrumental folksong."

She is her own woman, irritated by
pressures to be more political or more
"politically correct." Yet, since her

songs depend "on what (I'm) going

through at the time," she can present

herself as a lesbian feminist and sings

most of her songs, no matter what

audience she has. It is obvious in "My,
Oh, My" — "my baby's gone
away/ who knows if she is coming back

to stay?" — that she is a lesbian. She
neither pushes, nor denies. She is her-

self. And that self, at an early age, re-

jected the "oppression of a typical bet-

as crashing someone else's party.

Lyime Femie, a Fireweed coUective

member, explained that "there was no
conscious attempt to balance straight

and gay at the festival," and organizer

Charlene Sheard told me that they wan-
ted to show a cross-section of good work
regardless of the sexual orientation or

even the sex of the artist. "For instance,

the male black jazz musicians who
played there," she said,"did it in sup-

port of women, donating their time —
just like all other performers — to help

raise money for the magazine." But this

was not made clear at the festival, either

by the performers themselves or by the

organizers. I couldn't tell, for example,
what Joe Rosenblatt's admittedly funny
poems about bees had to do with

Fireweed or with women. At least one
male poet provoked negative feelings by
using dubious sexual metaphors before

erosexual lifestyle. Women are

oppressed enough anyway, "without

being coupled with a man."
She strongly prefers concert audiences

to the bar scene: sound systems are

better and there are fewer distractions.

Given a choice, following the concert

route and touring (she has done

women's events, conferences,

imiversities, festivals, and places like

Toronto's Nervous Breakdown and the

now-defunct 3 of Cups), are her heart's

directions. But being a perfectionist, she

feels that finishing her classical study

can only make her folk music better,

and, being pragmatic, she knows this is

necessary for teaching, a less chancy

career.

It is important to April that people

relate to her music and ideally she would

like to be able, in a truly professional

style, to read an audience and play

specifically to it. But right now she finds

concert preparation forcing her to sac-

rifice precious practise hours, usually up
to five a day.

What does she do to relax? Her
favorite listening music is string

quartets, Beethoven in particular, and
the familiar Joni Mitchell, Bruce Cock-
bum, and Simon and Garfunkel music

she was nurtured on. Although she is

impressed with the great skill and per-

fection of Liona Boyd (Canada's best-

known female classical guitarist), she

would rather hear talented newcomers,

such as Lynn Gangbar (another Kassner

student). Outside of music, she loves to

get away when possible to camp and fish

canoe, and swim in clear nothem lakes,

as a "renovation to her nervous

system." She lives with three others in a

communal house in east Toronto, and
finds that it helps her to respect others'

values and be more aware of other

women's "different spaces," while at

the same time impressing upon her thd

importance of having a "clear idea of

self and learning "to preserve one's

own identity."

April's "Northern Lights" ("I get the

Northern Lights when you smile"), a

definite crowd-pleaser, and "Oh,
You're In Love Again," strike one as

unquestionable hit material. But April

wants to work to make her material

itighter and feels it will be some time

before she is ready for the kind of album
she would like to record. She would also

like to see a Canadian Lesbian Women's
Music Festival, though she is a musician,

not an organizer.

April Kassirer is still somewhat unsure

whether she has made the right choice in

her musical direction, but those of us

who have heard her have no such

qualms.D
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an audience which included lesbians and

feminists.

If the festival had political weaknes-

ses, it was rather more successful on a

purely artistic level. The number of per-

formers (about forty) and the surpri-

singly high quality of much of the local

talent indicated that there are many
people in the arts who will volunteer

their energies in support of a feminist

journal.

African dnmis, flamenco dancing,

children's poetry, Quib&ois, Spanish

and West Indian women poets: these

and many other unusual cultural contri-

butions were added to the predictable

folk, jazz and rock music and the poetry

readings. The end result was rather over-

whelming; some of the listeners felt that

the onslaught of words and music left

them a little breathless. However, if the

organizers were overzealous, they

should certainly be forgiven. It is good
to know that there is much talent in

the Toronto women's community.

Charlene Sheard admitted that the

From left to rieht. Hilda Kirkwood. Chariene

Sheard, Ayana Black and Ann Wallis

sheer volume of entertaiimient made the

Festival hard to digest, and added that

"we learned a lot from it. The audience

was very supportive, and we welcome

feedback and criticism."

Charlene described the Festival as a

flnancial success, and stated that, des-

pite mailing difficulties, sales of the first

issue of Fireweed were going very well.

The Festival was so well received that

Fireweed plans to make it an annual

event — next year, they hope, in the

Summer.D

>l

Butwherewas
the fetninistn?
A look at the music and the

politics by Naomi Brooks

Some women who had high hopes that

Fireweed would signal the birth of a

women's cultural environment in

Toronto were disappointed by the festi-

val held at Harbourfront on September
22-24. First of all, a significant number
of performers were male, and none of
them appeared to recognize that they

owed their presence there to women
interested in women's culture. Secondly,

very few of the women made any com-
ments about feminism or other aspects

of women's culture.

The festival was also a bit of a pro-

ducer's nightmare. The technical

problems with the sound system were
not Fireweed's fault, but rather the fault

of Harbourfront staff and equipment.

However, the line-ups were

misconceived, the program crowded the

performers as well as the audience, and
nothing was ever on schedule.

Some of the musicians did outstand-

ing jobs, nevertheless. Pat Kelly,

Toronto's Dyke Extraordinaire, gave a
rare performance combining her own
style of dramatic reading with violin and
percussion, bringing an incredible

dynamism to on otherwise routine

poetry reading. Beverly Glenn-Copeland
played twice: on Friday night she gave a

strong but not outstanding

performance, engaging in some very

good vocal jams with the audience.

Saturday night she left the piano aside

and beat the skins reverently for more
than forty minutes.

The contemporary music section was
solidly entertaining, with April Kassirer,

Heather Bishop, Arlene Mantel and
Lorraine Segato. Segato, a relative new-
comer to the Toronto rock scene, de-

serves special mention: her rich voice

and intricate music were a welcome sur-

prise. There was also a welcome inter-

lude of classical music in an otherwise

hectic day; Loma Glover's violin recital

was especially outstanding.

Charnie Guettel was one of the biggest

disappointments; she spent her set

singing about "mouth bitches" and
using exclusively heterosexual themes,

something one does not generally expect

from women's music.

In general, the music was solid but it

often seemed strained and forced. The
attitude seemed to be, "this is women's
culture but please don't say it." It was
explained to me that this was only

because of the financial needs of the

magazine: let's hope that next year our
culture won't be forced to take back seat

tofundraising.D
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Outon
the prairies
Chris Bearchell interviews

Heather Bishop

In the heart of downtown Toronto, a

crumbling three-storey Victorian

house — home of the Lesbian Organ-
ization of Toronto (LOOT) — turns its

back on disco city. A woman sits in the

bay window on a homemade stage. Her
slippered toe is keeping time with her

guitar. Heather Bishop is singing. She
and her music arc commanding
attention and respect.

Heather introduced herself as "a
musician who plays the straight circuit a

an out lesbian." She sings about the

brutalizing of native peoples, the harass-

ment of women, the joy of lesbianism.

She sings folk and blues, but especially

blues. She performs traditional pieces,

her own songs, and those of her friend

and fellow-Westerner, Connie Kaldor.

One minute the audience was laughing

out loud, a few minutes later, I could

feel the chill of the prairie wind as she

closed her set with Connie's

Grandmother's Song — about a once-

strong woman facing the end of her life

on a Saskatchewan farm.

Heather was born and raised in

Regina. Right now she and her lover —
"I'm a married woman" she laughs,

half sarcastically, half seriously, "have
been for a longtime." — arc part of a

collective of women who arc buying

land. Woodmorc — a small place just

outside of Winnipeg (where they arc

based right now) will soon be their new
home. "When I think about it, we're a

tough bunch of women," Heather

muses. And I can believe it. Heather's

own skills include automotives, electron-

ics and carpentry. She is also a painter

and survives by selling paintings and
teaching her skills to other women, as

well as, most recently, performing.

Not that she's really new to music. In

1974 and 1975 she played with a

women's band, Walpurgis Night.

"But," Heather explained, "Being 'out'

kept me from getting into the music

business in a serious way for quite a

while — until about six months ago —
but I shouldn't have worried. I've never

had a bad reaction. I played to the

Winnipeg Folk Festival this year. There
were 20,000 people there. I sang / Found
A Woman without qualms. It isn't

usually the first song I sing. But then,

the first thing I tell people is not usually

that I'm a lesbian. I talk to them and get

them relating to me as a person so they

can't immediately dismiss me because of
whom I love. And it's the same with a

performance. 1 play a few songs. Get

people warmed up to me, to my music.

Then when I tell them I'm a woman who
loves women, it's much harder for them
to be defensive."

Heather's been "out" for a long time.

"I just couldn't do it any other way.

Once you're "out" you can't take it

back. People don't forget. And then you

find out that if they like your music,

most people don't care."

Heather has participated in gay move-

ment out-reach work, "going out and

speaking to groups and so on around the

prairies," she explains. "But I've found

music a more effective way of educating

people. No, that's not exactly what I

mean — it sounds condescending — of

opening peoples' eyes. Of getting people

to sec things like racism, or the women's
movement, or homosexuality in

different ways."

"People know who I am — they

know my music — and I've never been

asked not to sing my gay songs. In fact,

the only time anything like that happen-

ed is when 1 was asked not to play

straight songs here (at LOOT), and that

sort of bothered me. I can understand it,

but it bothered me. I came out of hetero-

sexual experience — a lot of us did —
it's our herstory, and it's important to

recognize that. One thing I never do is

change the song to suit the audience.

Most of the time I'm singing about

women and I don't change "she" to

"he" to suit a straight audience."

I wondered if Heather played to many
straight audiences. "1 couldn't do what

Meg Christian or Cris Williamson do
and survive as a musician. They live in

the States, play the big cities, tour for

women's groups. I could do that too, if I

was willing to move. But I'm not. I've

tried other places: San Francisco,

Toronto. But when 1 went back to the

prairies I thought — 'this is where I

belong — this is where 1 want to be.'

I'm a product of prairie culture. And
prairie culture is different. Whatever
populist movement Canada has had

started out west. We founded the CCF
(the Cooperative Commonwealth
Federation, forerunner of the NDP)
when the rest of the country was still

fioundering with Liberals and

Conservatives. We're tough, community
oriented and survival-conscious. We
have to be. I went to the Sun Dog Folk

Festival in Saskatoon and I was so im-

pressed by what prairie musicians, artists

and crafts people arc able to do. Wc all

seemed to have decided to stay where we
were, do what wc do, and do it well." If

Heather Bishop is any example. I could

only agree.

For those of us who missed her

Toronto appearances, fear not. Heather

is just finishing up her first album titled

after Connie Koldcr's Grandmother's

Song, and may be doing some TV work
this March. At any rate, she promised

she'd be back this way come Spring. D
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Sidelong glances in the shower room, maybe a note,

unsigned but full of clues, stuck on a locker door —
boys never dared much beyond that, no matter how smitten.

But if the world had been a little different. .

.
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will return next month

by Michael Riordon

Acts of violence

"Nothing is accomplished by violence."

Oh?

Without calculated acts of violence

the anti-gay campaigns of Anita Bryant

and Co., and other reborn bigots, would
t>e mild discourtesies. Bryant and hus-

band/agent Bob Green are building

"Half-way houses" across North Amer-
ica to "save" homosexuals and "other

people who are into addictive lifestyles"

from themselves. Beware of

euphemisms. I visited a women's prison

where the cell-blocks are officially called

"cottages." Half-way houses. Half-way

to concentration camps. If the Bryant-

Green axis had its way, for how long

would attendence or residence be volun-

tary? "We don't hate homosexuals, we
hate homosexuality," these two power
addicts hymn, "Not the sinner but the

sin." The church hated sorcery, not

witches. So who gets burned? The first

victim of the new crusade was a Gay
man murdered in San Francisco.

The Interfaith Committee Against

Child Molesters, headed by Pat Boone
and Dale Evans but directed by shrewder

brains, puts a slick television special on
the air, "America's Secret Shame: The
Child Molester." After admitting that

90% of all "molestations" are hetero-

sexual, they devote the entire program to

male-male situations! Their solution to

"this deep underground filth spreading

among us": "The laws can't do it; there

are laws against murder but murder goes

on! We must alert the millions! Act now
while the fire of righteous indignation

(ie. the hysteria so skillfully whipped up
by the program) is still hot in you! Or-

ganize community action groups!"

Have you ever heard simpler directions

for a do-it-yourself lynch mob? And:
"Whoso shall offend one of these little

ones which beUeve in me, it were better

that a millstone be hanged about his

neck, and that he were drowned in the

depths of the sea." (Matthew 18:6)

Watch for millstone franchises, new
from the Interfaith Corporation.

The right-wing press knows how to

sell itself: simulated sex for the frus-

trated, vicarious horror and adventure

for the bored, brainless outrage for the

unfulfilled, bitter and helpless. When
an Ottawa paper co-operated with the

police to publish the names of men ar-

rested in a male prostitution case, it was

a calculated act of violence. At least one

man was fired from his job, at least one

other committed suicide. When, during

the local media's terror campaign to pin

the Emanuel Jaques murder on
homosexuality. The Toronto Sun
published the office address of a Gay
group, it was another calculated act of

violence. Predictably, the Sun was able

to generate bomb threats on the office

and threats on the life of the group's

president. When, more recently, the

same paper published the names and
addresses of two members of another

Gay group it deliberately escalated the

chances of attack on these and other

Gay people. Both of them received

obscene and threatening phone calls.

As late as the 1950s, so-called reput-

able "scientific" papers were flooding

Europe, North America and the United

Nations to "prove", among other things

that "the brain of the African lacks a

cortex," that his behaviour "is

dominated, like the inferior vertebrates,

by the diencephalon, one of the most
primitive parts of the brain." "The
normal African should be seen as equiv-

alent to a lobotomized European."
Such academic acts of violence justified

centuries of colonial rule, slavery, ex-

ploitation, and genocidal wars. Similarly

but more recently, Arnold Cooper, an
American psychiatrist who parasites a

major part of his living and reputation

off us: "Little data is available (here

a scientist would stop), but our

knowledge of sexual development in

adolescents might be interpreted to

indicate that openly homosexual
environments raise anxiety levels and
can distori the course of development
for some vulnerable people." If you're

completely mystified by that. Cooper
has earned his blood money. With just

such sleights-of-hand priests,

psychiatrists, journalists, legislators,

entertainers and others who need to do
so can continue to fool the gullible, leech

off our Uves and generally get away with

murder.

Show-trials are acts of violence and
terror against whole peoples. We hear

much about the USSR dissidents' show-

trials, less about our own. Over there

they call a spade a spade, treason is

anything a citizen does that threatens the

authorities. Here we have Freedom of

Speech and of the Press, Rule of Law,

Human Rights, etc, so we don't call a

spade a spade, we call it Gross Indecency

or Possession of Obscene, Immoral or

Scurrilous Material, or Wilful Damage.
I'm not allowed to conmient on the

Body Politic trial, but the police raid is

another matter, a calculated act of terror

if ever there was one, a test to see what
the authorities can get away with. The
people who have been trying for three

years to destroy John Damien have

continuing and easy access to public

funds, our funds, for their legal

manoeuvres, adding insult to injury,

violence to violence.

A judge here upheld a conviction of

Willful Damage against two Gay men
after evidence showed the anti-Anita

Bryant posters they had put up had

done no damage. His Honour ruled that

"no damage in the dictionary meaning

of the word need be done to support a

conviction on a charge of Willful

Damage." Justice, it would seem, is not

only blind but may have a number of

other serious disabihties as well.

We fight in the open. Lulled by the

freedoms our parents are supposed to

have died to defend, we present our

faces and our bodies openly to our

enemies. They, on the other hand, plan,

organize and strike in the dark, from

behind closed doors, behind our backs,

between the Unes, from the safety of the

offices, their unlisted numbers, their

pulpits and stages, studios, networks

and laboratories, from behind their

robes, uniforms, bodyguards, and deadly

weapons.
Turn the other cheek, they counsel us,

these licensed thugs who would have us

cease to exist.D
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The lady (and she is a lady) in

the horn-rimmed glasses and

the leopard-spot scarf is Mary
Whitehouse, self-appointed

guardian of British morals. Pol-

itically, she falls somewhere be-

tween Malcolm Muggeridge and

Attila the Hun. And sartorially...

The sixteen happy people (and

one apprehensive mutt) below

are the gay men and lesbians

who produce Gay News, the

world's largest circulation news-

paperfor homosexuals.

What brought these unlikely

people together was a poem about the Crucifix- at a trial that pitted "poor weak Christians a-

ion and an obscure statute in the British Criminal gainst the lions oframpant secularism.
"

BLASPHEMY!
In June 1976, the London newspaper

Gay News made literary history by
publishing a blasphemous libel. Its issue

% featured a poem in blank verse,

headed "The Love That Dares To Speak
Its Name" — an unfulfilled promise,

since the poem in fact omitted to put a

name to any kind of love at all. Indeed,

a superficial glance might lead one to

suppose the poem was less concerned

with love than with the opportunities for

sexual satisfaction open«i up (if that is

the right expression) by the crucifixion

of Christian legend. Closer inspection

revealed a strain of late-Victorian hym-
nody, artfully combined with physical

passion, but one was left in doubt as to

whether the love that dared (or dared

not) speak its name was homosexuality,

necrophilia, or tasteless soppiness.

The poem's religious sentimentality

was not, alas, entirely foreign to Gay
News, and its suggestion that Jesus had
been making love with his Disciples was
a familiar one to gay Christian

apologists (though His liaison with

Pontius Pilate came as news to some).

Yet its relentless insistence on physical

detail was oddly at variance with Gay
News' usual proud avoidance of

anything that might be
called "pornographic."
There were critics who felt

the pun on "well-hung" to

be infelicitous, and the lines

"of that great cock, the ins-

trument/of our salvation,

our eternal joy" to be not

merely theologically un-

sound, but essentially sexist.

These puzzles were later

resolved. The inclusion of

the poem had been desirable

because the author was
none other than the distin-

guished poet and dramatist

Professor James Kirkup,

whose recruitment to the

pages of Gay News repre-

sented an editorial coup.

And the crudities of expres-

sion were revealed as delib-

erate: they were to portray

the unredeemed state of the

pagan onlooker who at the

end of the poem was to un-

dergo a blissful conversion.

It became clear that the

work was to be compared
with the vi.sions of St John

of the Cross and the ecstasies of St

Teresa.

Denis Lemon, the editor of Gay
News, was happy to dignify his pages

with the light and learning of a modem
John Donne. Unfortunately, his public-

ation did not escape the eagle eye of
Mrs Mary Whitehouse, to whose
attention it was brought several months

later. Whitehouse, a Moral Rearmer
and brilliant self-publicist, has for many
years been one of Britain's most famous
people. The assiduous lobbyist of politi-

cians, the scourge of the BBC, the subtle

propagator of her own version of evan-

gelical Christianity, she sallies forth

under the all-embracing aegis of a

nebulous "National Viewers and
Listeners Association" to detect the

hand of international communism in the

dissemination of sexual knowledge.

Although EngUsh Christians will

cheerfully warble songs of washing

themselves in the "Blood of the Lamb,"
they are resolute against the extension of

this repulsive imagery to other orifices,

and other bodily fluids, of their Saviour.

Mrs Whitehouse felt Jesus himself im-

pelling her to action. Her advisers disco-

vered with glee that the offence of Blas-

phemous Libel still existed under Eng-
lish common law, though no successful

prosecution had been brought since

1921.

A private prosecution was launched in

December 1976. Denis Lemon and Gay
News Ltd were separately charged with

"publishing a blasphemous libel

concerning the Christian religion,

namely an obscene poem and illustration

vilifying Christ and His Life and Cruc-

ifixion." By some obscure process, the

prosecution was later taken over by the

Crown, though the Whitehouse
entourage continued to involve itself,

issuing press releases to the world and
prayers to God.

This amazing turn of events presented

the gay movement with a difficulty. The
poem was not the stuff out of which

barricades are built; it was neither the

pure milk of gay liberation, nor the

bread and butter of gay civil rights. The
law that had been dredged up from
happy oblivion was so obscure, so

medieval, that it was hard to believe that

the trial was really happening in 1977.

But one thing was clear: the prosecution

was intended to cripple Gay News.
Although during the trial Judge King-
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Hamilton ingenuously asserted that, had
the p)oem appeared in the Church Times,

a prosecution would have been brought

just the same, it was observed that no
prosecution was brought against

Peace News, Socialist Worker, or the

many figures from the libertarian, left-

wing and Uterary worlds who rallied to

the side of Gay News and defiantly

reprinted the Kirkup poem.
Gay News appealed for contributions

to its defence fund, and received over

£22,000 ($55,000) by the time of the

trial, not only from individual

donations, but from numberless fund-

raising events organized by gay groups,

and from non-gay sources. The
absurdity and confusion of the legal

issues failed to distract the gay com-
munity from the central fact that its

means of communication was in

jeopardy.

But the trial itself, which took place in

July 1977, lent itself to no such clear

interpretation. By the very nature of a

defence, one admits the possibility of a

crime, and is thereby obliged to play by

the opponents's rules. John Mortimer,

the amiable atheist QC retained by Denis

Lemon, portrayed Gay News as almost

an agent of Christian evan-

gelism offering to "the out-

cast homosexual" through

this poem the possibility of

Christian salvation. No
opportunity for comparison

with the "Song of Sol-

omon" or the Metaphysical

Poets was overlooked.

Atheists were leaping to the

defence of a Christian poem
because it had been

attacked by a different

brand of Christianity. The
prosecuting counsel was
obliged to stoop to the level

of rummaging through old

copies of Gay News in a

fruitless search for

favourable references to

"paedophilia," in order to

bring the moral and spirit-

ual orthodoxy of the defen-

dantsinto question. But all

these argucmcnts were de-

clared irrelevant by the

judge, whose interpretation

of the law was this: if the

poem could potentially

incite any Christian, or any
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sympathizer with Christianity, to have
angry feelings when they first read it,

thenit was blasphemous Ubel. There
seems little doubt about King-Hamil-
ton'sown opinion of the poem. He
waved away the volumes of Mystical
Verse and invited the jury to decide on
their verdict by considering the libellous

nature of equivalent imagery applied to

the Royal Family. (One wonders what
discusaons this stimulated in the jury

room.) After five hours the jury, clearly

reluctant to convict, trooped back to

return a majority verdict, ten to two, of

guilty. They were congratulated by
King-Hamilton on their "moral
courage. " Denis Lemon was given a

nine-month suspended sentence and
fined £500 ($1250); Gay News, Ltd was
fined £1000 ($2500) and were required to

pay the prosecution costs.

One can only rub one's eyes at the

evidence of such tender care being

lavished on the potential susceptibilities

of hypothetical Christians, when not

only the feeUngs but the lives of gay

people are a free-fire zone for any jour-

nalist, psychologist, sociologist, TV
pundit, educationist, poUtician,

comedian or cleric who cares to assail

them; lesbians and gay men suffer actual,

not potential, discrimination at work, or

are set upon in the streets, with little

chance of redress; when one of Her
Majesty's Judges can refer in court to

the 1%7 Act legalizing homosexuaUty as

a "Bugger's Charter." If Gay News had

reflected a bilhonth of this pain back on
Christianity, which seemed very unlikely,

it was to be warmly congratulated, and

its penalties to be regarded as

honourable battle scars.

This was not the point of view

which prevailed in press comment,
wWch was confused. On the whole, the

press was hostile to Whitehouse as a

meddhng, censorious busybody,

perhaps because it feared for itself. But

a new "liberal" theme emerged, in

which the protection of Christian feel-

ings was regarded as on par with the

promotion of racial harmony. In fact, a

law whose original rationale lay in the

fact that a "blasphemous libel" once at-

tacked the whole panoply of State and

Society, was now justified on the oppo-
site ground, namely that it defended

poor, weak little Christians against the

lions of rampant secularism. The Times,

with other commentators, actually pro-

posed extending the law to all reUgions,

though it judiciously excluded from the

reform such out-of-favour systems of

belief as the Moonies. No one suggested

that lesbians and gay men were more in

need of protection from attack than the

Christian Church. Gay people, it

appeared, were too unpopular to deserve

protection from unpopularity.

Gay News appealed, and rightly so, as

it turned out, for Denis Lemon was in

February 1978 relieved of his suspended

sentence, though the verdict was upheld.

The principal ground for appeal was

that the judge had wrongly ruled the

element of intent to be irrelevant. This

argument, though persuasive, was again

not the ideal material for a stand on
principle. Just a few weeks before the

appeal was heard, a leading British

fascist was, to much amazement,
acquitted of the charge of contravening

the old Race Relations Act by inciting

racial hatred, on the technical grounds

that intent could not be proved. This old

Act had by then been superseded by a

new Act in which the element of proving

intent had dehberately been dropped; it

was no moment to make the principle of

intent into a lynchpin of gay rights.

We are still waiting for the result of a

further appeal to the Law Lords, but it

seems unlikely that any legal judgement

on this utterly ridiculous case can make
much difference. Whitehouse lost. She

failed to cripple Gay News, which easily

covered its costs, and which gained

serious and sympathetic coverage for

the first time. Two television

documentaries were made about the

trial. Milhons of people learnt from the

popular press about Gay News and dis-

covered to their surprise that it was not a

picture book but an articulate journal.

Whitehouse came in for sharp comment,
while Denis Lemon was likened to Jesus

in being tried for blasphemy, and was

elected to the Reform Club. The
Christian world was more divided over

the merits of the prosecution than was

the gay community over the wisdom of

the publication. The distributorsW H
Smith refused to carry Gay News
henceforward; this was perhaps the

worst outcome, but it might well have

happened anyway, and it came as a

surprise to many to learn that the

censorious and philistine retail chain had
ever carried Gay News in the first place.

Responding to the attacks of the

Right, playing the infantile games forced

upon us by the State, we saw no real

issues raised or decided by the trial,

nothing clearly won or lost. Guilt of

"blasphemous libel" was no guilt, and
innocence of it no innocence. What

"The law defeiKJed

poor, weak Christians

against the lions of

rampant secularism.

Gay people, it appeared,

were too unpopular

to deserve protection

from unpopularity."

mattered far more was a regeneration of

the gay movement, and its continued

vitality since the trial. It involved many
who had never before questioned that

Gay News, gay discos, gay clubs, were

here to stay, but now felt threatened.

The trial, meaningless as it was,

aroused a great number of us from

complacency, and showed how fragile a

tolerance is accorded to what we have

come to regard as established

institutions of the gay community. That

realization has come not a moment too

soon.

There are far more vicious things that

the Christian Right can do if it wishes.

There are more vulnerable targets than

Gay News. There will be real trials, in

the courts and also in the streets —
where real conflicts are fought.

D

Andrew Hodges, British author of the
popularpamphlet, With Downcast Gays,

is currently working on a biography of
gay mathematician Alan Turing.
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by Chris Bearchell

Deviant meets deviance-makers

The social workers — all 60 of them —
sat comfortably in a large circle of class-

room-style desks. The gay peer counsel-

lors — all 4 of us, plus one woman who
brought us all together — sat nervously

at the makeshift head table. It was a

staff development workshop for the

Metro Toronto Family Services Associa-

tion (FSA). It was our hostess' hope to

convince "them" to take "us" on as

clients. Instead the effect it had was to

convince me that I could not, in good
conscience, send a fellow gay person to

the FSA.

Thefact that certain groups or indivi-

duals conform to society 's standards of
"normalcy, " that they adopt and act

out socially-accepted values, is the key

to the process by which others are

marginalized and deemed abnormal.

It all began when the hostess, a young,

well-intentioned heterosexual social

worker, decided that gay relationships

were just like marriages. Someone else

decided that she was the perfect profes-

sional to help gay male couples "in

trouble." (Her stated intention, after all,

was not to convert such clients to hetero-

sexuality, only to make them functional

mimics in their relationships.) Then, one

day she found her practice overwhelmed.

As aprofessional, the social workerpos-

sessessome ofthe important qualities of
"normalcy" — education, money,

and status. Being white, English-

speaking, male. Christian and
heterosexual are all advantages in

achieving these attributes.

The afternoon got underway with dis-

cussion groups in which the social

workers jmswered a series of questions

about gay stereotypes. {Eg, in lesbian

relationships, one partner always

assumes the female role and the other

the male role — true or false?) This was

easy. Most of the social workers in my
group answered the questions quickly

and confidently. Silence followed, until

two women broke into nervous laughter.

They both — one was from Hong Kong,

the other from Portugal — claimed that

homosexuality didn't exist in their com-

munities. It was an assumption they had

never before questioned.

The others, their own minds bliss-

fully free of stereotypes, were slightly

scornful. "I wonder what you think

causes homosexuality?" one of them

asked, unaware that his question

betrayed a disease concept of sexuality.

"It's not so much a fear of child-

molesters," another assured us, "but

I'm concerned about your effect as role

models for young people." He seemed

literally in awe of the insidious and near-

mystical process by which gay people

supposedly transmit our sexual

orientation. "If you don't think there's

anything wrong with being gay" I asked,

"what does it matter if we provide a

model for young people?" Silence.

The social worker'sjob is to "handle

deviants" who do not live by socially-

accepted values. He or she is one of

society's "tension managers" — treating

the results of wide-spread injustice direc-

ted at whole communities ofpeople as if

they were the "problems" ofindividuals.

At coffee break, someone asked "What
about those people who dress up like

women and parade around on Yonge St

at Halloween?" "What makes a way
of dress 'like a woman'?" I retorted.

"And what makes you think that's such

a good thing?" But the social workers

wanted us to disassociate ourselves; they

wanted to be reassured that we were as

much like them as possible. The organ-

izer still insisted on calling gay relation-

ships "marriages," unable to grasp the

possibility that we might even want

something better.

The FSA people expressed concern

that we, being mere peer counsellors,

would send those whom we counselled

to avail themselves of the professional

services of the agency. "How could you
be sure that whoever came to you was
gay? What if someone was truly

troubled and trying to sort themselves

out? Could you give them a balanced

view, or wouldn't your bias try to turn

them against heterosexual adjustment?"

Some of the gay panelists, in turn,

wondered what balance was presented in

our whole society's aggressive

recruitment to heterosexuality.

But some of the other panelists were

less able to deal with these questions and
they angered me almost as much as the

social workers. A macho creature, who
had quickly disassociated himself from
drag queens, also confidently claimed

that straight counsellors could counsel a

gay person as well as anyone. And
furthermore, he was perfectly capable of

counselling lesbians, "After all, they

usually just need a sympathetic ear."

Social work is a matter ofdeviance-
making. A deviant is a deviant because

others with morepower have defined

themselves as "normal.

"

If only the enemy within were as easily

identified as the enemy without. It was
the enemy within which made my fellow

panelists want acceptance more than

they wanted to defend the interests of

our community. It was the enemy
within which made me leave things

unsaid in order to avoid outright

confrontation. I was told not to talk

about gay politics because it would turn

"them" off. I should have known from

that alone how Uttle use these people

could be to us, to our community. I was

not able to say that lesbians and gay men
do not seek out counsellors because they

are gay but because of the problems

caused by the way the rest of the world

treats them.

That is what gay peer counsellors have

experienced which no straight professio-

al has. That is why there is a gay com-

munity. That is what gay politics is all

about,n
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TheNewAge
by Glenn Schellenberg

and Billy Sutherland

Billy and Glenn go to school

When I first started at George Brown
College, Nursing Division, I thought

my biggest problem would be having to

deal with the change in my role — from
Responsible Citizen to Student. I didn't

even think that being out would present

a problem. But it did. For the first

month, I couldn't bring myself to be op-

enly gay and I didn't come out to any of

the people I had made friends with.

I've wandered aroundfrom class to

classfor a month and a halfnow, and
I'm beginning to stop looking. Iam re-

signed to thefact that I may never meet
one other gay person in the next two
years.

I would have stayed in the closet a lot

longer if I had had to deal with a lot of
men. All my friends were women, most
just out of high school.

The entirepopulation of this campus
is stuck in time. Wally Cleaver in John
Travolta drag. I never seepeople this

straight (as infour corners, man), this

reactionary, anywhere.

When I finally did come out to my
friends, there were no really serious

problems. I didn't sit each of them down
and tell them. I just started including

talk about my emotional and sex life in

our conversations. Some of the women
would look twice, but mostly they ac-

cepted it.

Wake up. I've got to wake up to the

fact that this is the "real" world. The
homos, artists, trendsetters, andpunks
that I always seem to associate with are

only a tiny microcosm in a macrocosm
so large, so encompassing, that it is im-

possible tofathom the ratio.

But, a year later, I stUl haven't come
out to any of the teachers. I have all

kinds of great reasons for this, but the

best one is that I'm scared. Scared of the

consequences, not willing to jeopardize

my career as a nurse for something that

doesn't have anything to do with my
competence. This is a classic example of
self-oppression: The chances of my not

being allowed to finish the course if I

was openly gay with my teachers are

small. But my homophobia is deeply

rooted. And so is my need for security in

a job that I enjoy doing.

This summer I could at times be so

comfortable with my own gayness. I

spent most ofmy time with a new boy-

friend. The intensity ofour relationship

began to define my own identity in a way
that was both threatening and
exhilarating. It seemed absurd to us

that we, as lovers, constituted an offen-

sive image in anyone 's mind. What then

seemed a weird eccentricity ofsome, be-

came upon my attendance at George
Brown, an unpleasantfact oflife.

A couple of weeks ago we had a class

on "Personality Disorders". Sexual

Deviance (homosexuality was on the top

of the Ust) we were told, is a Personality

Disorder. And, much to my disbelief, we
were told of characteristic homosexual

behavior.

Thefirst week. For some reason, it

wasmyfantasy that I would be immedi-

ately ostracized by myfellow classmates

as afaggot. I thought my homosexuality

was as evident as the colour ofmy shirt.

When I discovered that this wasn 't true.

I was relieved in one way because it is

importantfor me to be liked/loved.

But it was also totally disorientingfor

me to be automatically assumed straight,

even though I was aware of trying to

butch up my act. What was most sur-

prising, was being thought ofas "nor-

mal. " I know that I basically am a nor-

malperson. What is antinormal about

me is that Ifuck men. Thepopulace of
the college does not consider menfuck-
ing men possible human behaviour.

Homosexuality is totally remote to them.

I sat there seething, red in the face,

but silent. I felt very hostile. "Homosex-
uals are characteristically hostile."

What 's at stake now is my own integ-

rity. Question: Why should I sacrifice

anything that Ifeel good about?An-
swer: Because it makes things easier. It is

easier to letfaggotjokesfly past than to

question thejokers. But ifI don 't chal-

lenge their behavior, Ifeel like shit be-

cause I'm betraying myself But why
should I take any risk, or spend any en-

ergy, in trying to enlighten an ignorance

that isprobably unchangeable. And
does who Ifuckin ' relate to have any-

thing to do with my education?

The oddest thing is that George
Brown College is considered quite "pro-

gressive", and all through the nursing

course they stress self-awareness. Self-

awareness, they tell us, is the most im-

portant tool a nurse has. Self-awareness

includes, in my frame of reference, an
understanding of one's sexuality as well

as one's capabilities and emotions. And
they use the term, "significant other",

instead of husband /wife, girlfriend/

boyfriend, only slightly self-

consciously.

The conflict is unresolvedfor now,
but I can live with it. I know that I don 't

want to (and need not) come out to

every greaseball in every hallway. Wear-
ing a pink triangle would make me very

tense. But my best friend at college (a

straight woman) knows I'm gay. We
have a very warm relationship and we
hang out together all the time. (Another
microcosm). I 'm also sure that as I gain

more self-confidence I will cease to need
acceptancefrom people I don 7 care a-

bout. Maybe next week, maybe next

year.O

This Christmas
come with us to

ANTIGUA!
Depeirt December 24,

return January 1.

Cost: Land portion — $217 per

person, includes:

•Eight nights hotel accomodation
• Hotel service charge and gov't tax

•Transfers from airport to hotel

and return

•Welcome drink on cirrival

(singje supplement on request)

Airfare from Toronto: $402 cdn

(Airfare from other North American
cities available on request.)

Callnow while space
is still available!

MERCURY TOURS
&TRAVELINC.

404 King St E, Toronto M5A lU
(416)364-6117
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FROM DECEMBER 1

CINEMA LUMIERE
290 COLLEGE ST. W.

925-9938

A BIGGER SPLASH
'What A Bigger Splash achieves is a synthesis of documentary,

cinema verite and psychodrama that's entirely original,

and as engrossing as the watcher wants it to be."
— Derek Malcolm, Arts Guardian.

CREDITS

A Buzzy Enterprises Limited

production.

Directed and produced by Jack Kazan
and David Mingay.

Director of photography: Jack Hazan.

Edited by David Mingay.

Music by Patrick Gower.

105 min. Colour. England 1974.

THEDIRECTOR

Jack Hazan was born in Manchester,

England in 1939. He studied at UCLA
in Los Angeles in the late 50's then

worked as a freelance cameraman and
scriptwriter for several years before

joining the BBC Film Department.

,

A Bigger Splash is Hazan's first

feature-length film. It follows several

short documentaries, including

Meeting the Man on James Baldwin.

THEFILM

"The film caught Hockney at a

particularly vulnerable moment. A three-

year affair with a young Califomian

painter and favourite model, Peter

Schlesinger, had just broken up,

leaving Hockney unhappy and restless,

just as he was at a critical moment in

his work, preparing a major New York
exhibition.

"In the film his emotional frustrations

are focused on his difficulties with a

particular painting, Peter by the Pool,

which he eventually destroys and

repaints. In reality, Hockney has

ecplained, the problems with the

painting were purely technical, and the

emotional crisis was more stimulating

than inhibiting to his work; but as it

appears in the film, the metaphor is still

valid.

"This in fact is the whole method of

the film. It does not pretend to show
things exactly as they were, but — as a

distillation and interpretation of events

and feelings — rather more than like

they were. The painter and his problems

are reflected through the eyes of a

particular group of his friends....

"They talk, discuss, advise, persuade,

revolve like satellites about Hockney,
who stands steady at the centre of the

groiqj, elusive and ultimately quite self-

contained. The film exposes a far deeper

and more serious persona than the

down-mask the painter created for the

media in the skties. The jokes, the

anecdotes, the quaint turns of phrase

and the awesome lucidity here signify

mudimore.
"The impressions and opinions of

Hodoiey and his friends, and the

reportage of continuing events (the

break-up, the painting, parties, the New
York exhibition) are juxtaposed with

reconstructed memories of Peter, and
extra elements of the irrational and

surreal. The film glides into Hockney's

dreams, or takes the spectator, along

with the people in the film, in and out of

the paintings themselves. Ossie Clark

strides purposefully into the Tate to

stand with his white cat, and return the

stares of their own family group. Henry
Geldzahler and a friend freeze into the

familiar painted image of Geldzahler on

his majestic sofa. The young Califomian

satyrs come to life from the sketches; the

abstract patterns of the pool became

reality; and Peter emerges from the

water to find himself in that nightmare

swimming pool all decorated with eerie

hunting trophies, amidst which the

enigmatic lady of the painting vaguely

smiles.

"Beyond these explorations of

individual images, Hazan's photography

echoes the entire visual aspect of

Hockney's world — the clear colours,

the meditative regard of a chair, a

window or an empty room. The
camera-observer is reticent, but

ubiquitous and watchful, always there

to catch a throwaway gesture or word,

lingering over the tedious repetitions of

conversation, snaring a rare moment
like the scene where Hockney — at the

moment of the break-up — sketches

Peter, and the act becomes an

expression of love as intense as any the

cinema can show.

"As a portrait of an artist in his

relationships with people, work and
himself it is a unique document. As a

study of a disintegrating love affair it

has rare delicacy, understatement,

acceptance. As a first feature film it is

an astonishing feat." — David
Robinson, The Times.

HOCKNEYON THEFILM

"...I was exposed. We none of us really

knew what Jack Hazen was doing and I

suppose if we had known at the time, we
wouldn't have let him go on with it...

"We would talk about the way I was
feeling and the way he was feeling; and
it never occurred to me that I was
giving much away to him as a

subject.... he is such a sweet and gentle

kind of person that he could get

around you. At first I thought it was
just a pose he was using, but he really is

like that. Sometimes you would get fed

up with him, if he wanted you to do
things over and over again....

"We all began to joke about the film,

long before it was finished.... We
thought it would be paintings revolving

to bits of Bach, and that kind of thing. . .

.

"...it was all made so modestly. There

were never more than two or three

people there.... So one imagined it would

all be a bit small and blurry. I assumed

that to make a film that was properly lit

and photographed you would need a

huge crew. . . . although I remember being

irritated by the lights and things, it was

really made surreptitiously."

"I was shattered (when I saw) it, and

so were a few of the other people. I think

anyone would have been if it had

happened to them .... there was that

feeling of, 'My God, we're having to sit

through all this again, and all that

drama. Dragging it up.' I reacted very

strongly. I remember it was awful, and I

telephoned Peter and said, 'What have

we done, to have done that film?'

"Of course not only are you reliving

the old emotional situations, but you are

seeing them heightened by scenes you

were not really aware Jack was shooting.

That shattered me, and annoyed me
sanetimes....

"Yes, it broke (my fagade) alot....

But I don't mind that much, because I

think not everything was given away at

all. I have a lot in reserve. I can look

after myself, hide myself, and just paint

away." — as told to David Robinson.

Dabara Films, Suite 510, 55 Yonge Street, Toronto, CANADA M5E 1 J6. Phone (416) 362-7672 or 362-3066
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Showing it can be done:

Gord Keith (left), Harry Sutherland, Jack Lemmon

A community organizes.

Three film makers document the reaction to the Montreal bar raid

Gay people have been involved in film

making and film criticism since the be-

ginnings of the cinema. In recent years,

however, that involvement has become
more open, to such an extent that the

gay presence in film is no longer merely

the concern of the alternative press or

the occasional sympathetic film distrib-

utor. We've claimed the medium for our

community. Openly gay critics have

begun the task of reclaiming our past in

the history of the cinema, and of con-

structing a body of critical theory. There

have been retrospective festivals of

movies by and about us, and a number
of cities now have gay television

programmes.

Last spring, three gay filmmakers —
Jack Lemmon, Harry Sutherlsmd and
Gord Keith — got together to plan a

film about the police raid on Truxx, a

men's bar in Montreal, and the sub-

sequent organization of the defense of

those arrested. Truxx is the first

Canadian gay p>olitical film. It was
premiered at the Toronto Film Festival

this past September, where it picked up
bookings for the National Film Theatre

in Ottawa for mid-November, the

Olympic Theatre in Paris, and a winter

showing in California.

Lemmon and Keith are from Thunder
Bay, Sutherland from Halifax; they met
while working for the National Film

Board (NFB). All of them have exper-

ience in television film technology and
community TV. Sutherland does con-

tract work for the NFB and the CBC,
and has recently been setting up Inuit

television communications in the Arctic.

Truxx is an 1 8-minute documentary
about the organization of what needs to

be seen as an oppositional community.
The movie begins with stills of the raid

and the subsequent mass demonstration,

then traces the formation and activities

of the defence committee through a

scries of interviews with three people

who came to be involved in it.

"The reason we did Truxx on our own
was to show that it can be done indepen-

dently," says Sutherland. "The CBC
shoots about 120 hours a week, and a lot

of that tax money comes from gay

people. Yet the CBC and NFB
collections are dismal in terms of films

of interest to gay people."

"In making a film like Truxx you start

with the question of distribution,"

Sutherland goes on to say. "Who do you

want to reach, what do they know, what

do you want them to know? With Truxx

the first thing we did was look for

support from gay organizations." The
Truxx defence committee was thus in-

volved in making the film; they decided

who was to be interviewed. One of these

people, Gilles Deroche — an apolitical

bicycle repairman galvanized by the raid

into political action — described the

events, and made the point that you

cannot act alone.

The filmmakers themselves thought

him agood choice: "We wanted as one

of our themes the experience of being

together in a community. We wanted to

show what happens if you don't

organize on a number of levels. That

theme was also carried out in the editing

process."

Sutherland expands on the plans of

his group (KLS Communications): "We
want to do a series of films that would
focus on four areas of interest to gay

people in Canada: films that would
organize the community — Truxx falls

into that category; another series on
history — the gay movement in

Germany, 1850-1930, for example, or a

film exploring the historical connections

between gay Uberation and the feminist

movement. A third category is films

about gay people made for a straight

audience. The fourth area is the psychol-

ogy of education. We've just done a film

about Paul Keenan's experiences of

growing up gay in the public school

system" (he was the anglophone inter-

viewed in Truxx). The group also has

plans to do a film about Windsor,

Ontario, a working-class town with a

stronggay community. "And although

we're not so arrogant as to think we can

makeadequatc films about women,"
Sutherland says, "we hope to be

working with women filmmakers, either

on a particular film, or simply providing

technical expertise."

One of the strengths of the collab-

oration of Keith, Lemmon and
Sutherland lies in their eagerness to

place gay film work on a solid financial

base. "We take investment in gay film

on ar^ular basis seriously," Lemmon
says. "It's an important element of our

work both to offer a communications

service that serves the gay cause and to

provide gay people with a good business

investment." Federal taxation

regulations assist the goal, because

money invested in Canadian films is

100% tax deductible.

With the making of Truxx, the need to

produce gay Canadian films and to get

them distributed has been recognized.

Television technology, principally the

videot^>e, makes that project less ex-

pensive and less time-consuming as well.

It took about eight thousand dollars and

a little over three months to come up
with a working print of Truxx. A typical

half-hour NFB documentary costs about

$130,000, and can be a year in the

making. A quickly-made film is of great

service. The Truxx case will probably

languish in the courts for a couple of

years; the memory of the event itself will

be lost, and organizing work will be the

more difficult because of it. A film,

however, is a document, something that

can be moved back and forth across

Canada as a politicizing and educational

product. It is also a way to raise money.

Made with the cooperation of the

defence committee, Truxx will be their

film once costs are paid.

Film is a ready-made political

medium: it's popular and immediate.

People can be reached who would prob-

ably never read something like The Body
Politic. "It creates a passive audience,"

Keithsays, "and entertains them. With

film, it's easier to convey information to

a large number of people at the same
time. It's also a social kind of thing, and
a tightly-edited story can totally domin-

ate the viewer's attention."

How do you distribute gay films, in

the absence of alternative networks? For
Keith, Lemmon and Sutherland, the

answer is to use the established net-

works: "The TV world docs react,

though slowly, to independent film-

makers," Lemmon says. "If there's a

market, they'll serve it." They go on to

talk about making movies for schools,

particularly for issues courses like "Man
and Society" which at the discretion of

the instructor can embrace discussion of

homosexuality. But with the new stress

on core curriculum, those courses are

being phased out. Moreover, it seems to

me that Keith, Lemmon and Sutherland

ought to give more thought to how and
why the television or education indus-

tries would now be interested in serving

the gay market.

Now that churning out movies and TV
shows is apparently within the reach of

gay people, we need to figure out what
place all these products will have in a

culture of resistance: what their subjects

will be, who will be involved in making
them, and where the profits will go. The
possibilities are many, but a major task

is making the medium accessible to the

inexperienced or the poor, demystifying

technology and the role of the artist as

"expert."

"The equipment is not a toy,"

cautions Lemmon, "it takes time to

leamanumber of skills." The exper-

ience of the collective in Toronto who
put together the cable-TV series "This

Show May Be Offensive to Hetero-

sexuals" testifies to that. It took them so

long to learn the technology that they

found they weren't able to do what they

wanted.

Nevertheless, film is coming of age

for us. Our first task is to make movies

and television for our own community,

educating both ourselves and others.

Truxx'is a good start. Last month
another gay bar was raided in Montreal,

within a few days of the first anniver-

sary of the Truxx raid. But by means of

this film, we've already registered our

outrage, and suggested the ways to

organize opposition.

by Alexander Wilsona

Inquiries
about KLS Communications may be

directed to the following address:

Jack Lemmon
100 Bain Avenue

21 The Aberdeens

Toronto, Ontario

M4K1E8

telephone: (416)465-4968
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Prisoners of love

The Consequence. Directed by Wolfgang

Petersen, co-produced by Solaris

Films/Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR),

1977. Screened at Festival of Festivals,

Toronto, 1978

Bavaria has the reputation of being the

most reactionary province of the Federal

Republic of Germany (West Germany).

It is amazing that Die Konsequenz was
made for Bavarian TV. It is not at all

amazing that it was never broadcast.

The film is based on an autobiograph-

ical novel by Alexander Ziegler. It deals

with a relationship between a younger

man (Thomas) and an older man
(Martin). They meet while Martin is

serving time in prison (Thomas is the 16-

year-old son of one of the guards) for an
earlier relationship with a minor. They
maintain their relationship against in-

CTedible opposition and there is only a

brief interval in which they are able to

enjoy their lives together. It is

interrupted when Thomas' parents react

to his coming out by confining him in an

"Erziehungsanstalt" — roughly equi-

valent to the Canadian "reformatory."

The unique characteristic of this

German institution is its power to main-

tain control over a young person's life

until he or she reaches the age of twenty
one. (Ironically, a man can be conscrip-

ted at eighteen years). The main part of

the film deals with Thomas' attempt to

resist the brutalization of this

institution. He eventually fails.

"In spite of the film's quality, it will

only serve to reinforce the popular opin-

ion of homosexuals . '

' This was the

rationale that prevented the original

showing of Die Konsequenz on tele-

vision. And the brief outline of the plot

may sound like just another gay horror

story. But it isn't. It is true the film

shows that gay people are victimized.

But it mainly shows how and by whom.
The bureaucrats' double-talk really

means that the film exposes the role the

establishment plays in upholding gay

oppression.

The film is much more than an ex-

ploitation of the tired old homosexual-

suicide clich6. The strongest impression

of what it means to be gay is revejiled in

the portrayal of Martin and Thomas'
relationship. It is sensitive without being

sentimental. They relate to each other as

equals in a warm and relaxed way.

The film is not without its weaknesses.

The scene in which Thomas first approa-

ches Martin by appearing unexpectedly

in his prison cell is highly improbable.

Also, the individuals in the institutions

who manage to prevent the relationship

from developing sometimes seem too

much like cardboard villains. (However,

when I think back on some of the

Fascists I've known to occupy such

positions in Berlin, these stereotypes

also seem terrifyingly real!)

The warmth of this relationship and
the sense of reality in the film contrasts

markedly with the sterile and exploit-

ative approach of another German film-

maker who is known for his treatment of

gay themes, R W Fassbinder.

Die Konsequenz is as much a film

about the oppression of youth as it is

about homophobia. Patriarchal

authoritarianism is basic to traditional

German concepts of child-rearing. I can

say from my own experience that many
German young people grow up
the threat of internment in

1 he Consequence: tenderness denied behind prison bars

"Erziehungsanstalten." Thomas' crime
is exercising control over his own body
and exploring his sexuality. He initiates

the relationship with the older Martin.
Not only does Die Konsequenz show
that homosexuality per 5e is not

miserable, it shows that child-adult

relationships per se do not equal

molestation.

by Konnie ReichD

Violence

against women
The Eyes of Laura Mars. Directed by Irwin

Kershner, produced by Jon Peters. Columbia

Pictures, 1978

That liberation has arrived and to hell

with struggle is a pretense growing into

fashion in the World of Expression. The
movie The Eyes ofLaura Mars gets a

high score on this trendy list. As a movie
which pretends to strive for a non-sexist

portrayal of gay and female characters it

takes one step forward and two back.

Basically a B-suspense thriller, with a

formula plot complete with red herrings

(the murderer is, of course, the character

you least expect, so you should be able

to guess about half way through). Eyes
attempts to cover itself with £ui oh-so-

thin patina of redeeming value — a

flimsy justification of violence in art

photography.

Faye Dunaway plays Laura Mars, a

glamorous and successful high fashion

photographer who has pioneered a new
mode in taking pictures and selling pro-

ducts — violence. In fact, the photos

shown as hers during the movie £u-e those

of Helmut Newton which depict violence

against women. But Mars' world gets

cloudy as various friends suddenly start

to get it (literally) in the eye. Mars
herself is psychic and sees her friends

being murdered as if she were looking

through the eyes of the killer. Etcetera.

Three characters close to Mars are gay
— her agent, and two of her female

models. We become vaguely aware of

the lesbian overtones when we see the

two Goldie Hawn-type babes together

through a curtained window in their

dainty and feminine underwear. It

appears that one is giving the other a

massage in bed. That's pretty much it.

As for her agent, I assume he's gay

because that's my expectation of the

New York scene. The assumption is con-

firmed at his birthday party when all the

guests — except Laura and Aunty
Lillian — are men. Ordinary looking

men. No "ferns, fats or freaks." Even
when her agent does drag to help Mars
escape a police shadow, he is obviously

out of his medium as he awkwardly
clumps down the street in high heels.

So finally our purveyors of the cine-

matic arts are showing, first of all, gays

and, second of all, realistic gays rather

than neurotic stereotypes. But wait. Not
once is the word gay or lesbian spoken

aloud in the film. Nor is gay sexuality

made more explicit than the veiled

glimpse of the lesbians. This is closet

The Eyes of Laura Mars: a hint of lesbian love in the world of high fashion
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stereotyping. Any member of the aud-

ience who realizes there dSG gays in the

film will have to be pretty gay, or pretty

hip.

But Eyes has a more insidious element

to it. Spawned from recent fashion

photo trends showing violence against

women, the film tries to justify it. An
undercurrent of hostility between people
runs throughout the movie, conveying
violence as integral to urban civihzation.

A woman resists a man's advances, he

begins to force her, she submits to

pleasure. The voices of neighbours

battle in hallways. The agent and the

chauffeur argue about power. Then,
when Mars is told her art is junk she

defends it with watery moralism: "I

have seen murder, not physical, but spir-

itual, mental, all around me. I can't stop

it but I can show it to people." Even so,

this questionable justification doesn't

excuse her use of violence to sell per-

fume and underwear. This, however, the

audience will not question.

But something far more subtle is at

work. As Karen Durbin points out in a

recent Village Voice article, the actual

purveyors of this species of photography
are men, not women. Eyes twists this to

show a woman portraying violence

against women. This handsomely serves

the myth that women do not get along

together, a manifestation of male fears

of female alliances. Furthermore, Laura
Mars is herself a manifestation of a more
recent stereotype: she is The
Professional Woman. Hardworking,
aggressive, eurogant, cold — and living

alone. Her ex-husband is a lost alcoholic

who uses women for a bread ticket.

So the message will go out to all the

little girls in movieland: this is the fate of

the professional woman, success without

love, and the only kind of man you're

going to get is, well, not the kind you
really want.

One step forward and two back. Our
movie makers should get their act

together.

by Robin HardyD
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•The Gay Men's Theatre Collective of

San Fransisco is coming to town with

their much-acclaimed play. Crimes
Against Nature. On stage in San
Francisco and New York for almost two
years, and winners of the S.F. drama
critics' Award for Best Experimental

Play of 1977, Crimes Against Nature is

an honest and joyous affirmation of
gayness. Crimes will be playing in

Toronto at the Music Hall Theatre on
the Danforth, Dec. 5-12.

•Women's music: Teresa Trull will be
giving a concert in the Webb auditorium,

Rochester Institute of Technology,

Rochester NY, on November 10 at

8:30 PM. Childcare and overnight ac-

commodation can be arranged by calling

(716)442-0034.

•Gwen Hauser, a lesbian feminist from
Toronto, has recently published two
books of poetry: The Ordinary Invisible

Woman (Fiddlehead Books, 1978) and
Hands Get Lonely Sometimes
(blewointmentpress, Vancouver, 1977).

•Canadian playwright and actor Maxim
Mazumdar has recently completed a

successful three-week engagement at the

Edinburgh festival, and a further run in

London, of Oscar Remembered, a play

about Oscar Wilde's lover Lord Alfred

Douglas. The script of this play is availa-

ble from Pink Triangle Press.

•Triumph is a new lesbian publication:

find out more from 210 Fifth Ave.,

New York, NY 10010, USA.
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or losers?
That Championship Season by Jason Miller.

Toronto Truck Theatre, Ousa, Fish, Stas and

Vi by Pam Gems. Theatre Plus. Toronto

Neither Jason Miller's Pulitzer Prize-

winning play about a reunion of middle-

aged men, nor Pam Gems' feminist play

about four women sharing a London
flat appears to be relevant to Gay
Liberation. Nor do the plays seem com-
parable. The five men in Miller's play

represent the worst of male chauvinism

and bigotry: women are whores, bitches

and cunts; blacks are niggers; jews are

kikes, Italians dagos, and queers peder-

asts. That the men are as despairing of

feminists. More importantly, the answer

is implied in both plays. Early in That

Championship Season, one of the men
recalls, "We were one flesh twenty years

ago." The play progresses to assert the

unity of that fiesh and to renew its

strength, but Miller's characters must

fight increasingly vocal and organized

adversaries, the "liberals, hippies and

communists" (sic) that they acknow-

ledge have infiltrated the social order.

Although the men affirm their bond at

the end of the play, it is shown as vul-

nerable as well as corrupt. Arms locked

jiround each other, the men pose for the

photograph that commemorates their
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their own lives as they are ignorant of

others can be easily overlooked in their

obnoxious scheming for power and
money. Just as they fought viciously to

win a basketball trophy twenty years

earlier, they now plot to win a mayoralty

campaign for one of their team, and
they'll use every dirty trick in the book.
They perpetrate not only sexist attitudes

and racist fears, but the graft and deceit

that have made, for many, politics

synonymous with lies.

Besides permanently scarring demo-
cracy, such men have indelibly wounded
womankind, leaving survivors like Dusa,
Fish, Stas and Vi angry, frustrated,

frightened and confused. All the char-

acters in Gems' play have served men,
fought them and lost. Gathered together

like refugees, they sort through the

emotional and sexual chaos of their

present lives in order to achieve a future.

One goes under — Fish, the feminist

who appears to be the strongest: her

death at the end of the play leaves the

others on the tenuous edge of an ex-

istence tempered not only with self-

awareness but with a new-found recog-

nition of the enemy's enormous power.
As Fish puts it in her suicide note: "We
won't do what men want anymore and
they hate it." Now what?

The question is obviously important
to gay men and lesbians as well as to

annual reunion. They can barely stand,

but they will perpetrate the image of vic-

tory for their Coach and mentor whose
motto, "You endure pain to win," has

helped to shape their lives.

Gems' women are also struggling to

make real an image of tenuous unity. As
one of them finally recognizes, "We
have no history to look back to. We can
only look sideways to each other." The

play subtly sketches the characters'

hesitant attempts at affectionate

support, suggesting both the power and
necessity of same-sex love. For as the

men's odds against winning are

increasing, the women's odds against

losing are diminishing. The weakness
that finally overtakes Fish is her des-

peration to convert a m£m to her cause
and her love. Defeated, she cries to her

sisters: "He can turn elsewhere and be
refreshed. 1 can't." That she can and
must is the point of the play. As Stas

tries to explain at the beginning of the

second act, women are potentially freed

from men by the advances of laboratory

procreation. For the obsolescence of the

heterosexual imperative to be truly lib-

erating, however, homosexual relation-

ships must be accepted psychologically

as well as politically. That the

"militant" feminist mDusa, Fish, Stas

and Vi misses this is her downfall.

Pam Brighton's production carefully

develops this point. In the first act, the

lack of physicality between the actresses

is more than just noticeable. Desperately

alone after her husband has run off with

her children, Dusa asks Stas for her

hand late one night. Their grasp is melo-

dramatic only because it is so obvious in

a situation awkward with sexual tension.

Maja Ardal's portrayal of Dusa expands
in the second act to embrace, literally,

all the characters. Stas, played with a

chilling remove by Susan Hogcm, begins

to open up, crying quietly to Dusa,

gamboling with Vi after a movie. Vi and
Stas appear to sleep together; Vi kisses

Dusa passionately on the mouth. Not
coincidentally, Vi begins to overcome
her hostile hypertension (she suffers

from anorexia nervosa) and to order her

life and her feelings. Mary Arm
MacDonald's performsmce here is more
than simply comic; hiding behind

bravura technique is a frightened

compassion. It is the type of multi-

leveled acting that Diane D'Aquila lacks

as Fish. Although she convincingly

projects Fish's strength, she hides her

weakness until too late in the play; as a

result, her death seems implausible when
it should be achingly tragic. Like the

character she plays, D'Aquila needs to

accept vulnerability and gamble on the

generosity of her teammates. They'll

support her.

As for the team in That Champion-
ship Season, they support each other

with bombastic delivery and macho
posing. Under Sean Mulcahy's straight-

forward direction (pun intended), the

play has the subtlety of a well-placed

punch. I hated them all, which is, be-

grudgingly, a tribute.

by Robert WallaceD

Displacing icons

Angals In Underwear by Sky Gilbert. A

Buddies in Bad Times Production at The

Dream Factory. Islands by Robin Wall and E

Hurwitz. A Space Gallery. Toronto

Does the beat go on?
Remember a long time ago, just after

the Bomb was dropped, Kerouac and

Ferlinghetti and Ginsberg and others

scourging themselves with poverty and
drugs and giving voice to the nasty and
absurd in America?

In Angels in Underwear, recently per-

formed at The Dream Factory, Sky
Gilbert attempts to recreate something

of beat. He has drawn heavily from the

poetry and held his revue /play together

with only slight intrusions of his own.

The project is more than nostalgia.

Beat gave "bohemianism," disaffection

and madness new meanings; meanings

we are still working on. This is especially

true for homosexuals who were dispro-

portionately represented in the beat

movement. The gay sensitivity to the

crazy and exotic in what is ordinary,

even invisible, to everyone else was ar-

ticulated powerfully in this poetry.

Beat lives in a sense but the young
company working on these poems
seemed too far away from it in time and
space to convey much of the bleak and
suicidal quality of the work. But now
and again, especially when Matt Walsh
and Ken McDougall were on stage, the

show took off on the wings of what was
after all some good poetry. Remember?

At the other end of town, at "a
space" (before the fall), a series of four

performances were staged under the title

Islands. The resources of the space were

given over to four men to convey

something of their own personal island.

Some people's islands are more
interesting to visit than others. Of the

three shows I saw I most liked Michael

Levin's cabaret "Cafe Chapeau
Marginal." The patrons were

entertained by slides, sound, live per-

formance and readings from postcards,

and served shoes and other interesting

debris.

On the whole it was witty and held

together well. I offer it as more evidence

of the coincidence of the gay sensibility

and that theme in avant garde art which

would make the banal exotic and the

exotic everyday. It is a progressive

theme. The nature of conventional icons

is better understood by displacing them
from the context in which they hide,

than by going for them with a hammer.

by David MoleD

Battle of the sexes: Comforts of sisterhood (£>u5fl, Fish, Stasand K;) prove more durable than bloodbrothcrhood (...Seawn)
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Transvestite terror

The Bocution of Benjamin Franklin by Steve

J Spears. Vancouver Playhouse New Series

at Spratts Ark Theatre. Vancouver

When Robert George O'Brien minces

CHito the stage for the first time, slaps on

some make-up, pulls on his black leather

^oves and sits down facing a poster of

Mick Jagger to masturbate, you can't

help wincing. Stage masturbation has

long since shot its wad. And to Mick

Jagger?

That opening touch is quickly

forgiven when Robert confesses to a

friend that he's "strictly a fantasy

man," then snorts at himself, "and not

very good at that. I can't even get

beyond Mick Jagger!"

Robert is the owner of, and sole

teacher at, Shakespeare's School of

Voice and Drama in Toorak, a suburb

of Melbourne. His closest friend is

Bruce, a straight whose wife sews

Robert's dresses for him; his main con-

fidant is "Will," a bust of Shakespeare.

IXiring the first act Robert takes on a

new pupil, a stuttering 12-year-old with

the unlikely name of Benjamin Franklin.

He encourages Ben in the tongue-

twisting elocution lessons by giving him
cigarettes and getting him to talk about

his sexual exploits with a 16-year-old

hairdresser.

Ben's cure is effected at a record rate

and Robert decides that he has the

makings of an actor. He also decides

that the boy is perilously attractive.

The relationship between Robert and
Ben provides the main line of the plot,

but not much of the action. Much of the

humour of the first act comes from

Robert's teaching: threatening a little

girl with his shotgun when she doesn't

jM-actice her lessons; reassiuing an

actress about a lack-lustre part: "Think
pale, washed out, ill and humble, dear,

and you'll get it."

Inevitably there were a few sniggers at

the cross-dressing. But the audience, not

the author, is at fault there. The humour
in the script itself derives from Robert's

coping, not from his dresses. Packing

his drag for a weekend away he pauses

at the wig and pleads in the holder's

styrofoam voice, "Oh Robert, please

don't put me in that nasty bag again."

If Robert's irony-tempered self-

awareness and his teaching methods
with Ben hint at playwright Spear's good
politics, his rebuff when the boy makes a

pass leaves no doubt: "That ass of yours

is a time bomb. Do you know what

happens when they find out about men

like me and boys Uke you? The things

they can do to dirty old men. Why, it's

frightening!"

Robert makes a mistake. He forgets to

pull his blind down and a riot starts

outside his house. In the confusion of

shouts, broken glass and pohce sirens he

keeps his wits. He burns some photos of

Ben, calls a friend in the theatre and
arranges for the boy to see him, then he

takes down his shotgun and starts

shooting.

In Act 2 Robert is in a mental hospital

where he has been for the eight years

since he flamed into tabloid history as

the "Transvestite Terror of Toorak."

He is afraid of going crazy, convinced

that if you lose your mind, you lose your

soul.

A gay rights group has taken up his

case and Robert's lawyer has discovered

that the shrink who put him away was

gay and had been blackmailed by the

police commissioner into finding him
insane. There is renewed hope for his re-

lease, but Robert goes quietly mad and
ODs. "Poor Ben," he says as the Ughts

go down.

Spears has not successfully tied

together the strands of the plot; nor has

he, I think, Uved up to the promise of

the first act. The anger that we could,

and should, feel at the destruction of

this harmless, endearing, even brave

man is diffused.

Disappointing it is, but not pointless.

Heath Lamberts is superb. A one-actor

play. Elocution makes extraordinary

demands. Lamberts meets those

demands with a strength the like of

which I have not seen since Monette's

hfosanna.

by Merv Walker LH

mm
A finer clay

Gay Sunshine Interviews: Volume 1

edited by Winston Leyland. Gay Sunshine

Press. 1978, $9.95

Allen Ginsberg writes the blurb for this

book in which he is prominently

interviewed (in its day, 1972, notoriously

displayed was more accurate), and
bitched about by at least three other

writers, calling it, "A monumental piece

of self-revelation. . .a fantastic revolution

of manners. Won't it lead to Frankness

for Centuries? Won't it change literature

and politics forever? "Perhaps I'm just

not used to Ginsberg m prose, I tell my-
self nervously.

Then Winston Leyland in his intro-

Flaming lesson: the things they can do to dirty old men

duction calmly claims that the book
"demonstrates the existence of a definite

gay sensibility in the arts" as well as

"documents the impact of gay liberation

on literature," both statements in the

same short paragraph. Since the subject

of gay sensibility has stubbornly resisted

definition and since the impact of gay

liberation on literature has not been ex-

plained before, I find my nervousness

hardening. And then Leyland goes too

far: he quotes a review by Jacob Stock-

inger which raves about the inventive-

ness and fascination of the collection

without mentioning that this review has

recently appeared in Gay Sunshine (and

that Leyland footnoted it since he dis-

agreed with one of Stockinger's

comments).

A reviewer outside this sunny circle

begins to feel a touch irrelevant, perhaps

even pettish. After all, what is Ginsberg

talking about? Frankness for Centuries!

Does he expect everyone or just gay

writers from now on to document who,
when, and where they fucked? (Ginsberg

is precise even about locale). While such

information about famous people is

always delightful to learn, since

Ginsberg has been telling the world

everything, in many languages, for

years, what does Stockinger mean by
innovative? Armed with obvious

contradictions and evidence of

hyperbole and manipulation, not to

speak of downright arrogance, I start

reading "seriously," red ballpoint in

hand.

Well, the book is terrific. I loved it.

And it is important as well as titillating.

In fact, Ginsberg and Leyland and

Stockinger are right. The titillation of

the sexual frankness featured in every

interview (except Vidal's) is the common
denominator among the twelve subjects,

one of whom is a composer (Lou Harri-

son). What seems at first just wonder-

fully indiscreet, cumulatively has more
stjulling effect: it begins to dawn that

this is unique to their gayness and that

one of the primary characteristics of gay

sensibility is a vital concern with sexual-

ity and with brazening it out. That is cer-

tainly gay, and it is also at the heart of so

much heterosexual distaste ("Why do
you have to talk about it? Who really

cares what people dol").

Now it is clearer: I care, I want to

know, it matters to my life and work,

and it is far more than gossip. If there is

a relation between gay liberation and gay

sensibility, it is that we are now liberated

to explore the meaning of the sexuality

that is so central in many of our lives.

We can begin to discard the sentimental-

ities about homosexuality that imprison

us, such as the comfort of knowing that

Shakespeare and Plato etcetera were

all that finer clay we are the stuff of.

The finer clay of the twentieth century

has been pummeled with heroin addic-

tion (Burroughs), intermittent madness
(Harrison), cancer (Giomo), obscurity

(Norse), a schizophrenic adoration of

brutality (Genet), alcoholism (Williams),

terminal eccentricity (Ford), and

um-emittant triviality (Rechy). Besides

these disasters, what these men have in

common is that they sexualized their

lives and their work , that the meaning of

their sexuality is the mirror of their hves.

Despite Ginsberg's infatuation with

pubhcity, we come closer to the man's

importance than the reputation has

allowed: how can anyone concerned

with modem literature talk about the

Beats again without accounting for

Ginsbergs' extraordinary role among
them? With others we come closer to the

men than to the reputations, though the

incessant self-involvement is not always

flattering. Christopher Isherwood's

persistent sweetness and Gore Vidal's

impenetrable and elusive iconoclasm

make them exceptions. William

Burroughs and Charles Henri Ford flesh

out some of the eeriness associated with

them. Lou Harrison, Harold Norse, and
John Giomo emerge human and likeable

(all three were interviewed by Leyland;

he has a gift for that). Sadly, Termessee

Williams is still sulky. Genet cold and
self-serving, both snared in fame. I am
unsure why Peter Orlovsky or John
Rechy (whose shallowness is so irritating

because it is so successful) are in this

volume among men of unquestioned

seriousness or purpose. Leyland might
have explained that in his introduction.

The importance of this book, then,

lies close to the larger fate of literature,

especially poetry, in these times, the

increasing peripheralness of seriousness,

the growing divorce between success and
achievement. Does anyone expect

Williams or Ginsberg or Genet to be

what they were? Or Rechy to ever

become what he claims he is?

If the packaging of this book has

made me querulous, it is because it is too

good for tricks.

by Seymour KleinbergD

Available directly from Gay Sunshine

Press, Box 40397, San Francisco, CA
94140 for cover price plus 50€ postage.

Strike tliree

The Beauty Queen by Patricia Nell

Warren. William Morrow (Gage in Canada),

1978, $12.95

Patricia Nell Warren's third novel is, of

course, crap. The gay characters, loving

couples all, spend much of their time

embracing the same god that Jeannie

(read Anita Bryant) Coulter calls upon
to rid New York City of perverts. The
moral of the tale seems to be that homo-
sexuals can be good Christians and good
cop)s; not surprisingly, one of these po-

licemen is the sadist in a loving S&M re-

lationship. But the psychology of this

combination is ignored and, anyway,

he dies.

The book ends with Jeannie won-
dering about her chances for a political

comeback without the help of her fa-

ther's money (Daddy's a faggot too, as it

happens). In fact, so much time is spent

wondering about money that I've started

wondering about money too — speci-

fically, the amount Warren is ripping off

the gay community with this book. The
story of the Anita Bryant crusade be-

longs to all gay people, not just the first

person to type it up into a "novel." If

Warren isn't giving at least half of her

royalties to the gay liberation movement
(if only to one of her silly gay churches),

she should have her head shaved.

by Gordon MontadorD

Our Image Contributors
Blanche Wiesen Cook, an American historian,

is author/editor of a new book, Crystal Eastman

on Woman and Revolution... Robin Hardy gave

up law for the joys, the sorrows, the tragedies of

journalism . .

.

Seymour Kleinberg Is the editor

of The Other Persuasion: Short Fiction about Gay

Men and Women and teaches English at Long

Island University in Brooklyn, NY... Richard

Labont6 Is a journalist with the Ottawa Citizen...

David Mole teaches economics at Scarborough

College in Toronto... Gordon Montador works in

and around the publishing Industry in

Toronto. .

.

Konnie Reich is a Toronto film buff . .

.

Merv Walker covers the Vancouver

waterfront . . . Robert Wallace teaches English at

Glendon College, York University... Alex

Wilson, mystery writer, hangs out at The Body

Politic... Ian Young runs Catalyst Press from

Scarborough, ON.
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Independent ladies: Mary Woolley Geft) and Jeannette Marks relax at their home, Fleur de Lys

The president and the professor
A loving lite together amidst the campus gossip

Miss Marks and Miss Woolley by Anna Mary

Wells. Houghton Mifflin (Thomas Allen in

Canada). 1978, $15.25

Jeannette Marks and Mary Woolley
were two independent and vigorous

women. Learned and caring, they were

politically engaged and professionally

successful. Among the first generation

of academic women, they were

associated with Wellesley and Mt
Holyoke, with Uterature, and with

movements for international peace,

women's suffrage, and the Equal Rights

Amendment. Surrounded by friends, the

women with whom they studied and
worked, Marks and Woolley offered

each other deep affection, keen and
helpful criticism, and the kind of nur-

turing love that freed them from stifling

and petty obstacles.

During their 47-year-long

relationship, Mary Woolley —
president of Mt Holyoke — seemed to

outsiders to dominate the environment.

She was the public figure, older, more
fM-ofessionally secure. Jeannette Marks
was 12 years younger; and when they

vowed "lifelong fidelity" to each other

in 1900 Woolley had just been appointed

to the presidency, while Marks had still

not finished her graduate work at

Wellesley. As concerned for her own
work as President Woolley was for

hers, Jeannette Marks not only feared

that she might be eclipsed by the public

demands of Woolley's position, but that

the public attitude toward her role in

Mary Woolley's life might be harmful to

Woolley, and to their relationship.

There were crises. There were storms.

There was time apart; time to grow,

alone and separated as well as together

in public and quiet.

In 1905, during a particularly strained

period that included the death of Mary
Woolley's beloved mother, Jeannette

Marks wrote: "If I say I will come next

summer, will you take care of me and
help give me a chance to do the work I

long to do?. . . If I give all to you and give

up the idea that I must protect

myself from you, will you really care for

my work as well as loving me?" (93)

Above all, Jeannette Marks sought

confirmation that neither woman would
ever be reduced to dependency or

servility. She wrote Woolley about her

need to believe in Woolley's regard for

her work. "I would not take a kingdom
for the proof at the dinner table as well

as in the quiet of our bedroom that you
depend on me; there is no gift equal to

the dignity that you can confer on me in

that way."
This is one of innumerable letters and

notes Marks and Woolley wrote to each
other daily. Theirs is a very well doc-

umented life. Yet Anna Mary Wells'

tone throughout this book denies and
diminishes their life together. The above
letter, for example, is clearly an expres-

sion of Marks' need not to be consumed
by the public demands of her lover's

position, and not to have her own work
trivialized. But the letter is oddly edited,

and Wells concludes that Marks was
"on the verge of an emotional

breakdown" because it is so "full of
self-pity and making violently

ambivalent demands." (92-93) The
sentence Wells omits would have told us

so much: "1 cannot be happy away from
you, yet supposing I should be worthless

because I have given in to you ..."

(quoted later, and in an entirely

different context, 252)

Much of the relationship Marks and
Woolley created together was devoted to

nurturing and protecting each other's

autonomy and individuality. It was the

kind of relationship strong, creative

women who love each other require of

each other. Despite Wells' reference to

Marks as an "appendage," it is clear

from the passionate intensity of their

letters that, until Mary Woolley's death

in 1947, both women specifically avoid-

ed the perils of an arrangement wherein

one partner might fall into the shadowy
abyss of the role of "wife" or factor.

Jeannette Marks and Mary Woolley led

full and inspiring lives. And they deserve

a full and inspiring book. Miss Marks
and Miss Woolley is not that book.

It is more an academic history of

women's colleges, Mt Holyoke in par-

ticular. Wells gives us a full account of

their academic careers; an interesting

survey of the barriers first Woolley and
then Marks, who was Woolley's student

at Wellesley, overcame with such gusto;

and a running river of the kind of gossip

that seems of more concern to Wells

than to Marks and Woolley and their

friends. It is an on-campus account,

with several forays abroad on behalf of

international peace. About Jeannette

Marks' socialist and feminist

contributions to Woolley's vision we
learn Uttle, except that Wells thought

Marks impolitic, if not cheeky. Actually

Wells seems not to understand the full

signficance, either emotional or

poHtical, of these women's Uves.

Ultimately the author is incapable of

telling us very much about her subjects

because she is appalled by them. Yet

Wells was the first to use the Woolley-

Marks papers and this books serves to

give us some sense of the vast work
women-loving biographers have now to

do. For the fact that Anna Mary Wells

saved this valuable correspondence from
total obscurity, we will always be grate-

ful. Committed to reclaiming Woolley
from oblivion. Wells acknowledged that

her friendship with Marks was impor-

tant to her life, to her career. However
Wells defined that friendship, she

recognized its significance, despite her

initial reaction which she recorded in the

preface:

"The first few that 1 read were ardent

love letters expressed in terms that both

shocked and embarrassed me. My
immediate impulse was to abandon my
plans for the book. ...I had supposed

myself to be open-minded and tolerant

about sexual deviation, but it now
appeared that I was not so at all when it

occurred in women I admired and
respected." (ix)

"Admired and respected." They
were, after all, beloved lady professors

who wore pearls and occasionally long

dresses with plunging necklines. Our
dominant cultural perversity continues

to insist that such women must have

been asexual spinsters. Since Marks and
Woolley were clearly not that, Mt

Holyoke's former president David

Truman decided to close the collection

until 1999 and to hide the fact that Mt
Holyoke possessed the letters. But Wells

appealed for continued access to the

material, and the right to use her

notes — temporarily denied — , and
contacted archivists and historians for

support. I was then part of an American
Historical Association committee that

protested this attempt at pre-publication

censorship. Following appeals from
many archivists and historians the

decision was reversed. Except for a

"packet" of letters of unknown
contents and size, still closed until 1999,

the correspondence is now available to

scholars.

There is much to do in that collection.

The entire political dimension of their

lives, the nature of their socialism,

feminism and internationalism is entirely

unexplored. Then, since Wells denies the

possibility of sexuality in women, she in-

evitably diminishes the quality of their

life together. "I was," Wells explains,

"careful to avoid the use of the words
'lesbian' or 'homosexual,' since both
seem to me imprecise as well as pejor-

ative." Wells even asserts that "there is

substantial doubt that Sappho herself

was Lesbian." She concludes: "My own
opinion, for what it is worth, is that they

voluntarily renounced all physical

contact." (x-xi) Are we seriously ex-

pected to beUeve that two women who
lived together for almost 50 years never

hugged, never kissed, never warmed
each other's bodies of a cold South

Hadley night?

Wells' most grievous analytic fault is

her distortion of Jeannette Marks' life.

Based on contempt founded on Mt
Holyoke gossip. Wells concludes that

Marks' entire life was miserable. She

criticizes Marks' conduct as professor

and chair of Mt Holyoke's Enghsh
Department as "erratic and self-

defeating." She dismisses her profes-

sional achievements as insubstantial,

despite Marks' nineteen published and
largely well received books. And she in-

sists that emotionally Jeannette Marks
was underdeveloped, unsatisfied and un-

happy.

The truth is Jeannette Marks was a

vital personality with many enthusiasms.

She travelled widely. She wanted to be

alone and with other people. She wanted

to remove herself from the towering and
stifling shadows of Mt Holyoke. She

had affairs. She wrote books. She lived

with others. And when she returned to

Mary Woolley she did so refreshed and
eager to return; refortified and prepared

once again for the slander and incessant

gossip of small town South Hadley

living. Woolley was always reUeval and
happy to have her return; and always

offered to resign when the unending

gossip or other challenges directly

threatened their home.
The changing needs of their lives, and

their abihty to fulfill those needs ensured

their hfe together. Mary Woolley and

Jeannette Marks were not oppressed

women. And they did not oppress each

other. Their relationship required

courage, boldness. It involved the fear

of being replaced or left. They believed

in the harmony and essential rhythms of

their own unique natures. Their ability

to remain independent and to protect

each other's different needs seems en-

tirely beyond Wells' comprehension.

She has written, in fine, a mean-spirited

little book. It certainly will not be the

last book about these two great ladies

who have so much to tell us about the

ongoing struggle to create deeply caring

and entirely fulfilled lives.

by Blanche Wicsen CookU
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DANCEWITHGE
Friday, November 17 at 8:30 PM
Cash Bar • Buffet
at the Unitarian Congregation ot South Peel,

84 South Service Road, Mississauga

For further information call Gayline West: 791-6974, weeknights 7:30 — 10 PM

Gay Equality Mississauga, Box 156, Station A, Mississauga, ON LF^ 2S7

Serving the region of Peel

Jewellery
Factory

offers you fabulous

jewellery made in

our own workshop

Save 30% to50%
on Jewellery,

Diamonds & Watches

427 Queen Street West
(at Spadina), Toronto
Telephone: 368-3753

WORD IS OUT!

THE GAY
PICTURE BOOK
A photographic look at the

gay world in a series of stun-

ning pictures edited by

Michael Emory. $11.50p

WIVES
WHO LOVE WOMEN
Jane Scott

The story of two married

women who experience a

love affair in their fifties.

The book describes their

conduct; which is moving,

tempestuous, and at times

hilarious. $11.50

WORD IS OUT
Nancy Adair

A landmark book based on

the award-winning movie,

this looks at the homo-
sexual experience by fo-

cusing on the lives of 26 gay

men and women. $9.95p

Beaverbooks

953 Dillingham Road
Pickering, Ontario

UjivA^ 2481 Yonge

IUaaI, Street (at

iHllilll Castlefieid)

IlVVIl In Toronto

In Touch $2.25

Mandate $2.00

Blueboy $2.25

Advocate $ .75

Numbers $3.00

We don't charge over cover price.

Open8AM-6PM
(416)486-8739

Mail orders are now being accepted. Add
50<t per magazine for postage and hand-

ling. Prompt delivery assured.

We buy and sell pocket books and old

copies of Blueboy, Mandate and In Touch.

Look
better...

\ Relax

I

andpamperyourself
with afacial treatment,

I

or have unwanted hair

I

removedpermanently.

\Call

yourcertifiedand
experienced electrologist

forafree, personalized

I

consultation.

\Karl (416)967-0095

Gay Small Press by Ian Young

Advocate frightened by fishertioys

An editorial change in an article I

recently wrote for The Advocate was a

good example of the current hysteria: in

a piece about gay small presses, 1

happened to mention the Victorian

artist Henry Scott Tuke whom I des-

cribed as "a painter of Cornish fisher-

boys." In the printed version of the

article, this was changed to read "Corn-
ish fishermen"! I wrote to the Advocate,

suggesting that as Tuke was well-known

and revered in his day specifically for his

portrayals of adolescents, the change

was misleading and inept. "I hope," I

wrote, "that the word 'boy' is not

considered offensive. Why not go all the

way — 'fisherpersons'." The letter was
not printed.

A recent casualty of the same state of

mind was a fine photographer,

Jacqueline Livingston, whose photo

series, "Sam," shows a naked young

boy caressing his penis. I am told Ms
Livingston was dismissed from her post

at Cornell University because of this

work. It is included in The Male Nude:
A Survey In Photography, the catalogue

of an exhibition held over the summer at

the Marcuse Pfiefer Gallery at 825

Madison Ave in New York City.

"The subject of the male nude is still a

controversial one," Pfeifer's text reads.

"Cultural taboos run deep and are insid-

ious....Had this exhibition included the

female nude I feel certain that I would

never have encountered such a diversity

of negative responses. It is to be hoped

that this photographic survey will, in

some small way, begin to change these

attitudes." Only a few of the exhibition

photos are included in the catalogue, but

it is still worth having at $6.

"/4 Sand Fortress, " writes Wallace

Hamilton in his introduction to a new
edition of John Coriolan's gay novel of

the late 60s, ' 'is one of a special breed of

books about gay life, an honest

statement made at a less than honest

time....Some writers like CoriolEm

preferred to describe the unadorned

reality of their experience, without any

smoky subterfuge. And they paid a price

for it. Their books were, for the most

part, published by obscure houses and
were usually invisible to the general

reading public. Homosexual readers

were likely to discover the addresses of

these publishers in underground gay

publications, smd order the books by

mail in plain brown wrappers. 'That,' an

older gay told me, 'was part of th

fun'." The new edition of this "1> t

treasure of the 60s" is $1.75, avail .ble

from Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,

15 Christopher St, New York, NY
10014. It has Hamilton's appreciative

introduction, and an appealing full-

colour cover.

"Hypocrisy: An Organization ot Gay
Jehovah's Witnesses. Group Now
Forming." One almost expects to see the

notice in The Advocate's classirieds, as

religious gay groups are sprouting up to

accomodate people of various

denominations who, for personal

reasons, are uncomfortable with one ir-

rational dogma ("homosexuality is

evil") but blithely unquestioning about

all others. I am happy to say there is now
a Gay Atheist League of America
opposing religion and the strong role the

Churches play in the oppression of gay

women and men.

Unfortunately, the group's monthly

mag, GALA Review ($1 1 .50 a year from
PO Box 14142, San Francisco, CA
941 14) is, so far, a disappointment.

There have been interesting items: a re-

print of John Lauritsen's "Religious

Roots of the Taboo On Homosexu-
ality", and a Philip Nobile interview

with Gore Vidal, but the magazine relies

too much on uninspired reprints and the

unsophisticated, tub-thumping sort of

atheism that addresses itself only to

Fundamentalist Christijuiity and tends

to neglect both the details of Church
power and the more intriguing trends in

contemporary theology and philosophy.

The splenetic outbursts of Don Slater

(he calls Troy Perry "that soft-bodied

spiritual insect") are uninstructive and
tiresome. In issue N° 2, an old anti-

religious cartoon which was also homo-
phobic was thoughtlessly included with-

out comment. There is a need for GALA
Review, but the magazine would be

more effective with better editing.

Tcrni Hormer's Eros in Greece: A
Sexual Inquiry ($2.95, Aegean Books,

615 Frenchmen, New Orleans, LA
701 16) is a handsome little paperback on

sex in modern Greece. Homer has lived

in Greece and knows the country and its

people well. There are chapters on "Sex

Among Singles," "Marriage," "Male

Homosexuality," "Lesbianism,"

"Prostitution," "Sex and Religion"

and so on.

The Greeks, claims Homer, are illog-

ical, habitually late for appointments,

dissembling (they tell you they like you

whether they do or not) and generally

ready to indulge in gay sex, though

ashamed if people think them the "pas-

sive partner." All this Homer takes in

his stride: he likes the Greeks. I find the

same traits (which are certainly not con-

fined to Greeks) tiresome in the extreme.

But read the book and decide for your-

self.D

IN 1904 - 1909 ARCHAEOLOGISTS UNCOVERED CANAANITE RUINS DEPICTING THEIR

RELIGIOUS WORSHIP OF ABOUT 1500 BC - uy of ge70p ppof McrALisxEP isBf

from Christian anti-gay booklet, reprinted in Gala Review No. 6
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Monitor
by Richard Labonte

^ag mags, ruined careers and cateipillar heroes

Anita Bryant: God drew a circle, I stepped

inside, and He put a flame in my heart.

Is it a new career or a career in ruins?

The early years were tough. She had

secret agonies. She also has views on
women's rights, religion and (got it

now?). . .homosexuality.

It's not just a sentence or a paragraph

or a thought or a whole article: it's an
entire magazine — 68 pages, colour

cover, ads for sure-fire diets and never-

fail plants and Elvis Presley posters.

It's Anila Bryant — The Woman
Behind the Controversy, published by
Ideal Magazines, a New York company
responsible for similar single-subject

pubUcations — on UFOs, cloning,

Elvis, Pope Paul, Martians, John
Wayne, Shaun Cassidy and
earthquakes. The lady keeps headline

company.
The people at Ideal responsible for the

big-name-big-mystery series of magazines

aren't virulently anti-gay; they just hope
they know a supermarket-sales name
when they see it.

Much of the material in the magazine
has been lifted from Bryant's books and
various interviews which have appeared

in the past year. The effect is shck and
seamless, and certainly insidious — it's

the making of a folk-hero nobody real-

ly needs.

•

A more established American hero.

Dear Abby (Abigail Van Buren) had kin-

der words for gay men in a recent

column than Bryant ever does. In re-

sponse to a 20-year-oid's plight — he

told a best buddy about being gay, best

buddy backed off quickly, confused gay

considered suicide, again — Abby
answered:

"Your former friend has a lot to learn

about homosexuality if he feels threat-

ened by your confession, and ended
your friendship for that reason. You
haven't lost much. Friends worth having

accept you as you are."

Certainly a supportive response. But

according to a spokesperson for Chicago
Tribune-New York News Features,

which syndicates the column, that

particular item was probably dropped
from half of the more than 500 news-

papers which might have carried it.

"Homosexuality seems to offend

people more than anything else," she

said. Especially if what's said is positive.

A survey of what it calls Fag Mags in the

most recent issue oi Alternative

Media — a Columbia Journalism

Review of the surfaced underground

press — is mostly kind. Critic Gilbert

Choate sees a rosy future for the gay

media, "as its special-interest audience

expands and thousands of people come
out of the closet every year."

He doesn't much like the journals of

gay Uberation though: Fag Rag is mili-

tantly horny and therefore worthwhile,

but the rest — Gaysweek, The Body
Politic, England's Gay News — are

described as "irredeemably tedious."

Choate has the most praise for the

slicks — Blueboy, Mandate,
Numbers — because their "blatant sex-

ploitation and commercialism is a direct

insult to those commie dupes who would
defend gay rights as long as gays could

be perceived as downtrodden and dirty,

but would also abolish straight smut like

Playboy and Penthouse because it 'ex-

ploits women* to sell products." Every-

one can be an object, says Choate.

•

As Rolling Stone says (Oct. 3), there's

nothing remotely distasteful about the

act and antics of The Village People —
except their down-the-revolution

attitude.

David Hodo, who role-plays a

construction worker in the mock-macho
group, rejects any protest label: "We're
not a gay liberation group. If anything.

Any statement which refers to Anita
Bryant's crusades as hysterical is cer-

tainly sympathetic: and so it is with New
York Theatre Review's views on gay
theatre — a term the magazine believes

has only recently become useful, as at-

titudes towards homosexuality, and
sexuality in general, become less rigid.

Before gay theatre, there were only

homosexual characters.

Along with the short essay by David
Sears come short interviews with three

playwrights: Mart Crowley (Boys in the

Band); James Kirkwood (PS Your Cat is

Dead); and Lanford Wilson (The 5th of
July).

Neither laws nor pride will change the

sexual culture of North America in short

order — as neither removed racism —
says Andrew Kopkind in Working Pa-
persfor a New Society, but the difficulty

of change does not invalidate the

attempt, and a growing backlash —
fueled by the same forces which oppose
feminism, abortion, racial integration

and pacifism — make the laws and the

pride even more necessary.

Kopkind has harsh words for his

straight colleagues from the left, who
failed to ally themselves with the cause

of gay rights because those rights

"threaten the very identity of hetero-

sexuals."

mon-i-tor (moh'e-ter) n. One that cautions, admonishes or re-

minds. Any device used to record or control a process, (tr. v.) To
check, to test, to keep track of, to scrutinize, to keep watch over,

to direct. (Latin, one who warns, frommpnere, to warn.)

we call ourselves a people liberation

group because we don't play gay discos.

We play straight discos because our

straight audience won't go to a gay

disco. But the gays will come to a

straight disco. They don't give a shit.

And when we're up there, the gays will

get off — like last night there were two
guys in the front row making it and,

though I think it's a little distasteful, it

didn't seem to bother anybody."

Would Hodo huff if a man and a

woman necked? It would be silly, but at

least consistent.

Coming up:

"Somerset Maugham: The Quest for

Freedom." A three-part series on the

writer and his times to be aired on the

CBC-FM radio program Ideas at 8 PM
on November 8, 15, and 22. Produced
in Regina, the series was devised by

Robert Caldcr, a professor of English at

the University of Saskatchewan in Sas-

katoon and the author of a book on
Maugham. The third program, titled

"From Oscar Wilde to Gay Liberation,"

deals with Maugham's homosexuality in

a positive way and includes readings from
two of his novels and interviews with

nephew Robin Maugham and friend

Arthur Marshall, a writer for the New
Statesman.

Restricted in Ontario: gay pioneer Harry

Hay (left) and his lover John Ironside

.

Lethal, decreed Censor Don Sims.

The film Word Is Out was aired in early

October on numerous PBS television

stations in the US, as well as in many
parts of Canada by means of cable. On-
tario Censor Board head Don Sims must
have gritted his teeth. Sims classified this

excellent but inoffensive collection of in-

terviews as "Restricted" during its re-

cent showing in a downtown Toronto
cinema. Restricted means 18 years and
over. Imagine his frustration at knowing
that he couldn't prevent thousands of

young people under 18 from watching

and learning the truth in the comfort of

their own homes.

Being a lesbian helped Mary Poleio win

election as local president in a Westing-

house Plant — Bryant Electric — in

Conneticut, according to the Oct 8

Seven Days. When the male incumbent
tried to make her sexual preference an
issue, and men started to tear down or

deface her campaign signs, women at the

plant began wearing her signs on their

bodies. "That was a victory in itself."

says Poleio. "You can't forget that our

shop is mostly women over 40, a

different generation."

•

Ottawa take note:

The National Film Theatre in Ottawa
is doing a ten-film series on five nights

called "Images of Homosexuality." The
dates for the showings are: Nov 13, 25,

28, Dec I , and 8. It is a brief series

which tries to show the development of

representations of gays in film from the

40s to the present. The series begins with

Charles Vidor's production of Gilda and
Howard Hawkes* The Big Sky, and ends

a screening of Truxx (see page 35) and
The Naked Civil Servant. Frank Taylor

of the Film Theatre says this is the first

of a number of film showings of interest

to gay people.

Of all the possible sentiments, benign
neglect of the sort espoused by Michael
Novak in The American Spectator for

October is the worst. For the good of us

all, homosexuals included, he says, it's

best that society should prefer hetero-

sexuality and nourish it: "the future

depends on it."

But it is also — light back of the

hand, here, and a condescending

smile — good for all of us to lighten the

burdens of homosexuals, says Novak.
Tolerance is nice; it doesn't necessarily

mean moral approval.

•

Sights and sounds of the times, movie
department:

Din Piranha, a Roger Corman-studio
fun nick about hungry mutant piranhas

munching their way up a resort-area

river, one male and one female hero are

under guard in a tent so they won't tell

the truth about the menace. To escape,

she is sent out to fiirt with the guard.

"Oh, dear. Do you think it will work,"
she worries. "What if he's gay?" An un-

usual question, but with an up-to-date

answer: "Then I'll try," says the male
hero.

D In Someone Killed Her Husband
(Farrah Fawcett-Majors looking

frumpy), Jeff Bridges plays a frazzled

toy-store clerk trying to write children's

books over breakfast. First problem: to

find an alliterative name for his cater-

pillar hero. Clarence? No. Sounds gay.

Oh.

Din the book Midnight Express.

American dope-buyer Billy Hayes makes
love to another man — perhaps to sev-

eral, though that's not clear — during

his years in prison. It's a biography, and
presumably reliable. But the movie Mid-
night Express, the Hayes character

touches hands and rubs backs tenderly,

but declines anything more intimate.

Movies arc so much more public than

paperbacks, after all.t J
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BANNEDBOOKS
A reading

November 9 8 PM
Town Hall, Toronto

Admission free

Some of Canada's best-known writers and performers

will read from works that have faced

— and are facing —
the censor's knife.

Come out and enjoy them.

It may be your last chance.

Sponsored by the Freedom of Expression Committee of the Book and Periodical Development Council

Nature's

Twin

Invites female impersonators, transvcstites

and transsexuals to private showings of the

finest selection of silicone breast forms,

special bras, lingerie and loungewear featuring

our exclusive "Nature's TwinJM"

Consultations by appointment only

Ask for Simone • Confidentialiti/ is assured

Catalogue available — send $1 to:

Nature's Twin, Inc.

16752 N.E. 4th Court
North Miami, Florida 33162
Telephone: (305)651-7885

Just your
colour
type.

Pink.
Lesbian, feminist, gay, socialist, anarchist

magazines, newspapers, pamphlets,

novels, posters, poetry & polemics

—

we set them all.

Anew lesbian/feminist& gay male

cWlective devoted to producing

QUALITY TYPESETTING ON TIME

Refer your employer, friends, etc to

Pinktype (416) 863-6320, in Toronto

Not happy with your
living arrangements?

Looking for a self-contained room?

Find that apartment lonely?

Parliament Street

Fully self-contained bachelorettes

Private bathroom

Fridge, stove and sink in each unit

Nine units fully renovated

with modern furnishings

At Wellesley, minutes from Yonge

Start at $43 per week

Victor Avenue

Stove, fridge and sink in each room

Free use of washer and dryer

Steps from Broadview, two blocks

north of Gerrard

1 1 units — start at $32 per week

Tourist accomodation
by the night or weekly

Call Don (465-3287), Bob (465-8919)

or Ron (928-9009)

Classifieds

FRIENDS^
Toronto
YOUNG BLOND N. European gay male
professional would like to hear from
feminine lesbian girls for friendship. Drawer
B186.

LESBIAN COUPLE seeks friendship, good
times with gay men and women. Enjoy dis-

cos, movies. Phone Linda after 6, 743-1016.

FRIENDS"?
International
CANADIAN MALE, 22, intelligent, sincere,

attractive, presently living in England. Into

the wholesome side of life. Seeks corres-

pondence with rural gays. Upon return would

like accomodation and /or work with inter-

esting and good-humoured person(s) on a

farm or similar. Am a good worker and enjoy

the outdoor hfe. Drawer B237.

Alberta
A WELL PUT TOGETHER guy, 35, 1 50 lbs,

attractive, secure, looking for a one to one

relationship. Would like to meet creative, dis-

creet together male with similar interests to

enjoy the pleasures of a good Hfe and com-
panionship. Drawer B226.

Riitish Columbia
LIGHT BROWN MAN. 35, Spanish Arab
looking, articulate and sensuous, with hu-

mour; tired of tubs, shrubs, clubs and pubs;

seeks interesting friend for Dionysian rev-

verie and a sensible arrangement. Not into

"lookism" or stereotypes; just passion put to

use and the longest journey possible. Drawer

B225.

Manitoba
WINNIPEG COUPLE interested in meeting

same for evenings out and in. Singles and

out-of-towners also welcome. No drugs.

Drawer B231.

SINCERE 20 year old would like to meet new
friends or hear from pen pals across the

country. Am tired of phonies. Wide variety

of interests. Have room for lots of love in my
life. Write me and see if we can't be friends.

Drawer B230

GAY MALE, 38, seeks morning meeting with

others, 40-60, to share ideas with. Drawer

B113.

MARRIED BI-SEXUAL MAN would like

to meet other men. Have not much
experience but lots of imagination. 37 years

old, 5'5", 160 lbs. Write Box I907,Gen. Post

Office, Winnipeg, Man R3C 3R2, and tell me
about you.

Montreal
MONTREAL GAY MALE, bilingual, 40,

5'10", 158 lbs, straight looking, sincere, un-

attached, cultured, enjoys quiet refined life-

style, arts, travel, music, dining, looking for

level-headed self supporting companion 35 or

younger to share good moments with

possibility stable relationship. Drawer B229.

NEW BRITISH ARRIVAL, handsome, 24,

wishes to meet interesting friend to help him
get acquainted with city and happenings. Will

exchange photos and phone numbers.
Drawer B224.

W/M EARLY 40's, seeks sincere, affection-

ate, male for lasting friendship, pleasure.

Country living 30 minutes from downtown.
Perhaps alternative your downtown
accomodation. Will exchange photos and

phone numbers. Drawer B223.

SIR STEPHEN WANTED by muscular ath-

lete, 24. We're both masculine, discreet,

mature, sophist, cool and educated. You're

40-60, Gk. /active, vain, old-hand, burly-fat,

prefly hung, cigar-smoker. I travel Toronto,

Ottawa, Maritimes frequently, am versatile,

new, good-looking, blond, devoted, happy.

Like verbal, punishment, uniforms. "I'm

yours." Drawer B173.

YOUNG GUY, 22, would like to meet others

in same age range. I'm 5' 10", 135 lbs, clean

shaven, black hair, brown eyes and quite

muscular. I like most music, sports, reading,

and having a good time. Montreal is not that

bad! I go to Toronto quite often. Looking
forward to your letters. Drawer B169.

AFFECTIONATE MALE, 26, 5'6", 125 lbs,

who is sensitive, honest, intelligent, versatile,

and a little lonely is searching for similar

young (18 to 30) males for intimate friend-

ship, possible long-term relationship. Just

"coming out" guys welcome. Take a
chance — maybe we can help each other.

Photo and phone number appreciated, all

letters answered. Drawer B187.

Nova Scotia
MALE 24 in Halifax looking for friend-

ship/relationship, with a clean-cut male in

Halifax. Isn't anyone out there?Drawer B20S

RURAL GAYS AND LESBIANS of the

Atlantic Provinces and Maine wishing to

take part in a contact network with the

possibility of developing a rural gay caucus

please contact Bob O'Neil, Paradise, NS
BOS IRQ.

Northern Ontario
SPANKINGS Young man into your scene,

correspondence and photography, would like

to hear from you, possibly meet. Role playing

both or either way can be arranged. My strap

awaits. Travel in Ontario no problem. Send
phone, photo, describe interests. Drawer
B140

Ottawa
MALE 29 years, 5'6", 138 lbs dark hair,

clean shaven, straight looking, non smoker,

seeks friends under 35 for friendship, movies,

daiKing etc. Would like to hear from Ottawa,

Montreal, Toronto. Can exchange week-

ends. True friendship without any strings

attached. Write and tell me about yourself.

Photo and phone number appreciated; dis-

cretion assured and returned. Drawer B203

MATURE MALE PROFESSIONAL seeks

male friend this area. Send photo and phone
number with letter. All welcome but blacks

preferred. Ages 25 to 45. Drawer B218

PROFESSIONAL, SINGLE, 38, interested

in the arts, travel, wishes to hear from gentle-

men with similar interests. Replies treated

confidentially. Drawer B216

MALE 28 years. 5'6" 143 lbs dark hair eyes

moustache. Interests are body building,

theatre, reading, etc. 1 would like to meet a

gentleman 28 to 40 who is young at heart and

would enjoy a one-to-one relationship.

Would appreciate photo if possible. Drawer

B113

Saskatchewan
PROFESSIONAL GUY 32, 6' 180 lbs seeks

friendship & sex in a semi-steady relationship

withW/M 25-40. Interests include music, art,

travel, the kitchen, the garden, the unstren-

uous outdoors. Equally at home in a night on

the town or a night in front of the stereo or

TV. Considered discreet. Photo Appreciated.

Regina area. Drawer B213

Southern Ontario
MALE, 35, amateur astrologer, interested

in corresponding with other re:astrology and

its relationship to homosexuality. For better

understanding of se]f and others. Some
knowledge and setting up of natal chart an

asset. If correspondence leads to friendship

and relationship fine.Drawer B243

ATTRACTIVE, straight looking guy, 21,

6'1", 165 lbs, sandy hair, blue eyes, looking

for friends to assist in understanding recently

accepted life-style. Am loving, humourous,

easy going. Possible permanent relationship

could result. Belleville-Kingston area. All

replies answered. Drawer B221

CONSERVATIVE, QUIET, masculine guy,

35, 5'8", 165 lbs, professional, classical

musician, would like to meet other gays, 25-

35, for friendship and to see what develops.

Hefty is beautiful. Photo appreciated.

Drawer B2 19

RED AND LAVENDER MAN seeks friends

to resolve personal-political contradiction

jind comrade-lover to get through prolonged

struggle. Likes Brecht, Neruda, music

(anything but pop), dance, social justice.

Hates capitalism, TV, ignorance. Warmth,

rhythm, humour important. WNY. Drawer

B234
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MASC "natural" good looking farm boy
with slim hard well muscled body seeks

versatile muscular men to age 24. Purpose:

mutual pleasure. Can travel on weekends or

entertain. Photo necessary. Drawer B21

1

ATTRACTIVE MALE 38, 135 lbs, 5'7"

lonely seeks young sincere good looking com-
panion should be gentle affectionate enjoy
music art and life in general. Discretion

assured, and expected. Photo appreciated.

Write Drawer B202

BISEXUAL MAN 40 MARRIED short slim

athletic many interests likes fun devoted to

family but often desires escape suburbia

quickies. Wants honest discreet friendship(s).

Hopefully more with similar together

attractive man to 45. Self-employed so

mobile especially during the week. Photo
appreciated /reciprocated. Write P.O. Box
2785, Rochester, N.Y. 14626.

A QUIET YOUNG PERSON may often

benefit from the friendship of a sincere older

man. I am in my mid-forties, professional,

young at heart, interested in sports, hiking,

music, etc., and ready to listen. If this sounds
good to you I would like to get to know you.

Drawer B73

I'M 31, 5'9", 150 lb, good looking blonde. If

you're younger, maybe inexperienced, and
want a strong-minded but compassionate
friend, I want to know you. Drawer B168

MALE, 35, would like to correspond with

others. Open to developing relationship. In-

terests: astrology, self-development, mind
awareness, Edgar Cayce. Need time to estab-

lish and maintain contact. Photo would be
appreciated. Kingston, Belleville area.

Drawer B243.

Toronto
SEEKING horny male, younger, slim, huge
cock, for mid-30 greek passive, 6' plus male
for good times. Drawer Bl 1

SLIM EAST INDIAN MALES turn me on,

so if you are a young homy guy, well-

endowed, write Drawer B158

ATTRACTIVE SINCERE mascuUne male
interested in friendship with masculine
athletic male. Am 43, 6', 174 lbs. Interested

in sports, travel, photography, music, not

into drugs, bars. Serious replies only, with

photo which will be returned on request.

Drawer B244

AVERAGE LOOKING MALE 21 yrs

wishes to meet other males. Photo a must for

quick reply Drawer B245

WHITE MALE, 43, mascuhne, affectionate,

wished to meet blacks for fun and friendship.

If you are black, gentle, sensitive and loving,

and enjoy easy-going relationships with no
strings attached, I would like to hear from
you. US visitors to Toronto especially wel-

come. Drawer B 126

MALE, LATE 40's, active in sporU, like

music, seeks masculine, discreet gay friend,

age 25-35. Tickets to most cultural activities.

Condominium. European newcomers and
blacks welcomed. Write PO Box 504,Stn.K,
Toronto, M4P 2G9

THE
rncc

W4f Main Street
Hlnnioes

TIRED OF BARS & BATHS? Call 486-0494.

We are two good-looking, blonde, athletic

guys in 20s who enjoy entertaining in our

central Toronto house. If you arc good
looking and under 26, give us a call. Don't
worry because we are discreet and trust-

worthy^

TORONTO S&M, B&D. Phone (416)

497—1635. Two guys, one dominant, one

swings both ways, seek submissive slim guys
21 to 35 for groovy scene, all limits respected,

novices welcomed, photo appreciated,
Rogers Box 374, Agincourt, On, MIS 3C6.
Also weekend slave wanted.

WHITE MALE 32, 185 lbs, overweight but

working down. Average looks hairy french

active wish friends 25 to 35 prefer straight

appearance total honesty please no drugs

beards or kinks. If necessary phone 275-

4444. Photo appreciated. Will reply all.

Drawer B88

ATTRACTIVE ENGINEER seeks

lasting intimacy. Love-making or 'sex'

(manual, oral only) is non-essential but wel-

come when mutual. You should identically

equal my following description: under 45,

slim, clean-shaven, little body hair, circum-

cised, modest endowment, non-smoker,
nondrinker, drug nonuser, high IQ, ration-

alist, broad science /technology interests,

quiet and socially retiring. Give your des-

cription details please. Box 191, Station T,

Toronto, M6B4A1.

ACCOMPLISHED AMATEUR pho-
tographer seeks male models for nude artis-

tically erotic posing. Windsor and Southwest
Ontario also Toronto area. Send photo and
phone to John, Box 03528,Detroit,MI 48203

USA

GOOD LOOKING BLOND, 33 (look 27)135

lbs, 5'5" interested in lasting relationship or

become good friends with well hung man.
Drawers 184

A QUIET ACADEMIC TYPE gay
male non smoker light drinker 40 medium
build fairly attractive who never goes into

bars or baths would like to meet someone
similar for a lasting relationship. All letters

will be answered. Drawer B192

SINCERE straight looking blond European

age 32, 6' tall 175 lbs masculine appearance

wishes to meet honest attractive person up to

35 that had success other than on the disco

floor to share feelings that lead to spending
and planning a good life together. I am
interested in everything you'd expect a

pleasant person to be interested in — except

for love-making — I just go wild. Write with

photo. Will answer with same. Drawer B171

BLOOR JANE AREA MALE 30. Interested

in meeting people same area N-S-E-W but

not limited to same area. Hobbies include

chess, reading, dance. Ages 29-38. For
friends possible future pljms: comfortable

working relation. Phone number
appreciated. Discretion assured. Hope to

hear from you soon. Drawer B176

2 HOT VERSATILE masculine good
bodies latc^twenties 5' 10", 170 and 6' into

fantasy bondage spanking greek toys good
smoke "aroma" etc. Sincere only. We are

looking for men who get down to it! Am
moving, so send brief description and phone
number to Drawer B163

DEEP THROAT/HOT REAIJ white male,
36, submissive into s/m!Super raunchy. Dig
leather /jeans /boots, w/s/nipple action. Will

give complete service to truckers, cops, bikers

hung studs and master types. My body your
playground. Dave (416) 633-9575. Drawer
B162

AFFECTIONATE masculine male 49
discreet easy going abstinent seeks com-
panion for pleasant evenings. Physical make-
up irrelevant. Moving to Toronto. New gays
welcome Niagara Pen. Welcome photo for

same. Drawer B175

YOUNG GREEK ACTIVES for sensuous
love-making, write with phone number.
Drawer B 158

MOUSTACHE, short hair, classy very

attractive male model. Hard working, etc.

seeks friends. Rodney (416)361-1141

CHINESE MALE 21, 5' 11 " college student.

Einjoy sports and classical music to meet w/m
no drugs. Phone plus photo. Discretion

assured. No one-nile slander. Drawer BI99

EXECUTIVE, 44, YOUTHFUL appearance,

hardy handsome, clean shaven, 5'9", 140 lbs,

well-built, interested in the finer things in life,

seeks quiet, sincere and affectionate compan-
ion up to 32 years for possible long-term

relationship. Drawer B20I

CLASSIFYYOURSEIP
No need to get into rigi(J roles and categories of course; that' s always a bit dull.

But there' s no reason not to let others know that you ' re looking for friends or

lovers or a place to live, or that you want to trade your stuffed tarantula for

a vintage recording of Yma Sumac. And we have the way to do it:

The Body Pontic's classified ads. TBP can take your message all over

North America, and beyond, and can zero in on right where you live, too.

It's easy — and cheap. Just 20 cents a word for personal ads, 60 cents

for businesses. You simply fill in your message in the form below, count up

the number of words and send it off to us with a cheque or money order

for the correct amount. Get in before the deadline listed below and your ad

will appear in the very next issue.

You can say just about anything, but there are a few things you should

keep in mind. If you're interested in meeting people it's best to be positive.

Tell them about yourself and your interests, not about what you don't like.

Specifying exclusions on the basis of race or appearance (saying
'

' no fats

orfems' ' for instance) is just plain rude, and being rude doesn't make friends.

Saying that you're interested in meeting people for sex is fine. But there are

a few restrictions — the law's, not ours. Under the Criminal Code of Canada

it is illegal to have sex with anyone of the same sex under the age of 21

,

to have sex with more than one person at a time regardless of their ages, or to

solicit for the purposes of prostitution . We' re not allowed to run ads that

indicate you want to do any of those things, either. Otherwise sex is still legal,

so far. But to protect both you and us, we reserve the right to alter or refuse

any classified ad.

If you want people to answer you directly, put your address or phone

number in your message. Or, you can take advantage of our forwarding

service. For only two dollars extra we' II assign your ad a drawer number

and collect answers in our office to be sent to you once a week.

If you want to answer someone else's ad, that's easy, too. Put your reply

in an envelope, seal it and send it to us making sure to mark on the front

the drawer number you're re-

sponding to. You don't need to

send any money to answer an ad.

Your unopened reply will reach the

person you ' re answering in just

a few days.

So go ahead. Pick up a pen and slot yourself in

Your Place

retum

address

stamp
here

Drawer

The Body Politic

Box 7289, Station A
Toronto, ON
M5W1X9

NOVEMBER 1978

CONDITIONS
All ads must be prepaid by money order or cheque — do not send cash through the mails.

Rje Body Politic reserves the right to alter or refuse any ad. Late copy will be held over for

the foilowing issue. Deadline for December/January issue: November 15

RATES:

individuals: 20c per word, minimun$2. Businesses: 60c per word, minimum $6.

Forwarding Service: $2 per ad per issue. If you would like us to assign your ad a drawer

number and forward mail to you once a week ,
please check the box indicated below.

Name_

Address.

D Drawer number required

I enclose $ .for. jssues

Please run my ad in the

Print your ad below in block letters, one word per box

.section.

Mail to: The Body Politic. Box 7289. Station A, Toronto. ON M5W 1X9



WILL TRADE honesty, sincerity,

tenderness, understanding, affection and

devotion. Tall, attractive, masculine,

aggressive, 40 year young man likes art,

crafts, plants, animals, people, the outdoors,

fleamarkets, hikes, walking, movies, life,

cuddling, kissing, sex, belonging to one per-

son. Write me, get to know me, you might

like me. Will answer all, photo appreciated.

Drawer B204

AlTLEAN, QUIET, bearded, well-endowed

slim, male seeks honest, attractive mature,

well-endowed male with own apt. for

occasional but lasting relationship.

Discretion assured. Drawer B206

ACADEMIC 42 TALL blonde, vague

dreamy solitary seeks strong self-assured

male for casual good-humoured flirtatious

relationship. Drawer B208

WOULD LIKE TO MEET young Student

interested in sports, theatre. Must be sincere

and honest. Answer with phone number

please. Drawer 8209

ATTRACTIVE 18 year old. 6', 140 lbs.

Brown hair hazel eyes. I am sensitive

affectionate and a romantic. Am very much

into disco, good movies, good conversation.

Into french, greek, jockstraps, briefs.

Seeking clean cut, masculine guy, 16-21 for

honest relationship. Photo a must. Drawer

B210

MALE 29 SLIM SEEKS same 24-34 to

whom emotional depth/honesty, creativity

and humour are as necessary as sex, who does

not require lover or friend to have good

looks, money or social status. Light s/m as

only occasional variety, otherwise gentle

loving. Interests: poetry, psychology,

zoology, surrealist art, gourmet cooking,

music (classical to rock), sailing, fencing,

frisbee. Dislikes: team sports, TV, bars, big

parties, hypocritical politeness. Enclose

phone if possible. Drawer B212

$5 each

(5 for $20)
(Ontario residents add 1% sales tax)

J.A.L. Inc.

89 Bumside Drive

Toronto, ON M6G 2M9

Wholesale inquiries invited

(416) 366-2859
(Line open 24 hours)

GAY MALE 21, wishes to meet other gays

for fun and friendship. Will answer all.

Drawer 82 14

AFFECTIONATE MAlE 25,discreet and

easy going seeks younger companion for

pleasant evening encounters. Will answer all.

E)rawer B21S

ATTRACTIVE MALE late 20's 5'8"

orown hair would like to meet other gays to

enjoy theatre movies companionship. Drawer
B217

BIG GUYS TURN YOU ON? Mature heavy-

built guy 6' chubby 240 lbs looking for

chasers. Masculine, understanding. All

answered. Drawer 8220

SLIM GREEN EYED MALE 24, 5'6" wants

encounter with short muscular guy same age

or younger. Long hair preferred for a little

rough play j/o r&b and showering together.

Photo important B227

ASIAN MALE, 23, Toronto raised,
attractive, seeks friends for going out,

dancing, goodtimes and others. Discretion

assured. Drawer 8228

ATTRACTIVE MASCULINE male 27,
5'9" 155 lbs needs honest moustache guy (21-

35)to share love, music, sex and total living.

Music (50s, 60s & 70s) is the greatest in-

fluence on my life; hence you must believe in

music. I'm looking for sincere friendship and
possible relationship and understanding that

gay is beautiful! Let us reach out and touch.

To know you is to love you! Please call D.J.

(416) 929-5149 (Best time days) or write (with

photo) to Drawer 8232.

MALE straight looking, quite attractive

5 '8" 130 lbs. Own apartment, no ties.

Late thirties. Seeking one to one relation-

ship.Not looking for lover or one-night stand

come and go type but a brotherly more quiet

dependable young person who may be

seeking an older more mature, stable and

young at heart guy. I can offer you a

good part of my time and plenty of attention.

Drawer 8233

PASSIVE WHITE MALE 25, 5'4" 130 lbs

seeks well hung black or white men photo and
phone number 8235

MALE 26, 5'7", 130 lbs, physically and
mentally attractive well adjusted and familiar

with many aspects of gay life. Seeking pro-

fessional masculine interesting person for

stimulating friendship possible lover relation-

ship. Age preferred 25-40. Let's meet and
exchange views. Drawer 8236

SUCCESSFUL professional writer, white,

many interests, 46, 160 lbs, 6', seeks male
friend, masculine, husky, hairy, between
25 and 50. Drawer 8239

—J

ENGLISH professional academic male,

36, 5'9", 165 lbs brown hair and eyes,

moustache and beard, quiet but loving and
sensuous. Interested in ballet, music, long

walks, dining out, travel, disco dancing.

Looking for an attractive professional

person, 25-35 for a serious warm relation-

ship. Let us make this a beautiful Christmas.

Please write telling me about yourself. Photo
appreciated. Discretion assured and
expected. Drawer 8240

MATURE sensible bisexual married with a

great body wants good man to hug and hold

and love. Jim. Drawer B241

UNIFORMED LAWMAN fantasies S&M
boots, leather, gauntlet gloves, humil,

titwork, french action, totally equipped.

Stats:6',180 lbs, brown eyes, short hair &
moustache, cut, moderately hairy, 28.

Looking for others into same, versatihty,

possible relationship. Drawer B242

BODY BUILDER looking for Greek Active

guys who want more action than talking on

the phone. Must work at your body. I have

my own place and like long hard sessions.

Serious replies only. Les 465-6423.

STRAPS TURN YOU ON? Me too. I'm

looking for guys who love laying on heavy

straps and belts. Must work at your body and

be aggressive. I'm Gr. passive. I work out at a

gym 3 times a week. Mel 465-3287.

ATTRACTIVE, INTELLIGENT, profes-

ional, young, 33, 5'9", 125 lbs. varied inter-

ests, good sense of humour, would love to

meet similar together male, 25-35. Let's take

it from there. Drawer 8155.

HOMES
Edmonton
SHARE THE WEALTH — Join us! We are

a young, quiet, in-luv gay couple offering a 2-

room basement avec co-op board 2 blocks

from university to an individual of a mature

and aware nature. Being Panasonic an asset.

Give us a call (439-2478) and we'll have

T&T. Pax, Richard & Richard. ($100/month,

batteries not included)

Toronto
COMPATIBLE nonsmoker 21-35 m/fem
share spacious Annex house with couple.

Own room, furnished, TTC. 921-2964

evenings.

1T^.^^

1^
CO-OP HAS OPENING for non-tobacco

smoking, financially stable, mature man.
Shaggy dog, together cat, and huge park are

also part of home $115 monthly. 535-1537

INTELLIGENT working woman and uni-

versity student son —heterosexual — require

extre income to maintain comfortable house

in North Toronto. $200 to share our home.
Think fortyish professional man would find

this agreeable. Parking.Phone 481-3274

LOVELY ROOM IN BEACHES HOME for

young gay guy in exchange for light duties

and dog sitting. Non smokers only. 698-0215 .

SPACIOUS MAIN FLOOR flat, 3

bedrooms, living room with fireplace,

dining room,2 private entrances, private

screened patio, off-street parking, 3

appliances, on scenic ravine lot, TTC close,

select E York area (6 miles to downtown),
suit 2 or 3 mature people desiring quality

home (discreet S/M types OK). Lease

available. $600/month, utilities and grounds

maintenance included. 752-7772 evenings &
weekends.

WORKING GUY, 39, has huge, 3 bedroom
apt. above store to share with one or two

others (male or female). Should be into rock

music, smoke, communal living. Rob 531-

7823. Bloor-Ossington area.

PARLIAMENT—WELLESLEY, bright,

clean, carpeted, furnished rooms in owner-

occupied house. Fridge, cook in, share bath.

Phone 924-0863, after 6PM.

LESBIAN FEMINIST WANTED to share

co-op house with three others. Christie, St.

Clair. $110. Phone Sue or Ottie 531-3501

days. .

LETTERS
WHITE, MALE, PRISONER, 5'H", 1501b,

brown hair, blue eyes, moustache. "I've been

here at CCF now for close to 2 years, with

another 10 months to go before I see the

Parole Board, and I have no one with whom I

can share thoughts, ideas, experiences and
letters." Will answer all scribes. Jimmie
Scherman, No. 147-821, Box 511, Columbus,
OH, 43216 .

GAY PRISONER currently denied gay publi-

cations wishes names of institutions which

allow inmates to receive gay publications.

Stanley Murphy, No. 7689, No.405 Deer Park,

Dr. S.E.Salem, OR973 10

BUSINESS
NEED CASH? Young athletic models for

amateur photographer. Excellent pay. Send

photo to Drawer A34
JEWELLRY OF ALL TYPES available

immediately. Full colour catalogues on

request. Specialize in men's diamond rings

and led chronograph watches. Ladies jewellry

also available. $1.25 gets complete

information. Drawer 8222

WORK
STRUGGLING ACTOR needs patron.

Relocation possible. 26 yrs. 6', 145 talented.

Drawer 8238

INTERIOR PAINTER/DECORATOR
Andre-Paul 485-8744

ATTRACTIVE MALE, 6', 170 lbs dark
complexion and well built. But due to sudden
financial difficulties 1 am forced to look for a

good paying part-time job. I am experienced

in many fields but prepared to do anything,

all replies answered immediately. Thank you.

Drawer B207

MALE MODELS needed in Hamilton for

silhouette facial and portrait works. Qualifi-

cations nice build, good looks and an
expressive face. Drawer 8189

PROFESSIONAL ARTIST, recently moved
from Winnipeg, requires patron /friend(s)

and part-time work. Has experience in

printing, joiu-nalism, and university admin-
istration. Phone 961-2567. Serious calls,

please.

SERVICES
MAKE NEW FRIENDS throughout Canada.
Join GAYMATES, a pen pal club for gay
men. For information write, GSI, P.O. Box
3043, Saskatoon, SK, S7K 3S9, Canada.

KIRA PLACEMENT SERVICE: For the gay
man and woman. Meet new people of similar

interests through this unique mating service.

This is your chance to find new faces and
make new friends. Discretion assured. For
details, send name and address to: Box 66,

Postal Stn. L, Tor, ON M6E 4Y4. Fee.

GAY TELEPHONE DATING — A date is

as close as your phone. Must be over 21. Club
Adonis Mon to Fri 4 pm to 10 pm 533-3044.

GAY TIDE
Subscribe to Vancouver's gay paper.

A supporting sub

costs only $5, and is mailed

in a plain, sealed envelope.

Send to: Gay Tide

PO Box 1463, Stn A
Vancouver, BC

NATIONAL/BINATIONAL
a BiNatioiial Gay Youth Coalitioii, Canadian head

office: 29 Granby St, Suite 301 , Toronto, ON
MSB 1H8. Ph:(416) 366-5664.

a CanMiian Gay Archives, Box 639, SUtion A,

Toronto, ON M5W1G2.
aCanadiaii Lesbian and Gay Rights Coalitioa/

Coalition canadienne pour Ics droits des lesbienncs

et desg|ds(CLGRC/CCDLG), CP2919, Suc-

cursaleD, Ottawa. ON KIP 5W9.

Ph: (613) 233-0152.

aCoaUtion binationaie pour lajeunesse gai(e),

Si4gE social qu4b«cois: CP 753, Succursale H,

Montrtal,PQH3G2M7.
DCommMec to Defend John Damien, Box608,

Station K, Toronto. ON M4P 2H 1

.

DTheJohn Damien Foundation, Box 117, Station V,

Toronto, ON M6R3A4.
nNew DenHKfatic Party Gay Caucus, Box 792.

Station F, Toronto, ON M4Y 2N7.

DOIder Lesbians and Gays, Box 6248, Station A,

Toronto, ON M5W1P6.
D Prairie Regional Offlce, CLGRC/CCDLG, Box

27, UMSU, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,

MB,R3T2N2.
DRegroupeinenl national des lesbiennes el des gais

du Quebec, may be reached through the address

given for rAssociation pour les droits des gai(e)s

du Quebec (ADGQ).

PUBLICATIONS
a After stonewall, Box 205 1 , Winnipeg, MB
R3C3M2.

DThe Body Politic, Box 7289, Station A, Toronto,

ONM5W1X9.
DFonim.apublication of theCLGRC/CCDLG,
CP 36, Succursale C, Montreal, PQ H2L4J7.

DGai<e)$du Quibcc, CP 36, SuccursaleC,

Montrtal,PQH2L4J7.

DGay Rising, Box 1 56, Station P, Toronto,ON
M5S2S7.

GGayTlde, Box 1463. Station A. Vancouver, BC
V6C2P7.

DLesbian Newsletter Coalition, Box 773, Guelph,

ON,NlH6L8.
DMeIro Community News, 29 Granby St, Toronto,

ON, M5B IH8.

aOut& About, PO Box 3742, Stn B, Winnipeg, MB,
R2W 3R6.
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CommunityPage
The Community Page isa listingofgaygroups in Can-

jda and Quebec which primarily direct themselves

toward alleviating or struggling against gay oppres-

sion. It includes: democratically constituted organi-

zations, cooperatively-run clubs andcommunity cen-

tres, bookstores which sellgayandfeminist literature,

andnon-profitgayperiodicals.
Organizations wishing to be listed, or to revise in-

formation presently listed, should contact: The Body
Politic Community Page, Box 7289, Station A, Tor-

onto, ONMStV 1X9.

ALBERTA
Calgary

D Dignity/Oagmry, Box 1492, StationT, T2H2H7.
Ph: (403)269-7542.

DGay Academic Union, BoxC-262, Station G,

T3A2G2.
DGay Information and Resources, Rm 3 1 2, 223

12AveSW, T2R0G9. Ph: (403)264-391 1.

Information and counselling Monday - Saturday;

GayAA Monday; Lesbian discussion Tuesday,

Men's discussion Friday.

DMetropolitan Community Cbarch, 1703 1st St NW,
T2M 4P4. Ph : (403) 266- 1 806.

D Parents ofGays meets last Sunday ofeach month
at the Unitarian Church, 1703 1st St NW.

Edmonton

nCJnb 70, 10242-106 St, T5JlH7.Ph: (403)423-5051.

DDl9rity/Edmonton,Box53,T5J 2G9.

DEdmonton Lesbian and Gay Rights Organization

(ELGRO), Box 837, SubsUUon 1 1 , University of

Alberta. T6G2E0.
DGay AlUance Toward Equality (GATE), Box 1852,

T5J 2P2. Office: 10144-101 St, Ph: (403)424-8361.

DMetropolitan Community Church, Box 1312,

T5J 2M8. Ph: (403)458-7863.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Prince George

D TTie gay group in this city can be contacted through

theCrisisCentre,Ph: (604)563-1214.

Vancouver

a Dignity/Vancouver, Box 1036, V6B3X5.
DGay AlUance Toward Equality (GATE), Box 1463,

Station A, V6C2P7.Ph:(604)689-3139.

DGay People of Simon Fraser, c/o Student Society,

Simon Fraser Univ, Bumaby. Ph: (604)291-3181

or 291-3111.

DGay People of UBC, Box 9, Student Union Bldg,

University of British Columbia, V6T 1W5

.

Ph: (604) 228-6781.

DGay Radio, c / o Vancouver Cooperative Radio,
337CarTallSt,V6B2J4.

D Rights of Lesbians Subcommittee, British

Columbia Federation ofWomen, 1730 Stephens
St,V6K3V5.

DSociety for Education, Action, Research and
CounsdUng in Homosexuality (SEARCH),
Box 48903 , Bentall Centre, V7X 1 A8.

DSEARCH Community Services, 28-448 Seymour
St, V6B 3H1 . Ph: (604) 689-1039.

DSEARCH Youth Group, c/o SEARCH, 28-448

Seymour St, V6B3H1.

Victoria

DFeminist Lesbian Action Group (FLAG), Box 237,

Station E, V8W 2M6.
DUniversity of Victoria Gay Qub, Student Union

Bldg, U of Victoria, Box 1 700, V8W 2Y2.

MANITOBA
Brandon

DGay Friends of Brandon, Box 492, R7A 5Z4. Ph:
(204)727-2305.

Winnipeg

DCoundl on HomosexnaHty and Religion, Box 1912,

R3C3R2.
DDignlty/Wlnnipeg, Box 1912, R3C3R2.
OGaysfor Finality, Box 27, UMSU. University of

Manitoba, R3T 2N2. Ph: (204)269-8678.

DManlloba Pbysidaas for Homosexual Undcr-
sUndlag, Box 3742, Station B, R2W 3R6.

DWinnipeg Gay Community Centre Project, Box
3742, Station B,R2W 3 R6.

DWInnipeg Gay Youth, Box 27. UMSU. University

of Manitoba. R3T2N2. Ph: (204)269-8678.

DWInnipeg Lesbian Society , c /o A Woman's Place.

143 Walnut St, R3G1P2 Ph: (204)786-4581.

NEWBRUNSWICK
Fredericton

DGay Friends of Fredericton, Box 442, E3B 5A4.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Coraer Brook

DCommunity Homophile Association of New-
foomlland (CHAN), Box905, A2H6J2.

DGay Organization of the Women of Newfound-

land (GOWN), may be contacted at the address

forCHAN given above

.

St John's

DCommunity Homophile Association of New-
foundland (CHAN), Box 61 3, SUtion C. AlC 5K8.

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax

DTbe Alternate Bookshop, 1585BarringtonSt,

Suite301,B3JlZ8.

D Atlantic Provinces Political Lesbians for Example

(APPLE), Box 361 1 , Halifax South Postal Sution,

B3J3K6.

DGay AUancefor Equality, Box 361 1, Halifax

South Postal Station, B3J 3K6. Ph: (902)429-6969.

DGay Youth Halifax may be reached through the

address given for the Gay Alliance for Equality.

ONTARIO
Gudph
DGudph Gay Equality, Box 773,N1H6L8.

Gayiine: (519)836-4550.

DGu^ih Gay Youth Group, Info: (519) 836-4550,

Mon,Wed&Thurs,8-10PM.

Hamilton

DMcMister Homophile Association, DCl, Box 44,

Station B, L8L 7T5. Gayiine: (416) 527-0336.

DGayWomen of Hamilton may be contacted at the

address given for the McMaster Homophile Assoc

.

Kingston

DKington Women's Centre, Queen's University,

Student Memorial Union, 3rd floor

DQoeen's Homophile Association, Student Affairs

Centre, 5 1 Queen's Crescent, (Queen's University,

lC7L2S7.Ph: (613)547-2836.

Kitchener/Waterloo

DGay News and Views, Sun, Tues and Wed, 8:30

pm, CKMS-FM, 94.5 MHz, 105.7 MHz cable.

DGay Rights Organization of Waterioo (GROW),
Box 2632, Station B, Kitchener N2H 6N2.

D Kitchener-Waterioo Gay Media Collective, Box
2741, Station B, Kitchener N2H 6N3.

DLesbian Organization of Kitchener (LOOK), Box
2531, Station B, Kitchener N2H 6M3.

D Waterioo Universities' Gay Liberation Move
ment, Federation of Students, University of

Waterloo, Waterloo N2L 3G1. Ph: (519) 885-

1211. ext. 2372.

London

DGay Action Group for Equality , Box 4341

,

Station C,N5W 5J6.

DGayline, Ph: (519)679-6423. Info. 24 hrs/day.

Peer counselling Mon, Wed, Fri 7-1 1 pm. Sat 2-4

pm.

D Homophile Association of London, Ontario

(HALO), 649 Colbome St, N6A 3Z2.

Ph: (519) 433-3762.

D London Lesbian Collective, Box 4724, Station C,

N5WiL7.
nWestem Gay Assocation, c/o University

Community Centre, University of Western
Ontario. Ph: (519)679-6423.

Mississauga/Brampton

DGEM/Gay Equality Mississauga, Box 1 56,

Station A, L5A2Z7.
DGayftK West: (416) 791-6974. Peer counselling

telephone service.

Ottawa

DDigBity, Box 2102. Station D. KIP 5W3.
UGaysofOtlawa/Gaisdel'Outaouals, Box2919,

Station D, K 1 P 5W9. 378 Elgin St, 2nd noor.
Gayiine: (613)238-1717. Business: 233-0152.

DGay Youth Ottawa/Hull / Jeancnc (iai(t)t

d'Ottawa/Hull may be contacted at the same
addrcK and phone numbers as Gays of Ottawa.
Meetings/ Drop-in. Wed. 8 PM. 378 Elgin St

' :i'aMmorOltawaNow(IX)ON),Box6057,
SlationJ. K2A IT! Ph: (613)238-1717.

DMrtrtipolltan C^ramaalty Church, Box 868,

SlauonB. KIP STl.Ph: (613) 741-0783.

Tasl( Force on the Status of Lesbian and Gay
Male Psychologists, c/o Canadian Psychological

Association, 350 rue Sparlcs Street, Suite 602.

ONK1R7S8.

Peterborough

DTnnt Homophile Association, Box 1 524, K9J 7H7.
262Rubidge St, Rm 203. Ph: (705) 742-6229,

Thurs,7-10PM.

Thunder Bay

DNofthemWomen'sCentre,316BaySt,P7BlSl.
Ph: (807) 345-7802.

Toronto

D Catalyst Press, 3 1 5 Blantyre Ave, Scarborough,

M1N2S6.
DChatswortb ChariUble Foundation, 29Granby St,

M5B1H8.
DCommunity Homophile Association ofToronto

(CHAT), 29Granby St, M5B 1H8.

DCongregation B'nal KehUlah ofToronto for

Gay Jews, c /o 66 Gloucester St , M4Y 1 L5

.

Meetings and services every 2nd and 4th Fri, 10

Trinity Square.

D Dignity, Box 249, Station E, M6H 4E2.

D Free Lesbians and Gays (FLAG), 277 Berkeley St,

Apt 2, M3A 2X3. Ph: (416)362-3678.

DGay Academic Union , c /o Prof John Lee, Scar-

borough College, West HiU, MIC 1 A4.

DGay AHance at York, c /o CYSF, Central Square,

Rm 105, York University, 4700KeeleSt, Downs-
view, M3J 1 P3 . Office : 2 1 6 Vanier College Res-

dence. Ph: (416)667-3509or667-3632.

DGay Allance Toward Equality (GATE), Box 1 56,

Station P, M5S 2S7. Ph: (416)964-0148.

DGay Anarchists, c /o Ian Young, 3 1 5 Blantyre Ave,
Scarborough. M IN 2S6.

DGay Community Calendar: (416) 923-GAYS.
24-hour recorded message.

DGayCommunity Services Centre, 29 Granby St

,

M5B 1H8. Distress and counselling line: (416)

364-9835 . Drop-in Mon-Thur, 7- 10:30PM; Fri

ASatto 11 :30PM.
DGaysat Toronto, c/o SAC Office, Hart House

Circle, University of Toronto.

DGayTelevision Collective, c/o Box 575, Station K,

M4P2H1. Ph: (416)691-9269.

DGay Youth Toronto, 29 Granby St, Suite 301

.

Ph: (416) 366-5664. Meetings at the 519Church St

Community Centre, Tues, 7:30PM.
DGlad Day Bookstore, 4 Collier St at Yonge,

M4WlL7.Ph: (416)961-4161.

DHarMngerGay Men's Drop-in, Tues, 12-6PM,
Rm214, Vanier Residence, York University.

D Harbinger Lesbian Drop-in, Wed, 3-5PM,
Rm 214, Vanier Residence, York University.

D Hasrie-Frce Qlnic, 2 Homewood Ave, Suite 101

,

M4Y2J9. Ph: (416)922-3323. VD testing and info.

D Intc^ity : Gay Anglicans and their friends,

20BeTTyman St, M5R 1M6. Ph: (416)925-4047.

D Lesfain and Gay Trade Union Group, Box 1 62,

StationK,M4P2G5.
DLesbian Organization ofToronto (LOOT), 342

Jarvis St, M4Y2G6. Ph: (416)960-3249.

DMetropolitan Community Church, 29Granby St,

MSB 1H8. Ph: (416) 364-9799.

D Pink Triangle Press, Box 639, Station A.
M5W 1G2. Ph: (416) 863-6320.

DThrceofCups, Women's Coffee House, 342 Jarvis

St, M4Y2G6. Ph: (416) 967-2882.

DTAG, Box 6706, Station A. M5W 1X3.

Ph: (416) 964-6600. Peer counselUng service.

DToroolo Women's Bookstore, 85 Harbord St,

M5SlG5.Ph: (416)922-8744.

D Transvestites In Toronto, Box 873 , Station A,
M5W 1G3. Ph: (416)466-7112.

DTri-Aid Charitable Foundation, 8 Irwin Ave,

M4Y 1K9. Ph: (416)924-2525.

D Wages Dae Lesbians, Box 38, StaUonE, M6G4EI

.

Ph: (41 6) 92 1-9091.

DWomen's Archives, Box 928, SUtion Q, M4T 2P 1

.

Windsor

DWindsor Gay Unity, Box 7002, Sandwich Sution,

N9C3Y6. Ph: (519)252-0979.

OUEBEC

Abitibi

D AsMMlation gaic de rAbltiM, a / s ADGQ, CP 36,

SuccursaleC. Montreal. H2L4J7.

Hull
DL'AswKiation Gaie dc I'Ouest Qu^b^ois
(AGOQ). CP 1215. Succ D, J8X 3X7. PH:
(819)778-1737.

Montreal

D Androgyny Bookstore, I2l7CresccntSt.

H.K;2B1 Ph (514)866-2131.

[JAmodaUonCommunaalairrHonMMrxDHkde
I'Uahvrall^ dc Montreal, 3200. Jean BnlUuil

,

local 1265-6. Pav des Sciences Sociales, Universit*

deMaiur^,H3TlN8.

DAssodatioB pour lea droits des gBi(e)s dn Qoibec,

(ADGQ), CP 36, Succursale C, Montreal, PQ,

H2L 4J7. 1264StTimoth4e.

Ph: (5 14) 843-8671^

DCoopFemmes, 31 Boulevard St Laurent,

H2X 2V5. Ph: (514)843-8998.

DDigvtty/Montreal, CP 641 , Snowdon, H3X 3X8.

D EgUKCommonantalre de Montreal/Montreal

Commulty Church, CP 610, Succursale NDG,
H4A3Rl.Ph: (5 14) 845-4471.

DEgUsedu Disciple Bien-Almi, 6581 St Uurent,

H2S3C5.Ph:(5i4)279-5381.

DEmmannei MetropoliUn Community Church,
5-2320Uncoln,H3HlJ4.Ph: (514)937-96%.

DGay Friends of Concordia meet every Thursday

in Rm923, Hall Bldg, at 4:00PM. For information

phone:(514)288-3737.

DGay Info, Box 610, Station NDG.H4A3R1.
Ph: (5 14) 486-4404. Mon-Sat. 7- 1 1 PM.

DGaylte: (514) 931-866> or 931-5330. Seven days

awedc,7-llPM.

DGayMcGiU, University Centre, 3480 McTavish,

H3A 1X9.

DGay Social Services Project, 5 Weredale Park,

H3ZlY5.Ph:(514)937-9581.

DGay VOainic, Montreal Youth Qinic, Mon. Wed
and Fri evenings, 3658 Ste FamiUe.

Ph: (514) 843-7885.

DGayWomen of McGIU meet Tues, 8PM, Women's
Union, University Centre, 3480 McTavish,

Rm 425-6. Phone Gayiine or (5 14) 866-21 3 1

.

DGroopegni i rUniversiti do Quebec i Moatrtel,

CP8888.H3C3P8.
Dlnteg^: Gay Anglicans, c/o Box 610, Sution

NDG,H4A3R1. Ph: (514)486-4404(ThurA
Fri only).

DJeunesae Gaie de MonIrM (Gay Youth of

Montreal), CP 753, Succursale H, H3G 2M7.

Meetii«s at 5 Weredale Park, Sat, 1 :30PM.

DNACHES: Gay Jewish Discussion Group, Box
298, Station H, H3G 2K8. Ph: (514)488-0849.

DParcnlsof Gays, c/o Box 610, Sution NDG,
H4A3Rl.Ph: (514)486-4404.

Quebec

DCcntre Homophile d'Aide rt de Ub^ation
(CHAL),CP5%,Haule-ville.GlR4R8. 175rue

Princo-Edouard. Ph: (418)525-4997.

D Paroine Saint-Robert (Eglise catholique eucharis-

tique), 310. ruedelaCouronne, GIK6E4.
DServiced'Entreaide Homophile de Oi^bcc,

260,ruedesFranciscains, GIR IJI.

Ph: (418) 524-8344.

Saint Jerome

D Association des gal(e)s des Lanrentide, CP 272,

J7Z5T9.

Sherbrooke

DCHAI^Estric, CP 2032, Succursale Jacques-

Cartier,JlJ3Yl.

SASKATCHEWAN
MooseJaw

tDMooseJaw Gay Community CeBtre,c/oBox 1778,

S6H7K8.

Prince Albert

DPrince Albert Gay Community Centre, Box 1893,

S6V6J9. Ph: (306) 763-2590.

Regina

D Atropoi Fellowship Society/Odyssey Qub,
Box3414.S4P3J8.

Saskatoon

DGay Academic Union, Box419. Sub-PO 6.

S7N0W0.
DGay Community Cealrc, Box 1662, S7K 3R8.

31020th Si E, 2nd floor. Ph: (306)652-0972.

DGrapeviae, a group fro Christian and Jewish gays.

Ph: (306) 343-5963.

D LcsMan Caucus, Saskatoon Womea't Liberation,

Box 4021, S7K3T1.
DStubNe Jumper Press, 2 1 -303 Queen St . S7K OM 1

.

DSobooamittce on Gay Rlghu. c / o Saskatchewan
Association on Human Rights. 3 1 1 20th St W.
S7M0XI

PROVINCIAL
DCoalWoa for Ga> Rlgbls in Ontario. Bo\ 1 56.

Station P, Toronto. ON M5S2S7.
LlMaaMoha Gay Coalition. Box 27. UMSU. Univcr-

silyorManiioba, Winnipeg, MB. R3T 2N2.

DOMaloGay Teacbcn' Canon. Box 543. Station F.

Toronto, ON M4Y 2L8 Ph: (416)654-1 183.

GSmkalckewan Gay Coalition. Box 7508,

Saskatoon, SK

Continued on page 44
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(ffiTTHE

Word is Out: Stories of Some of Our Lives,

the Mariposa Film Group's award-winning documentary
about 26 gay men and women, is now a large-format

paperback. The book includes the complete,

uncut interviews along with a commentary on the

making of the film. Pink Triangle's got it.

$8.95, including shipping.
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by Irwin Barrer

Coming in from the coid

Last month this column was about going

out in the city. This month, it's about

being out in the city. Which is probably

very much the same as being out in the

country except that there are a few more
people to deal with. I once would have

said that being out in the city is easier as

well, in that the people you have to deal

with are more liberal and more aware.

Urban environments provide more
opportunities to observe a wider range

of Ufestyles, and you'd think that some-

where along the line a city person's con-

sciousness must get raised.

But I no longer believe in the myth of

urban sophistication. I now see the self-

demeaning aspect of perceiving non-

gays as having liberal attitudes toward

gay people. I don't Uke the idea of some-
one allowing me to be myself. Nor am I

pleased with the idea that people who
are openly gay on the street are

somehow getting away with something.

There is a difference between coming
out to someone you know and demon-
strating the fact that you are gay to the

world at large. In the first case, the

person you are dealing with knows lots

of other things about you. Coming out

simply adds another piece of informa-

tion to the picture — it's a big piece, to

be sure, but it's in context. People on
the street don't know you and react

differently to this, the first, bit of data.

In fact, they are reacting not to you, but
toyourgayness.

Two tall, blond, good-looking men
with well-develoi>ed muscular bodies,

clothed identically in peg-legged jeans

and black T-shirts that fit where they

touch (both visions to be sure) strut

down Yonge Street with arms inter-

twined and hands firmly clasped. They
exude much pride and solidarity, as well

as showing their mutual affection. They
glow with tans and strength and bliss.

Among those who see them are two
rather dumpy straight men who rather

theatrically display revulsion at the

sight. The two gay men are oblivious to

the reaction but I imagine that, if con-

fronted with it, they would either laugh

in the straight men's faces or promptly
beat the shit out of them.

I felt really good and gay after seeing

those two men. And now, hardly a day
goes by when I don't think about them
and what they did for me and must have
done for all the other people who saw
them. Less and less do I find I have to

steel myself for hitting the streets and
confronting the straight world as a gay
man.

My attitude toward myself, and con-

sequently my behaviour, is changing.

But I realize 1 have no choice in the kind

of people I find around me on the

streets. Where 1 can be selective, though,

is the places I go to when I leave them.

More and more I find myself looking for

places where feeling good about being

gay is encouraged. Some exist specific-

ally to serve gay people; others don't,

but happen to have a large gay clientele.

I don't feel any static about being gay in

these places, nor do I feel that con-

cessions are being made simply for the

sake of turning a profit. I don't feel like

a token and I don't feel exploited here. I

simply feel good about being out in the

city.

Compared to a commercial movie

theatre, — where I'm corralled into line

by some neo-fascist posing as an usher

and then jammed into a seat that was

designed for someone considerably shor-

ter than myself — the Art Gallery of

Ontario Cinema makes me feel I am
attending a private screening. The
Cinema is small. The molded, swivel-

base seats are comfortable and there is

lots of leg room. Besides the well-

selected film programs, there is the

gallery itself to explore; though prices

vary, some fihns are free with admission

to the gallery, and never are they as ex-

pensive as at commercial movie houses.

The progrjuns are well-attended,

especially on Sunday afternoon, so

arrive well in advance of screening time

to pick up tickets. Information is avail-

able from newspaper listing or at the

gallery.

The Art Gallery of Ontario Cinema, 317

Ehmdas Street West. Telephone:

361-0414.
•

A number of major cities have good
gay bookstores, London, Montreal,

New York and Philadelphia among
them. Those who know them consider

Toronto's Glad Day to be one (if not

//je) best of the lot.

Glad Day is not storefront, so I worry
that a lot of people pass it by and never

know it's there. Once you find it, the

climb up the stairs brings you to a very

comprehensive selection of lesbian and
gay literature and non-fiction (including

one of my favourites: The Alice B
Toklas Cookbook). Proprietor Jearld

Moldenhauer was one of the pioneers of

the gay Uberation movement in Canada,
and knows his stock well. He keeps a

wide range of periodicals — current and
back issues — from around the world,

and is developing a solid section of anti-

quarian material as well.

The store provides a remarkable

feeling of privacy and comfort. No one
is there who doesn't want to be, includ-

mg the staff, who are friendly and well-

informed. There is no hard-sell, lots of

space to walk around in and browse, and

chairs and stools strategically placed so

you can relax while leafing through a

book or magazine. There is currently a

display about John Damien's legal

battles, and some of the books on sale at

reduced prices include a contribution to

the Damien Defence Fund. Tickets for

selected entertainments are also on sale

here, and there is a community bulletin

board for posting notices. In short, the

place is worth a look — and more. If

you haven't been, go.

Glad Day Bookshop, 4 Collier Street,

second floor (just north of the new
Metro Library). Open Monday to

Saturday 10 AM to 6 PM; Thursday and

Friday nights until 9 PM. Telephone:

961-4161.

The initial appeal for me at Whole
Foods Trading Company was the sel-

ection of spices and herbs sold in bulk,

and therefore cheaper and fresher than

the kind you buy in cute little bottles in

supermarkets. A lot of other things are

available in quantity here, too: rice,

cooking oils, peanut butter and three

kinds of tamari (that's unadulterated

soy sauce), to name a few. There are the
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standard things you'd expect to find in a

health food store, like vitamins, organic

fruit and vegetables, herb teas, soaps

and shampoos, as well. You can bring

your own containers for the bulk items

or use the ones that other people leave

there (remember ecology?).

On my way out of the store for the

first time, I noticed The Body Politic for

sale right beside the cash register on the

front counter. I liked that not only

because it made me feel good to see it,

but also because I realized that, whether

or not they read it, everyone who stops

at Whole Foods gets a chance to check it

out and maybe think about some things.

Healthy gay people, for instance.

Whole Foods Trading Company, 489

Parliament Street, Open Monday to Sat-

urday, 10 AM to 6 PM (until 7 on
Fridays; late opening on Wednesdays,

1 1 AM). Telephone %7-51%.
•

At first glance, the Peter Pan would
seem to be the quintessential gay res-

taurant: everything, from the decor to

the background music to the staff,

shows a slight touch of camp (if you can

safely call the New Wave version by that

name).

In fact, it isn't gay in the strictest

sense, but that hardly makes a

difference. While most restaurants are

food service businesses in search of an
ambience, the Peter Pan is more an am-
bience that decided to open a restaurant.

Before they bought and renovated the

old greasy spoon at the comer of

Queen and Peter Streets, the owners

(most notably Sandy Stagg, who is also

proprietor of the Period clothing shop,

Amelia Earhart Originals) were familiar

figures in the Toronto conceptual art

scene celebrated in File magazine. The
sexual focus there was not so much gay-

ness as ambiguity; one presumed little

and was supposed to be shocked by
nothing.

And so it is with the Peter Pan. The
name, as well as the marble-topped

counter and vintage wooden booths,

survives from before the renovation.

The later mirrors and Art Deco
lamps, together with the maroon and
white table cloths and fresh-cut fiowers,

help create a setting that is at once

sophisticated and comfortable. The
menu offers a choice of unusual

seasonal soups — thick and hearty in

the winter, cool and refreshing in

summer — and reasonably priced

entrees which include a very good
quiche, steak with sauce bemaise, a sea-

food salad, and daily specials at lunch

and dinner. The desserts are great; try a

fruit ambrosia.

The restaurant remains open through-

out the day but with a limited menu
between 2:30 and 6 PM.

The Peter Pan Restaurant, 373 Queen
Street West. Open Monday through

Saturday, noon to midnight. Licensed.

Telephone: 364-3669. iJ

Irwin Barrer. originally from Montreal, has

recently movedfrom Vancouver to Toronto.

He IS a member of the Cay Allianct Toward
Equality, and is very tall.

Got some ideasfor ' 'Out in the City
'

'? Send
your sunaestions to us c o The Body Politic.

Box 7289, .Station A. Toronto. <>.\ \t5H l\9.
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Themost

sophjsticated,

courageous,

aod ioGisive gay oews periodical

in existence.

artin Duberman is a historian and playwright living in

I
New York. He reads The Body Politic; we decided to ask him why.

"I like TBP,'' he said, "because it deals with gay life from a clear, radical perspective.

It's willing to tackle controversial issues and refuses to treat its readers as though they were

nothing more than an exploitable commercial market.

"The reviews are the best on gay material that I find anywhere.

They're not soft — nothing is ever praised just because it's gay. They maintain a consistently

high standard.

"Put quite simply. The Body Politic is the most sophisticated, courageous

and incisive gay news periodical in existence.
'

'

We were pleased. We thought we'd tell you.

We also hope that you'll want to take a closer look for yourself, in this issue

and in those which we'll be putting together in the months to come.

There's no better way to do it than to subscribe.

rd like a closer look.
For a subscription, fill in your name and address in the appropriate spaces below

and mail this form to: The Body Politic, Box 7289, Station A, Toronto, ON M5W 1X9.

Make cheques payable to The Body Politic; do not send cash through the mail.

If you want to charge your purchase, fill in your charge card number and expiry date

in the spaces provided in the charge box below, and be sure to give us your signature.

Please note the new rates:

Canada: D2nd class, $7.50 D 1st class, $15

International: Dlnd class, $10 D 1st class, $20

First class subscriptions are mailed in sealed

plain envelopes and recieve priority postal service.Name

Address

City

Code

Charge thispurchase to: [2 Visa

OMastercharge

Number

Signature

Expiry date
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